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1 I. INTRODUCTION 

2 Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, OCCUPATION AND BUSINESS ADDRESS. 

3 A. My name is Pauline M. Ahern and I am a Principal of AUS Consultants. My 

4 business address is 155 Gaither Drive, Suite A, Mt. Laurel, New Jersey 08054. 

5 Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND AND 

6 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE. 

7 A. I am a graduate of Clark University, Worcester, MA, where I received a 

8 Bachelor of Arts degree with honors in Economics in 1973. In 1991,1 received 

9 a Master of Business Administration with high honors from Rutgers University. 

10 In June 1988, I joined AUS Consultants as a Financial Analyst and am 

11 now a Principal. I am responsible for the preparation of all fair rate of return 

12 and capital structure exhibits for AUS Consultants. I have offered expert 

13 testimony on behalf of investor-owned utilities before twenty-four state 

14 regulatory commissions. The details of these appearances, as well as detaHs 

15 of my educational background, are shown in Appendix A supplementing this 

16 testimony. 

17 I also calculate and maintain the A.G.A. Index under contract with the 

18 American Gas Association (A.G.A.). The A.G.A. Index is a market 

19 capitalization weighted index of the common stocks of about 70 corporate 

20 members of the A.G.A. 

21 I have co-authored an article with Frank J. Hanley, a Principal & Director 

22 of AUS Consultants entitled "Comparable Earnings: New Life for an Old 

23 Precept" which was published in the American Gas Association's Financial 
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1 Quarterly Review. Summer 1994. I also assisted in the preparation of an 

2 article authored by Frank J. Hanley and A. Gerald Harris entitled "Does 

3 Diversification Increase the Cost of Equity Capital?" published in the July 15, 

4 1991 issue of Public Utilities Fortniqhtlv. 

5 I am a member of the Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial 

6 Analysts (formerly the National Society of Rate of Retum Analysts) serving as 

7 President for 2008-2010 and 2006-2008 and Secretary/Treasurer for 2004-

8 2006. In 1992, I was awarded the professional designation "Certified Rate of 

9 Return Analyst" (CRFIA) by the National Society of Rate of Retum Analysts. 

10 This designation Is based upon education, experience and the successful 

11 completion of a comprehensive written examination. 

12 I am an associate member of the National Association of Water 

13 Companies, serving on its Finance Committee, a member of the Er>ergy 

14 Association of Pennsylvania, formeriy the Pennsylvania Gas Association, and a 

15 member of the American Finance and Financial Management Associations. 

16 Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 

17 A. The purpose is to provide testimony on behalf of Ohio American Water 

18 Company (Ohio American or the Company) as to the appropriate common 

19 equity cost rate which it should be afforded the opportunity to eam on the 

20 common equity financed portion of its jurisdictional rate base. 

2<X Q. WHAT IS YOUR RECOMMENDED COMMON EQUITY COST RATE? 

22 A. Although the Company is basing its filing upon a requested common equity 

23 cost rate of 11.25%, current capital market conditions indicate that a common 
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Long-Term Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total 

Capital 
Structure 

Ratios 

57.85% 
1.34 

40.81 

100.00% 

Cost 
Rate 

6.17% 
8.48 

11.70 

Weighted 
Return 

3.57% 
0.11 
4.77 

8.46% 

1 equity cost rate of 11.70% is applicable to a 40.81% common equity ratio at 

2 June 30,2007. 

3 The overall cost of capital is summarized in Table 1 below: 

4 
5 Table 1 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 Q. HAVE YOU PREPARED AN EXHIBIT WHICH SUPPORTS YOUR 

19 RECOMMENDED RANGE OF OVERALL RATE OF RETURN? 

20 A. Yes, I have. They have been marked for identification as Exhibit No. , 

21 Schedules PMA-1 through PMA-14. 

22 II. SUMMARY 

23 Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR RECOMMENDED COMMON EQUITY COST 

24 RATE. 

25 A. My recommended common equity cost rate of 11.70% is summarized on 

26 Schedule PMA-1, page 2. Because Ohio American's common stock is not 

27 publicly traded, a market-based common equity cost rate cannot be determined 

28 directly for Ohio American. Therefore, in arriving at my recommended common 

29 equity cost rate of 11.70%, I assessed the market-based cost rates of 

30 companies of relatively similar risk, i.e., proxy group(s), for insight into a 
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1 recommended common equity cost rate applicable to Ohio American and 

2 suitable for cost of capital purposes. Using other utilities of relatively 

3 comparable risk as pn^xies is consistent with the principles of fair rate of retum 

4 established in the Hope^ and Bluefield^ cases and adds reliability to the 

5 informed expert judgment used in arriving at a recommended common equity 

6 cost rate. However, no proxy group can be selected to be identical in risk to 

7 Ohto American and therefore, the proxy group's results must be adjusted to 

8 reflect the greater relative business risk of Ohio American as will be 

9 subsequently discussed in detail. The basis of selection of the proxy group will 

10 also be discussed subsequently. 

11 As explained in more detail below, my analysts reflects current capital 

12 market conditions and results from the application of four well-tested market-

13 based cost of common equity mcxlels, the Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 

14 approach^ the Risk Premium Model (RPM). the Capital Asset Pricing Model 

15 (CAPM), and the Comparable Earnings Model (CEM). 

16 The results derived from each are as follows: 

Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Co.. 320 U.S. 591 (1944). 

Bluefield Waterworks Improvement Co. v. Public Serv. Comm'n. 262 U.S. 679 (1922). 
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Discounted Cash Flow Model 
Risk Premium Model 
Capital Asset Pricing Model 
Comparable Eamings Model 

Indicated Common Equity 
Cost Rate Before 
Business Risk Adjustment 

Business Risk Adjustment 

Proxy Group 
of Six 

AUS Utility 
Reports 
Water 

Comoanies 

10.89% 
11.75 
11.77 
13.30 

11.45% 

0.25 

1 Table 2 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 Recommended Range of 
21 Common Equity Cost Rate After 
22 Adjustment for Business Risk 11.70% 
23 

24 After reviewing the cost rates which resulted from the application of the 

25 four models, I conclude that a common equity cost rate, before adjustment for 

26 business risk, of 11.45% is indicated based upon the application of all four 

27 models to the market data of the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water 

28 companies. After applying a business risk adjustment of 25 basis points 

29 (0.25%), an indicated risk adjusted common equity cost rate of 11.70% is 

30 applicable to the Company's ratemaking common equity ratio of 40.81 %. 

31 111. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

32 Q. WHAT GENERAL PRINCIPLES HAVE YOU CONSIDERED IN ARRIVING AT 

33 YOUR RECOMMENDED COMMON EQUITY COST RATE OF 11.70%? 

34 A. In unregulated industries, the competition of the marketplace is the principal 

35 determinant of the price of a product or service. In the case of regulated public 

36 utilities, regulation must act as a substitute for such marketplace competition. 
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1 Consequently, marketplace data must be relied upon to assure that the utility 

2 can fulfill its obligations to the public and provide adequate service at all times. 

3 This requires a level of earnings sufficient to maintain the integrity of presently 

4 invested capital and permit the attraction of needed new capital at a 

5 reasonable cost In competition with other firms of comparable risk, consistent 

6 with the fair rate of return standards established by the U.S. Supreme Court in 

7 the Hope and Bluefield cases cited previously. Consequently, in my 

8 determination of common equity cost rate. I have evaluated data gathered from 

9 the marketplace for utilities as similar in risk as possible to Ohio American. 

10 IV. BUSINESS RISK 

11 Q. PLEASE DEFINE BUSINESS RISK AND EXPLAIN WHY IT IS IMPORTANT 

12 TO THE DETERMINATION OF A FAIR RATE OF RETURN-

13 A. Business risk incorporates all of the risks of a finn other than financial risk, 

14 which will be discussed subsequently. Examples of business risk include the 

15 quality of management, the regulatory environment, customer mix. service 

16 territory growth and the like, which have a direct bearing on eamings. 

17 Business risk is important to the detemninatlon of a fair rate of return 

18 because the greater the level of risk, the greater the rate of return investors 

19 demand, consistent with the basic financial precept of risk and return. 

20 Q. PLEASE DISCUSS THE BUSINESS RISKS FACING THE WATER 

21 INDUSTRY IN GENERAL. 

22 A. The water and wastewater utility industry faces significant risks related to 

23 replacing aging transmission and distribution systems. Although Value Line 
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1 Investment Survey^ observes the following about the water utility Industry, it 

2 applies equally to the wastewater utility industry as many of the water 

3 companies followed by Value Line also have wastewater operations: 

4 But while, regulators are easing their stance in many areas on 
5 rate case rulings, the same cannot be said for infrastmcture costs. 
6 Many of the current water systems and pipelines are pushing 100 
7 years in age and require significant maintenance, and In many 
8 cases, complete rebuilding. Coupled with more stringent EPA 
9 requirements, the result of the highly unstable geopolitical 

10 environment, these costs are likely to remain at exorbitant levels 
11 and climb into the hundreds of millions of dollars in the coming 
12 decade. Unfortunately, many of the smaller water companies are 
13 not up to meeting the higher costs, forcing them to close up shop 
14 and sell to larger suitors. 
15 
A£* * * * * * 

17 
18 There is not much to get excited about here. Infrastructure 
19 upkeep and capital restraints will probable [sic] offset most of the 
20 regulatory benefits we envision and thus limit the appeal of stocks 
21 in this group for both the year ahead and the 3 to 5 year pull. 
22 Likewise, the income component will likely continue to come 
23 under pressure, leaving better income bearing alternatives to 
24 chose [sic] fnDm. But there is a new concern looming now, 
25 namely the possibility of there being a new kid on the block. 
26 Indeed, the highly anticipated IPO of American Water Works Is 
27 expected sometime in the near future. The company is one of the 
28 larger operators in the Water Utility industry, raising concems that 
29 its entry to the market may well divert Investor interest. 
30 Nevertheless, we must advise any Investors considering getting 
31 their feet wet in this industry to, as always, carefully review the 
32 individual reports in the next few pages before making any 
33 financial commitment. 
34 

35 In addition, because the water and wastewater industry is much more capital-

36 intensive than the electric, natural gas or telephone industries, the investment 

37 required to produce a dollar of revenue is greater. And, because investor-

38 owned water and wastewater utilities typically do not receive federal funds for 

3 Value Line Investment Survey. April 25.2008. 
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1 infrastructure replacement, the challenge to investor-owned water and 

2 wastewater utilities is exacerbated and their access to financing is restricted, 

3 thus increasing risk. 

4 The National Association of Regulatory Commissioners (NARUC) has 

5 also highlighted the challenges facing the water and wastewater industry 

6 stemming from its capital intensity. NARUC's Board of Directors adopted a 

7 resolution in July 2006. taking the position that*: 

8 WHEREAS, To meet the challenges of the water and wastewater 
9 industry which may face a combined capital investment 

10 requirement nearing one trillion dollars over a 20-year period, the 
11 following policies and mechanisms were identified to help ensure 
12 sustainable practices in promofing needed capital investment and 
13 cost-effective rates: a) the use of prospectively relevant test 
14 years; b) the distributfon system improvement charge; c) 
15 construction work in progress; d) pass-through adjustments; e) 
16 staff-assisted rate cases; f) consolidation to achieve economies of 
17 scale; g) acquisition adjustment policies to promote consolidation 
18 and elimination of non-viable systems; h) a streamlined rate case 
19 process; i) mediation and settlement procedures; j) defined 
20 timeframes for rate cases; k) integrated water resource 
21 management; I) a fair return on capital Investment; and m) 
22 Improved communications with ratepayers and stakeholders; and 
23 
24 WHEREAS, Due to the massive capital investment required to 
25 meet current and future water quality and infrastructure 
26 requirements, adequately adjusting allowed equity returns to 
27 recognize industry risk in order to provide a fair return on invested 
28 capital was recognized as crucial... 
29 
30 RESOLVED, That the National Association of Regulatory Ufility 
31 Commissions (NARUC), convened in its July 2006 Summer 
32 Meefings in Austin, Texas, conceptually supports review and 
33 consideration of the innovative regulatory policies and practices 
34 identified herein as "best practices;" and be it further 
35 
36 RESOLVED, That NARUC recommends that economic regulators 
37 consider and adopt as many as appropriate of the regulatory 

"Resolution Supporting Consideration of Regulatory Policies Deemed as 'Best Practices'". Sponsored by the Committee 
on Water. Adopted by the NARUC Board of Directors. July 27, 2006. 

8 
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1 mechanisms identified herein as best practices... 
2 

3 The water and wastewater utility industry also experiences lower relative 

4 depreciation rates. Lower depreciation rates, as one of the principal sources of 

5 internal cash fiows for all utilities, mean that water and wastewater utility 

6 depreciation as a source of internally-generated cash is far less than for 

7 electric, natural gas or telephone utilities. Water and wastewater utilities' 

8 assets have longer lives and, hence, longer capital recovery periods. As such, 

9 water and wastewater utilities face greater risk due to inflation which results in 

10 a higher replacement cost per dollar of net plant than for other types of utilities. 

11 Water utilities experienced an average depreciation rate of 2.5% for 2006 with 

12 Ohio American experiencing a somewhat higher depreciation rate of 3.4% in 

13 2007. In contrast, in 2006 the electric, combination electric and gas, natural 

14 gas or telephone industries, experienced average depreciation rates of 4.2%, 

15 4.4%, 4.3% and 6.5%. respectively. 

16 In addition, as noted by S&P^: 
17 Environmental regulations, which can be particularly stringent for 
18 water utilities, impact credit quality. Mandatory compliance with 
19 environmental legislation is often quite capital intensive. This is 
20 particulariy so in the areas of wastewater discharge and drinking 
21 water quality. In most jurisdictions observed by Standard & 
22 Poor's, pressures from environmental standards is likely to 
23 increase. High compliance costs can impact a water utility's 
24 creditworthiness if their financing is up-front and their recovery is 
25 over a long period, potentially putting stress on the financial 
26 profile in the short term. 
27 
28 A key rating consideration is the extent of the link between a 
29 water utility's legislated environmental standards and its rate-
30 setting mechanism. Stringent environmental rules requiring 

standard & Poor's, Criteria: Infrastmcture Finance. Water and Wastewater Utilities, Projects and Concessions, 
September 1998. p. 47. 
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1 expensive upgrade and compliance costs are not necessarily a 
2 negative rating factor, so long as the utility has a flexible and 
3 transparent process for passing the costs through to consumers, 
4 and these consumers are willing and able to bear these costs. 
5 Standard & Poor's considers whether the environmental and 
6 economic regulators are acting in isolation, or perhaps have 
7 different constituencies. 
8 
9 Mood/s® also notes that: 

10 
11 We expect that the credit quality of the investor-owned U.S. water 
12 utilities will likely deteriorate over the next several years, due to 
13 ongoing large capital spending requirements in the industry. 
14 Larger capital expenditures facing the water utility industry result 
15 from the following factors: 
16 
17 • Continued federal and state environmental compliance 
18 requirements; 
19 • Higher capital investments for constructing modem water 
20 treatment and filtration facilities; 
21 • Ongoing improvement of maturing distribution and delivery 
22 Infrastructure; and 
23 • Heightened security measures for emergency 
24 preparedness designed to prevent potential terrorist acts. 
25 
26 Given the ovenwhelming Importance of protecting the public 
27 health, the water utility industry remains regulated by the federal 
28 and state regulatory agencies. As a result of this importance, the 
29 level of state regulators' responsiveness is critical in enabling the 
30 water utilities to maintain their financial integrity. In addition, 
31 when utilities are permitted a fair rate of return and timely rate 
32 adjustments to refiect the costs of providing this essential service, 
33 they will be more able to implement the necessary safeguards to 
34 protect the public health. 
35 

36 In addition, the water utility industry, as well as the electric and natural 

37 gas utility industries, faces the need for Increased funds to finance the 

38 increasing security costs required to protect the water supply and infrastructure 

Moody's Investors Service, Global Credit Research. "Credit Risks and Increasing for U.S. Investor Owned Water Utilities" 
Special Comment, January 2004, p. 5. 

10 
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1 from potential terrorist attacks in the post-September 11, 2001 worid. 

2 In view of the foregoing, it is clear that the water and wastewater utility 

3 industry's high degree of capital intensity coupled with the need for substantial 

4 infrastoicture capital spending and increased anti-terrorism and anti-

5 bioterrorism security spending, requires regulatory support in the fomn of 

6 adequate and timely rate relief, as recognized by NARUC, so water and 

7 wastewater utilities will be able to successfully meet the challenges they face. 

8 Q. DOES OHIO AMERICAN FACE ADDITIONAL EXTRAORDINARY BUSINESS 

9 RISK? 

10 A. Yes. Ohio American's smaller size as shown on page 3 of Schedule 1, i.e., 

11 total capital of $83,095 million at December 31, 2007 relative to average total 

12 capital of $801,941 million in 2007 for the proxy group of six AUS Utility 

13 Reports water companies indicates greater relative business risk because all 

14 else equal, size has a bearing on risk. 

15 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY SIZE HAS A BEARING ON BUSINESS RISK. 

16 A. Smaller companies are simply less able to cope with significant events which 

17 affect sales, revenues and earnings. In general, as will be discussed in detail 

18 subsequently, the loss of revenues from a few larger customers, for example, 

19 would have a greater effect on a small company than on a much larger 

20 company with a larger customer base. In addition, the effect of extreme 

21 weather conditions, i.e., prolonged droughts or extremely wet weather will have 

22 a greater effect upon a small operating water utility than upon the much larger, 

23 more geographically diverse holding companies. 

11 
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1 Another factor contributing to the risk effects of size include the fact that 

2 investors demand greater returns to compensate for a lack of marketability and 

3 liquidity. Because Ohio American is the regulated utility to whose rate base the 

4 Commission's ultimately allowed overall cost of capital and fair rate of return 

5 will be applied, the relevant risk refiected in the cost of capital must be that of 

6 Ohio American, including the impact of its small size on common equity cost 

7 rate. Size is an important factor which affects common equity cost rate, and 

8 Ohio American is significantly smaller than the average company In the proxy 

9 group based upon total investor-provided capital as shown below: 

10 Table 3 
11 
12 2007 Times Times 
13 Total Greater than Market Greater than 
14 CaDltaKiV The Comoanv Capitalizatlond) the Company 
15 ($ millions) ($ Millions) 
16 
17 Proxy Group of Six 
18 AUS Utility Reports 
19 Water Companies $801.941 9.7x $770,923 10.2x 
20 Ohio American 83.095 71.837 (2) 
21 
22 (1) From Schedule PMA-1, page 3. 
23 (2) Based upon the average market-to-book ratio of the proxy group of six AUS Utility 
24 Reports water companies. 
25 

26 Table 3 above also shows the results of my study of the market 

27 capitalization of the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies. 

28 The results are shown on page 5 of Schedule PMA-1 which also summarizes 

29 the group's average martlet capitalization as of June 16, 2008. 

30 Ohio American's common stock is not publicly traded. Consequently, I 

31 have assumed that if it were publicly traded, the common shares would be 

32 selling at the same market-to-book ratio as the average market-to-book ratio 

33 for the proxy group, or 216.1% on June 16, 2008. Hence, Ohio American's 

12 
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1 market capitalization is estimated at $71,897 million based upon this average 

2 market-to-book ratio. In contrast, the market capitalization of the average AUS 

3 Utility Reports water company was $770,923 million on June 16. 2008, or 10.7 

4 times larger than Ohio American's estimated market capitalization. It is 

5 conventional wisdom, supported by actual returns over time, that smaller 

6 companies tend to be more risky causing Investors to expect greater returns as 

7 compensation for that risk. 

8 Q. DOES THE FINANCIAL LITERATURE AFFIRM A RELATIONSHIP 

9 BETWEEN SIZE AND COMMON EQUITY COST RATE? 

10 A. Yes. Brigham^ states: 

11 A number of researchers have observed that portfolios of small-
12 firms have earned consistentiy higher average returns than those 
13 of large-firms stocks; this is called "small-firm effect." On the 
14 surface, it would seem to be advantageous to the small firms to 
15 provide average retums In a stock maricet that are higher than 
16 those of larger firms. In reality, it is bad news for the small firm; 
17 what the small-firm effect means is that the capital market 
18 demands higher returns on stocks of small firms than on otherwise 
19 similar stocks of the large firms, (italics added) 
20 

21 V. FINANCIAL RISK 

22 Q- PLEASE DEFINE FINANCIAL RISK AND EXPLAIN WHY IT IS IMPORTANT 

23 TO THE DETERMINATION OF A FAIR RATE OF RETURN. 

24 A. Financial risk Is the additional risk created by the introduction of senior capital, 

25 i.e., debt and prefen-ed stock, into the capital structure. In other words, the 

26 higher the proportion of senior capital in the capital structure, the higher the 

27 financial risk. 

^ Eugene F. Brigham, Fundamentals of Rnanclal Management. Fifth Edition. The Dryden Press. 1989. p. 623. 

13 
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1 Utilities formeriy were considered to have much less business risk in 

2 comparison to unregulated enterprises, and, as a result, a larger percentage of 

3 debt capital was acceptable to Investors. 

4 In November 2007, S&P published Its electric, gas, and water utility 

5 ratings rankings lists in a framework consistent with the manner in which It 

6 presents is rating conclusions across all other corporate sectors. As S&P 

7 stated^ 

8 Incorporating utility ratings into a shared framewort< to 
9 communicate the fundamental credit analysis of a company 

10 furthers the goals of transparency and comparability in the 
11 ratings process. 
12 
13 * * * 
14 
15 The utilities rating methodology remains unchanged, and the 
16 use of the corporate risk matrix has not resulted in any 
17 changes to ratings or outiooks. The same five factors that 
18 we analyzed to produce a business risk score in the familiar 
19 10-point scale are used in determining whether a utility 
20 possesses an "Excellent." "Strong." "Satisfactory," "Weak," 
21 or "Vulnerable" business risk profile. 
22 

23 Pages 1 through 9 of Exhibit PMA-2 describe the utility bond rating 

24 process. S&P's new business risk/financial risk matrix is shown in Table 1 on 

25 page 11 of Exhibit PMA-2, while financial risk Indicative ratios for utilities are 

26 shown in Table 2 on page 12. Notwithstanding the metrics published in Table 

27 2, S&P states: 

28 Note that even after we assign a company a business risk and a 
29 financial risk, the committee does not arrive by rote at a rating 
30 based on the matrix. The matrix is a guide - it is not intended to 
31 convey precision in the ratings process or reduce the decision to 

Standanj & Poor's - Ratings Direct - "U.S. Utilities Ratings Analysis Now Portrayed In The S&P 
Corporate Ratings Matrix", November, 30, 2007. p. 2. 

14 
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1 plotting intersections on a graph. 
2 

3 As shown on Schedule PMA-10, page 2, the average S&P bond rating 

4 (issuer credit rating), business risk profile and financial risk profile of the six 

5 AUS Utility Reports water companies is AA-/A+(A). Excellent and Intermediate. 

6 Q. NEVERTHELESS, CAN ONE STILL MEASURE THE COMBINED BUSINESS 

7 RISKS, I.E., INVESTMENT RISK OF AN ENTERPRISE USING BOND 

8 RATINGS AND CREDIT RATINGS? 

9 A. Yes, similar bond rafings/issue credit ratings refiect similar combined business 

10 risks, i.e., total risk. Although the specific business or financial risks may differ 

11 between companies, the same bond rating indicates that the combined risks 

12 are similar as the bond rating process refiects acknowledgment of all 

13 diverslfiable business and financial risks in order to assess credit quality or 

14 credit risk. For example, S&P expressly indicates that the bond rating process 

15 encompasses a qualitative analysis of business and financial risks (see pages 

16 3 thnDugh 9 of Schedule PMA-2). While not a means by which one can 

17 specifically quantify the differential in common equity risk between companies, 

18 the bond (credit) rating provides a useful means to compare/differentiate 

19 investment risk between companies because it is the result of a thorough and 

20 comprehensive analysis of all diverslfiable business risks, i.e., investment risk. 

15 
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1 VI. OHIO AMERICAN WATER COMPANY 
2 
3 Q. HAVE YOU REVIEWED THE FINANCIAL DATA FOR OHIO AMERICAN? 

4 A. Yes. Ohio American is a wholly-owned subsidiary of American Water Works 

5 Company (American Water) providing water services to more than 50,000 retail 

6 customers in portions of Ashtabula, Lawrence, Richland, Marion, Morrow, 

7 Preble, Pike, Seneca, Franklin and Portage Counties. 

8 As shown on page ^ of Exhibit PMA-3, during the five-year period ending 

9 2007, the achieved average eamings rate on book common equity for Ohio 

10 American was a negative 5.82%, ranging between 0.52% in 2003 to a negative 

11 10.47% in 2006. As also shown on Schedule PMA-3, page 1, during the five 

12 years ending 2007, Ohio American maintained, on average, a common equity 

13 to total penmanent investor-provided capital (excluding short-term debt) ratio of 

14 48.05%. 

15 VII. PROXY GROUP 

16 Q- PLEASE EXPLAIN HOW YOU CHOSE THE PROXY GROUP OF SIX AUS 

17 UTILITY REPORTS WATER COMPANIES. 

18 A. The basis of selection for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water 

19 companies were those companies that meet the following criteria: 1) they are 

20 included in the Water Company Group of AUS Utility Reports (June 2008); they 

21 have Value Line or Reuters consensus five-year EPS growth projections; and 3) 

22 they have more than 70% of their 2007 operating revenues derived from water 

23 operations. Six companies met all of tiiese criteria. Artesian Resources Corp. 

24 was eliminated because Value Line does not publish an adjusted beta for the 

16 
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1 Company. Connecticut Water Service, inc., Middlesex Water Co., and 

2 Pennichuck Corp. were eliminated because Reuters was not reporting a 

3 consensus five-year EPS growth rate projection for the companies at the time of 

4 the selection of the proxy group. 

5 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE SCHEDULE PMA-4. 

6 A. Schedule PMA-4 contains comparative capitalization and financial statistics for 

7 the six AUS Utility Reports water companies for the years 2003 through 2007. 

8 Page 1 contains a summary of the comparative data for the years 2003-2007. 

9 Page 2 contains notes relevant to page 1, as well as the basis of selection and 

10 names of the individual companies in the proxy group. Page 3 contains the 

11 capital stmcture ratios based upon total permanent capital (excluding short-temi 

12 debt) by company and on average for the years 2003-2007. 

13 During the five-year period ending 2007, the historically achieved average 

14 eamings rate on book common equity for this group averaged 9.37%. The 

15 average common equity ratio based upon total permanent capital was 51.38% 

16 for the five-years ending 2007, while the five-year average dividend payout ratio 

17 was 60.15%. 

18 Coverage of interest charges, excluding all AFUDC from funds from 

19 operations for the years 2003-2007 ranged between 3.71 and 4.40 times and 

20 averaging 4.14 times, while funds from operations relative to total debt ranged 

21 from 16.94% to 22.01% averaging 20.01%. 

17 
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1 VIII. COMMON EQUITY COST RATE MODELS 

2 A. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH^ 

3 Q. ARE THE COST OF COMMON EQUITY MODELS YOU USE MARKET-BASED 

4 MODELS, AND HENCE BASED UPON THE EMH? 

5 A. Yes. The DCF model is market-based in that market prices are utilized in 

6 developing the dividend yield component of the model. The RPM Is market-

7 based in that the bond ratings and expected bond yields used in the application 

8 of the RPM reflect the market's assessment of risk. In addition, the use of betas 

9 to determine the equity risk premium also refiects the market's assessment of 

10 risk as betas are derived from regression analyses of martlet prices. The CAPM 

11 is market-based for many of the same reasons that the RPM is market-based 

12 i.e., the use of expected bond (Treasury bond) yields and betas. The CEM is 

13 market-based in that the process of selecting the comparable risk non-utility 

14 companies is based upon statistics which result from regression analyses of 

15 market prices. Therefore, all the cost of common equity models I utilize are 

16 market-based models, and hence based upon the EMH. 

17 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF THE EMH. 

18 A. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH), which is the foundation of modern 

19 investment theory, was pioneered by Eugene F. Fama® in 1970. An efficient 

20 market is one in which security prices reflect all relevant information all the time. 

21 This implies that prices adjust instantaneously to new information, thus reflecting 

Fama, Eugene F., "Efficient Capital Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work". Joumal of Finance. May 1970, pp. 
383-417. 
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1 the intrinsic fundamental economic value of a security.^" 

2 The essential components ofthe EMH are: 
3 
4 A. Investors are rational and Invest in assets providing the 
5 highest expected return given a particular level of risk. 
6 
7 B. Current market prices reflect all publicly available 
8 information. 
9 

10 C. Returns are independent I.e., today's market returns are 
11 unrelated to yesterday's returns. 
12 
13 D. Capital markets follow a random walk i.e., the probability 
14 distribution of expected retums approximates a nomial 
15 distribution. 
16 
17 Brealey and Myers state:^^ 
18 
19 When economists say that the security market is 'efficient*, they are 
20 not talking about whether the filing is up to date or whether desktops 
21 are tidy. They mean that information is widely and cheaply 
22 available to investors and that all relevant and ascertainable 
23 information is already reflected in security prices. 
24 
25 The three forms of the EMH are: 
26 
27 A. The "weak" form which asserts that all past market prices and data are 
28 fully reflected in securities prices I.e., technical analysis cannot enable 
29 an Investor to "outperi'orm the market". 
30 
31 B. The "semistrong" form which asserts that all publicly available 
32 information is fully reflected in securities prices i.e., fundamental 
33 analysis cannot enable an investor to "outperform the market". 
34 
35 C. The "strong" form which asserts that all Information, both public and 
36 private, is fully reflected in securities prices i.e., even insider information 
37 cannot enable an Investor to "outperi'orm the mari<et". 
38 
39 The "semistrong" form of the EMH is generally held to be true because the 

40 use of insider information often enables investors to "outperform the market" and 

^̂  Morin, Roger A., New Regulatory Finance. Public Utility Reports, Inc., Arlington, VA, 2006, pp. 279-281. 

^̂  Brealey, R.A. and Myers. S.C, Principles of Corporate Finance. McGraw-Hill Publications, Inc.. 1996, pp. 323-324. 
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1 earn excessive returns. The generally-accepted "semistrong" form of the EMH 

2 means that all perceived risks are taken into account by investors in the prices 

3 they pay for securities. Investors are aware of all publicly-available Information, 

4 including bond ratings, discussions about companies by bond rating agencies 

5 and investment analysts as well as the various cost of common equity 

6 methodologies (models) discussed in the financial literature. In an attempt to 

7 emulate investor behavior, this means that no single common equity cost rate 

8 model should be relied upon In determining a cost rate of common equity and 

9 that the results of multiple cost of common equity models should be taken into 

10 account. 

11 Q. IS THERE SUPPORT IN THE ACADEMIC LITERATURE FOR THE NEED TO 

12 RELY UPON MORE THAN ONE COST OF COMMON EQUITY MODEL IN 

13 ARRIVING AT A RECOMMENDED COMMON EQUITY COST RATE? 

14 A. Yes. For example, Philllps^^ states: 

15 Since regulation establishes a level of authorized earnings which, in 
16 turn, implicitly Influences dividends per share, estimation of the 
17 growth rate from such data is an inherently circular process. For 
18 these reasons, the DCF model "suggests a degree of precision 
19 which is in fact not present" and leaves "wide room for controversy 
20 and argument about the level of k" [investors' capitalization or 
21 discount rate, i.e., the cost of capital], (italics added) (p. 396) 
22 
23 * * * 
24 
25 Despite the difficulty of measuring relative risk, the comparable 
26 earnings standard is no harder to apply than is the market-
27 determined standard. The DCF method, to illustrate, requires a 
28 subjective detemilnation of the growth rate the market is 
29 contemplating. Moreover, as Leventhal has argued: 'Unless the 

^̂  Charles F. Phillips. Jr.. The Regulation of Public Utilities-Theory and Practice. 1993, Public Utility Reports, Inc., Arlington, 
VA. p. 396. 398. 
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1 utility is permitted to eam a return comparable to that available 
2 elsewhere on similar risk, it will not be able in the long run to attract 
3 capfta/.'(italics added) (p. 398) 
4 
5 Also. Morin^^ states: 
6 
7 Each methodology requires the exercise of considerable judgment 
8 on the reasonableness of the assumptions underiying the 
9 methodology and on the reasonableness of the proxies used to 

10 validate a theory. The inability of the DCF model to account for 
11 changes in relative market valuation, discussed below, is a vivid 
12 example of the potential shortcomings of the DCF model when 
13 applied to a given company. Simllariy, the inability of the CAPM to 
14 account for variables that affect security retums other than beta 
15 tarnishes its use. (italics added) 
16 
17 No one individual method provides the necessary level of precision 
18 for determining a fair return, but each method provides useful 
19 evidence to facilitate the exercise of an Informed judgment. 
20 Reliance on any single method or preset formula is inappropriate 
21 when dealing with investor expectations because of possible 
22 measurement difficulties and vagaries in individual companies' 
23 market data. (Morin. p. 428) 
24 
25 * * * 
26 
27 The financial literature supports the use of multiple methods. 
28 Professor Eugene Brigham, a widely respected scholar and finance 
29 academician, asserts:^^*""*"^"^'"^^ 
30 
31 Threemethodstypically are used: (1) the Capital Asset Pricing 
32 Model (CAPM), (2) the discounted cash flow (DCF) method, and 
33 (3) the bond-yield-plus-risk-premium approach. These methods 
34 are not mutually exclusive - no method dominates the others, 
35 and all are subject to error when used in practice. Therefore. 
36 when faced with the task of estimating a company's cost of 
37 equity, we generally use all three methods and then choose 
38 among them on the basis of our confidence in the data used for 
39 each in the specific case at hand. 
40 
41 Another prominent finance scholar, Professor Stewart Myers, in an 
42 eariy pioneering article on regulatory finance, stated:^<^'"°*^ °"''**̂ ^̂  
43 
44 Use more than one model when you car). Because estimating 

13 Id. at pp. 428 and 430-431. 
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1 the opportunity cost of capital is difficult, only a fool throws away 
2 useful information. That means you should not use any one 
3 model or measure mechanically and exclusively. Beta is helpful 
4 as one tool in a kit, to be used in parallel with DCF models or 
5 other techniques for interpreting capital market data. 
6 
7 Reliance on multiple tests recognizes that no single methodology 
8 produces a precise definitive estimate of the cost of equity. As 
9 stated in Bonbright, Danielsen, and Kamerschen (1988), 'no single 

10 or group test or technique is conclusive.' Only a fool discards 
11 relevant evidence, (italics in original) (Morin, p. 430) 
12 
13 * * * 
14 
15 While it is certainly appropriate to use the DCF methodology to 
16 estimate the cost of equity, there is no pnDof that the DCF produces 
17 a more accurate estimate of the cost of equity than other 
18 methodologies. Sole reliance on the DCF model ignores the capital 
19 market evidence and financial theory fonnalized in the CAPM and 
20 other risk premium methods. The DCF model is one of many tools 
21 to be employed in conjunction with other methods to estimate the 
22 cost of equity. It is not a superior methodology that supplants other 
23 financial theory and market evidence. The broad usage of the DCF 
24 methodology in regulatory proceedings in contrast to its virtual 
25 disappearance in academic textbooks does not make it superior to 
26 other methods. The same is true of the Risk Premium and CAPM 
27 methodologies, (italics added) (Morin, p. 431) 
28 
29 In view of the foregoing, it is clear that investors are or should be aware of all of 

30 the models available for use in determining a common equity cost rate. The 

31 EMH requires the assumption that, collectively, investors consider them all. 

32 B. Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) 

33 Q, WHAT IS THE THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE DCF MODEL? 

34 A. The theory of the DCF model is that the present value of an expected future 

35 stream of net cash flows during the investment holding period can be determined 

36 by discounting the cash flows at the cost of capital, or the capitalization rate. 

37 DCF theory suggests that an investor buys a stock for an expected total return 
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1 rate which is derived from cash flows received in the form of dividends plus 

2 appreciation in market price (the expected growth rate). Thus, the dividend yield 

3 on mart<et price plus a growth rate equals the capitalization rate, i.e.. the total 

4 return rate expected by investors. 

5 Q. PLEASE COMMENT ON THE APPLICABILITY OF THE DCF MODEL IN 

6 ESTABLISHING A COST OF COMMON EQUITY FOR Ohio American. 

7 A. The extent to which the DCF is relied upon should depend upon the extent to 

8 which the cost rate results differ from those resulting from the use of other cost of 

9 common equity models because the DCF model has a tendency to mis-specify 

10 Investors' required return rate when the market value of common stock differs 

11 significantly from its book value. Mathematically, because the "simplified" DCF 

12 model traditionally used in rate regulation assumes a market-to-book ratio of one, 

13 it understates/overstates investors' required return rate when market value 

14 exceeds/is less than book value. It does so because, in many instances, market 

15 prices reflect Investors' assessments of long-range market price growth 

16 potentials (consistent with the infinite investment horizon implicit in the standard 

17 regulatory version ofthe DCF model) not fully reflected in analysts' shorter range 

18 forecasts of future growth for eamings per share (EPS) and dividends per share 

19 (DPS) accounting proxies. Thus, the mari<et-based DCF model will result In a 

20 total annual dollar retum on book common equity equal to the total annual dollar 

21 return expected by Investors only when market and book values are equal, a rare 

22 and unlikely situation. In recent years, the market values of utilities' common 

23 stocks have been well in excess of their book values as shown on page 1 of 
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1 Schedule PMA-4 ranging between 221.0% and 279.42% for the proxy group of 

2 six AUS Utility Reports water companies. 

3 Roger A. Morin has confirmed this tendency of the DCF by stating^'^: 

4 The third and perhaps most important reason for caution and 
5 skepticism is that application of the DCF model produces estimates 
6 of common equity cost that are consistent with investors' expected 
7 return only when stock price and book value are reasonably similar, 
8 that is when the M/B is close to unity. As shown below, application 
9 of the standard DCF model to utility stocks understates the investor's 

10 expected return when the market-to-book (M/B) ratio of a given stock 
11 exceeds unity. This is particulariy relevant in the capital market 
12 environment ofthe 1990s and 2000s, where utility stocks are trading 
13 at M/B ratios well above unity and have been for neariy two decades. 
14 The converse is also tme, that is, the DCF model overstates that 
15 Investor's retum when the stock's M/B ratio is less than unity. The 
16 reason for the distortion is that the DCF mari<et return is applied to a 
17 book value rate base by the regulator, that is, a utility's earnings are 
18 limited to earnings on a book value rate base, (emphasis supplied) 
19 

20 Under the DCF model, the rate of retum investors require is related to the 

21 price paid for a security. Thus, market prices fomi the basis of investment 

22 decisions and investors' expected rates of return. In contrast, a regulated utility 

23 is limited to eaming on its net book value (depreciated original cost) rate base. 

24 Market values can diverge from book values for a myriad of reasons including. 

25 but not limited to. earnings per share (EPS) and dividends per share (DPS) 

26 expectations, merger / acquisition expectations, interest rates, etc. Thus, when 

27 market values are grossly disparate from their book values, a market-based DCF 

28 cost rate applied to the book value of common equity will not reflect investors' 

29 expected common equity cost rate. It will either overstate the common equity 

30 cost rate (without regard to any adjustment for flotation costs which may, at 

Id., at p. 434. 
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1 times, be appropriate) when market value is less than book value or understate 

2 the cost rate when market value is, as here, above book value. 

3 This indicates the need to better match market prices with investors' 

4 longer range growth expectations embedded in those prices. However, the 

5 understatement/overstatement of investors' required retum rate associated with 

6 the application of the market price-based DCF model to the book value of 

7 common equity clearly Illustrates why reliance upon a single common equity cost 

8 rate model should be avoided. 

9 Q- IS IT REASONABLE TO EXPECT THE MARKET VALUES OF UTILITIES' 

10 COMMON STOCKS TO CONTINUE TO SELL WELL ABOVE THEIR BOOK 

11 VALUES? 

12 A. Yes. I believe that the common stocks of utilities will continue to sell 

13 substantially above their book values, because many investors, especially 

14 individuals who traditionally committed less capital to the equity markets, will 

15 likely continue to commit a greater percentage of their available capital to 

16 common stocks in view of lower interest rate alternative investment opportunities 

17 and to provide for retirement. The recent past and cun"ent capital market 

18 environment is in stark contrast to the late 1970's and eariy 1980's when very 

19 high (by historical standards) yields on secured debt instruments in public utilities 

20 were available. Despite the fact that the market declined significantiy during late 

21 2001 through 2003, following the September 11, 2001 tragedy and despite 

22 recent and continuing market volatility due to volatile energy prices, the stressed 

23 housing market, the credit crunch in the currentiy fragile U.S. economy and 
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1 mmors of an economic recession, utility stocks have continued to sell at market 

2 prices well above their book values. The sustained high market-to-book ratios 

3 have been influenced by factors other than fundamentals such as actual and 

4 reported growth In earnings per share (EPS) and dividends per share (DPS). 

5 Traditional rate base/rate of return regulation, where a market-based 

6 common equity cost rate is applied to a book value rate base, presumes that 

7 market-to-book ratios are one. However, there Is ample empirical evidence over 

8 sustained periods which demonstrate that this is an incorrect presumption. 

9 Market-to-book ratios of one are rarely the case as there are many factors 

10 affecting the market price of common stocks, in addition to earnings. Moreover, 

11 allowed ROEs have a limited effect on utilities' market/book ratios as market 

12 prices of common stocks are influenced by a number of other factors beyond the 

13 direct influence ofthe regulatory process. 

14 For example, Phillips^^ states: 

15 Many question the assumption that market price should equal book 
16 value, believing that 'the earnings of utilities should be sufficiently 
17 high to achieve mari<et-to-book ratios which are consistent with 
18 those prevailing for stocks of unregulated companies.' 
19 
20 In addition, Bonbright̂ ® states: 
21 
22 In the first place, commissions cannot forecast, except within wide 
23 limits, the effect their rate orders will have on the market prices of 
24 the stocks of the companies they regulate. In the second place. 
25 whatever the initial market prices may be, they are sure to change 
26 not only with the changing prospects for earnings, but with the 
27 changing outlook of an inherently volatile stock market In short. 
28 market prices are beyond the control, though not beyond the 

15 

16 

!d., at p. 395. 

James C. Bonbright, Albert L. Danielsen and David R. Kamerschen. Principles of Public Utility Rates. 1988, Public 
Utilities Reports, Inc.. Arlington, VA, p. 334. 
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1 influence of rate regulation. Moreover, even if a commission did 
2 possess the power of control, any attempt to exercise it ... would 
3 result in harmful, uneconomic shifts in public utility rate levels. 
4 (italics added) 
5 

6 In view of the foregoing, a mismatch results in the application of the DCF 

7 model as market prices reflect long range expectations of growth in market 

8 prices (consistent with the presumed infinite investment horizon of the standard 

9 DCF model), while the short range forecasts of gnDvi/th in accounting proxies, i.e., 

10 EPS and DPS, do not reflect the full measure of growth (nr>arket price 

11 appreciation) expected in per share market value. 

12 Q. HAVE ANY COMMISSIONS RECOGNIZED THIS TENDENCY OF THE DCF 

13 MODEL TO UNDERSTATE/OVERSTATE INVESTORS' REQUIRED RETURN 

14 RATE WHEN MARKET-TO-BOOK RATIOS ARE GREATER/LESS THAN 

15 UNITY? 

16 A. Yes. The Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PA PUC) recognized this 

17 tendency in its order of August 26, 2006 in Docket No. R-00049862, et al re: 

18 The City of Lancaster - Sewer Fund when it stated: 

19 The ALJ recommended a market-to-book adjustment (MTB) of 65 
20 basis points (.65%) to her recommended equity return. The ALJ 
21 reasoned that this adjustment had been adopted by the Commission 
22 In three major rate cases in the past 18 months. See Pa. P.U.C. v. 
23 PPL Electric Utilities Corporation, 2004 Pa. P.U.C. LEXIS 40; Pa. 
24 P U C . (PPL) Pa. PUC v. Aqua Pennsylvania, Inc., R-00038805. 
25 (Order entered August 5, 2004) {Aqua); and Pa. P.U.C.V. 
26 Pennsylvania-American Water Company, Docket No. R-00038304 
27 (Order entered January 29. 2004) (PAWC) 
28 
OQ * * * * 

30 
31 As discussed previously herein, the ALJ recommended a MTB 
32 adjustment of 65 basis points to her unadjusted DCF starting point of 
33 10.1 percent. We shall adopt this adjustment. First, this adjustment 
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1 is consistent with our recent orders in PAWC, Aqua, and PPL. Next, 
2 we note that Aqua and PAWC are subsidiaries of corporate parents 
3 which are publicly traded. The actual utilities operating in 
4 Pennsylvania are not publicly traded. Nevertheless, we applied the 
5 adjustment to the entities which are providing service in 
6 Pennsylvania. Thus, we reject the argument advanced by the OTS 
7 in its Exceptions that this adjustment is inappropriate because the 
8 City's operation is not an investor-owned utility. As In PPL, we find 
9 that adjustment Is necessary because the DCF method produces the 

10 investor required retum based on the cun-ent market price, not the 
11 return on the book value capitalization. With the MTB adjustment, 
12 the equity retum allowance is 10.75 percent, (emphasis added) 
13 
14 Similarly, in 1994, the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission (lURC), for 

15 example, recognized the tendency of the DCF model to understate the cost of 

16 equity when market value exceeds book value^^: 

17 In determining a common equity cost rate, we must again 
18 recognize the tendency of the traditional DCF model, . . . to 
19 understate the cost of common equity. As the Commission stated 
20 in Indiana-Mich. Power Co. (lURC 8/24/90), Cause No. 38728,116 
21 PUR 4th 1,17-18, "the unadjusted DCF result is almost always well 
22 below what any informed financial analyst would regard as 
23 defensible, and therefore, requires an upward adjustment based 
24 largely on the expert witness's judgement." (italics added) 
25 
26 * * * 
27 
28 [ujnder the traditional DCF model . . . the appropriate earnings level 
29 of the utility would not be derived by applying the DCF result to the 
30 market price of the Company's stock . . . it would be applied to the 
31 utility's net original cost rate base. If the market price ofthe stock 
32 exceeds its book value, . . . the investor will not achieve the return 
33 which the model finds is necessary, (italics added) 
34 

35 More recentiy, the PA PUC affirmed the tendency of the DCF model to mis-

36 specify investors' required return in its Order of February 8, 2007 in Docket No. 

37 R-00061398, et al re: PPL Gas Utilities Corporation when it stated: 

38 The ALJ stated that the OTS and the OCA are correct that the 

Re: Indiana-American Water Company. Inc.. Cause No. 39595.150 PUR4th at 167-168. 
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1 Commission favors the DCF method to determine the cost of 
2 equity. However, the ALJ concluded, based on recent precedent, 
3 that the Commission consistentiy has adopted a leverage 
4 adjustment to compensate for the difference between martlet 
5 prices and book value (used in ratemaking). (See, Aqua 
6 Pennsylvania, 204. 234 (2004); Pa. PUC v. PPL Electric Utilities 
7 Corp., Docket No. R-00049255. at 70-71 (2004); Pa. PUC v. 
8 Pennsylvania American Water Co., 2002 Pa. PUC LEXIS 1; Pa. 
9 PUC V. Phila. Suburban Water Co., 219 PUR4TH 272 (2002); Pa. 

10 PUC V. Pennsylvania American Water Co., 231 PUR4TH 277 
11 (2004)). According to the ALJ, these cases are persuasive that a 
12 leverage adjustment should be employed with the DCF analysis. 
13 (R.D. at 62-63). 
14 

15 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY A DCF-DERIVED COMMON EQUITY COST RATE 

16 MIS-SPECIFIES INVESTORS' EXPECTED COMMON EQUITY COST RATE 

17 WHEN THE MARKET/BOOK RATIO IS GREATER OR LESS THAN UNITY 

18 (100%). 

19 A. Under the DCF model, the rate of retum investors require is related to the price 

20 paid for a stock i.e., market price is the basis upon which they formulate the 

21 required rate of return. A regulated utility is limited to earning on its net book 

22 value (depreciated original cost) rate base. As discussed previously, market 

23 values differ from book values for many reasons unrelated to eamings. Thus, 

24 when market values differ significantly from book values, a market-based DCF 

25 cost rate applied to the book value of common equify will not accurately reflect 

26 investors' expected common equity cost rate. It will either overstate or 

27 understate investors' expected common equity cost rate (without regard to any 

28 adjustment for flotation costs which may, at times, be appropriate on an ad hoc 

29 basis) depending upon whether market value is less than or greater than book 

30 value. 
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1 Schedule PMA-5 demonstrates how a market-based DCF cost rate 

2 applied to a book value which is either below or above market value will either 

3 understate or overstate investors' expectations because these expectations are 

4 based on a required return on market value. As shown, there is no realistic 

5 opportunity to earn the market-based rate of return on book value. Note that in 

6 Column 1, investors expect a 10.00% retum on a market price of $24.00. 

7 Moreover, as shown in Column 2, when the 10.00% return rate on market value 

8 is applied to book value which is approximately 55.5% of market value, the total 

9 annual retum opportunity is just $1,333 on book value. With an annual dividend 

10 of $0,840, there is an opportunity for growth of $0,493 which translates to just 

11 2.05% in contrast to the 6.50% growth in market price expected by investors. 

12 There is no way to possibly achieve the expected growth of $1,560 or 6.50% 

13 absent a huge cut in the annual dividend, an unreasonable expectation which 

14 would result in an extremely adverse reaction by investors because it would be a 

15 sign of extreme financial distress. 

16 Conversely, in Column 3, where the mari<et4o-book ratio is 80%. when the 

17 10.00% return rate on market value is applied to a book value which is 

18 approximately 25.0% greater than market value, the total annual return 

19 opportunity is $3,000 on book value with an annual dividend of $0,840, there is 

20 an opportunity for growth of $2,160 which translates to 9.00% in contrast to the 

21 6.50% growth in market price expected by investors. 

22 In view of the foregoing, it is clear that the DCF model either understates 

23 or overstates investors' required cost of common equity capital when market 
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1 values exceed or are less than their underiying book values and thus multiple 

2 cost of common equity models should be relied upon when estimating investors' 

3 expectations. 

4 Q. HAVE ANY COMMISSIONS EXPLICITLY STATED THAT THE DCF MODEL 

5 SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON EXCLUSIVELY? 

6 A. Yes. As stated previously, the majority of regulatory commissions rely upon a 

7 combination ofthe various cost of common equity models available. 

8 Specifically, the Iowa Utilities Board (lUB) has recognized the tendency of 

9 the DCF model to understate investors' expected cost of common equity capital 

10 when market values are significantly above their book values. In its June 17, 

11 1994 Final Decision and Order in Re U.S. West Communications. Docket No. 

12 RPU-93-9the lUB stated:""^ 

13 While the Board has relied in the past on the DCF model, in iowa 
14 Electric Light and Power Company, Docket No. RPU-89-9, "Final 
15 Decision and Order" (October 15, 1990), the Board stated: '[T]he 
16 DCF model may understate the return on equity in some 
17 circumstances. This is particulariy true when the market is 
18 relatively volatile and the company in question has a market-to-
19 book ratio in excess of one." Those conditions exist in this case 
20 and the Board will not rely on the DCF retum. (Consumer 
21 Advocate Ex. 367, See Tr. 2208, 2250. 2277. 2283-2284). The 
22 DCF approach underestimates the cost of equity needed to assure 
23 capital attraction during this time of market uncertainty and 
24 volatility. The board will, therefore, give preference to the risk 
25 premium approach, (italics added) 
26 
27 Also, the Hawaii Public Utilities Commission (HPUC) recognized this 

28 phenomenon in a decision dated June 30, 1992̂ ® in a case regarding Hawaiian 

13 Re: U.S. West Communications. Inc.. Docket No. RPU-93-9.152 PUR4th at 459. 

Re: Hawaiian Electric Company. Inc.. Docket No. 6998.134 PUR4th at 479. 
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1 Electric Company, Inc., when it stated: 

2 In this docket, as in other rate proceedings, experts disagree on the 
3 relative merits of the various methods of determining the cost of 
4 common equity. In this docket, HECO is particulariy critical of the 
5 use of the constant growth DCF methodology. It asserts that 
6 method is imbued with downward bias and, thus. Its use will 
7 understate common equity cost. We are cognizant of the 
8 shortcomings of the DCF method. There are. however, 
9 shortcomings to be found with the use of CAPM and the RP 

10 methods as well. We reiterate that, despite the problems with the 
11 use of any methodology, all methods should be considered and 
12 that the DCF method and the combined CAPM and RP methods 
13 should be given equal weight. (Italics added) 
14 

15 Q. DO OTHER COST OF COMMON EQUITY MODELS ALSO CONTAIN 

16 UNREALISTIC ASSUMPTIONS AND HAVE SHORTCOMINGS? 

17 A. Yes. That is why I am not recommending that any of the models be relied upon 

18 exclusively. I have focused on the shortcomings of the DCF model because 

19 some regulatory commissions still place excessive or exclusive reliance upon it. 

20 Although the DCF model is useful, it is not a superior methodology that supplants 

21 financial theory and market evidence based upon other valid cost of common 

22 equity models. For these reasons, no model. Including the DCF, should be relied 

23 upon exclusively. 

24 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE DIVIDEND YIELD YOU USED IN YOUR 

25 APPLICATION OF THE DCF MODEL. 

26 A. The unadjusted dividend yields are based upon an average of a recent spot date 

27 (June 16, 2008) as well as an average of the three months ended May 31, 2008, 

28 respectively, which are derived on Schedule PMA-7. The average unadjusted 

29 yield is 2.73% and the median unadjusted yield is 2.85% for the six AUS Utility 

30 Reports water companies. 
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1 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE DIVIDEND GROWTH COMPONENT SHOWN ON 

2 SCHEDULE PMA-6, COLUMN 2. 

3 A. Because dividends are paid quarteriy, or periodically, as opposed to continuously 

4 (daily), an adjustment to the dividend yield must be made. This is often refen-ed 

5 to as the discrete, or the Gordon Periodic, version of the DCF model. 

6 Since the various companies in the proxy group increase their quarterly 

7 dividend at various times during the year, a reasonable assumption is to reflect 

8 one-half the annual dividend growth rate in the Di expression, or D1/2- This is a 

9 conservative approach which does not overstate the dividend yield which should 

10 be representative of the next twelve-month period. Therefore, the actual 

11 average dividend yields in Column 1 on Schedule PMA-6 have been adjusted 

12 upward to reflect one-half the growth rates shown in Column 4. 

13 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE BASIS OF THE GROWTH RATES OF THE PROXY 

14 GROUP OF SIX AUS UTLITY REPORTS WATER COMPANIES WHICH YOU 

15 USE IN YOUR APPLICATION OF THE DCF MODEL 

16 A. Schedule PMA-8 shows that approximately 54% of the common shares of the 

17 proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies are held by individuals 

18 as opposed to institutional investors. Individual investors are particulariy likely to 

19 place great significance on the opinions expressed by financial information 

20 services, such as Value Line and Reuters, which are easily accessible and/or 

21 available on the Internet. 

22 Forecasts by analysts, including Value Line, are typically limited to five 

23 years. In my opinion, investors in water utilities would have little interest in 
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1 historical growth rates beyond the most recent five years because an historical 

2 five-year period balances the five-year period for projected growth rates. 

3 Consequently, the use of five-year historical and five-year projected growth rates 

4 in earnings per share (EPS) and dividends per share (DPS) as well as the sum 

5 of internal and external growth in per share value (BR + SV) is appropriate to 

6 consider in the determination of a growth rate for use in this application of the 

7 DCF model. In addition, Investors realize that analysts have significant insight 

8 into the dynamics of the industries and they analyze individual companies as well 

9 as companies' abilities to effectively manage the effects of changing laws and 

10 regulations. Consequently, I have reviewed analysts' projected growth in EPS, 

11 as well as historical and projected five-year compound grov r̂th rates in EPS, DPS 

12 and (BR + SV) for each company in the proxy group. The historical growth rates 

13 are from Value Line or are calculated in a manner similar to Value Line, while the 

14 projected growth rates in earnings are from Value Line and Reuters forecasts. 

15 Reuters growth rate estimates are not available for DPS and internal growth, and 

16 they do not include the Value Line projections. 

17 In addition to evaluating EPS and DPS growth rates, it is reasonable to 

18 assume that investors also assess (BR + SV). The concept is based on well 

19 documented financial theory that future dividend growth is a function of the 

20 portion of the overall return to investors which is reinvested in the firm plus the 

21 sales of new common stock. Consequentiy. the growth component as proxied 

22 by internal and external growth Is defined as follows: 
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1 g = BR + SV 
2 
3 Where: 
4 
5 B = the fraction of earnings retained by the firm, 
6 i.e., retention ratio 
7 R = the retum on common equity 
8 
9 S = the growth in common shares outstanding 

10 
11 V = the premium/discount of a company's stock price 
12 relative to its book value, i.e., one minus the 
13 complement ofthe market/book ratio. 
14 
15 Consistent with the use of five-year historical and five-year projected 

16 growth rates in EPS and DPS, I have derived five-year historical and five-year 

17 projected (BR + SV) growth. Projected EPS growth rate averages and medians 

18 are shown in Column 4 on the lower half of Schedule PMA-6, while historical and 

19 projected growth rates in DPS, EPS, and BR + SV are shown in Column 4 on the 

20 upper half of Schedule PMA-6. The bases of these growth rates are 

21 summarized for the companies in the proxy group on page 1, Schedule PMA-9. 

22 Supporting growth rate data are detailed on pages 2 through 7 of Schedule 

23 PMA-9, while pages 8 through 13 contain all of the most curent Value Line 

24 Investment Survey data for the companies in the proxy group. 

25 Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE DCF MODEL RESULT. 

26 A. As shown on Schedule PMA-6, the result of the application of the single-stage 

27 DCF model is 11.04% using the average and 10.89% when using the median 

28 value of the proxy group's results. In arriving at conclusion of indicated 

29 common equity cost rate for the proxy group, I have relied upon the median of 

30 the results of the DCF for the proxy group. I utilize the median due to the wide 
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1 range of DCF results as well as the cun^ently extremely volatile capital market 

2 condition. In my opinion, the median is a more accurate and reliable measure 

3 of central tendency, and provides recognition to all the DCF results. 

4 In view of the foregoing, as shown on Schedule PMA-6, the indicated 

5 common equity cost rate based upon the application of the DCF model is 

6 10.89% for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies. 

7 C. The Risk Premium Model (RPM> 

8 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE RPM. 

9 A. Risk Premium theory indicates that the cost of common equity capital is greater 

10 than the prospective company-specific cost rate for long-term debt capital. In 

11 other words, the cost of common equity equals the expected cost rate for long-

12 term debt capital plus a risk premium to compensate common shareholders for 

13 the added risk of being unsecured and last-in-line for any claim on the 

14 corporation's assets and earnings. 

15 Q. SOME ANALYSTS STATE THAT THE RPM IS ANOTHER FORM OF THE 

16 CAPM. DO YOU AGREE? 

17 A. While there are some similarities, there is a very significant distinction between 

18 the two models. The RPM and CAPM both add a "risk premium" to an interest 

19 rate. However, the beta approach to the determination of an equity risk 

20 premium in the RPM should not be confused with the CAPM. Beta is a 

21 measure of systematic, or market, risk, a relatively small percentage of total 

22 risk (the sum of both non-dlverslfiable systematic and diverslfiable 

23 unsystematic risk). Unsystematic risk is fully captured in the RPM through the 
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1 use of the prospective long-term bond yield as can be shown by reference to 

2 pages 3 through 9 of Schedule PMA-2, which confirm that the bond rating 

3 process involves an assessment of all business risks. In contrast, the use of a 

4 risk-free rate of retum in the CAPM does not. and by definition cannot, reflect a 

5 company's specific i.e., unsystematic risk. Consequently, a much larger portion 

6 of the total common equity cost rate is reflected in the company-specific bond 

7 yield (a product of the bond rating) than is refiected in the risk-free rate in the 

8 CAPM, or indeed even by the dividend yield employed in the DCF model. 

9 Moreover, the financial literature recognizes the RPM and CAPM as two 

10 separate and distinct cost of common equity models as discussed previously. 

11 Q. HAVE YOU PERFORMED AN RPM ANALYSIS OF COMMON EQUITY COST 

12 RATE FOR THE PROXY GROUP? 

13 A. Yes. The results of my application of the RPM are summarized on page 1 of 

14 Schedule PMA-10 The first step is to determine the expected bond yield. 

15 Q, PLEASE EXPLAIN THE BASIS OF THE EXPECTED BOND YIELD OF 6.39% 

16 APPLICABLE TO THE AVERAGE COMPANY IN THE PROXY GROUP. 

17 A. Because the cost of common equity Is prospective, a prospective yield on 

18 similariy-rated long-term debt is essential. As shown on Schedule PMA-10, 

19 page 2, although based upon only one water company, the average Moody's 

20 bond rating is A2 for the six AUS Utility Reports water companies. I relied upon 

21 a consensus forecast of about 50 economists of the expected yield on Aaa 

22 rated corporate bonds for the six calendar quarters ending with the third 

23 calendar quarter of 2009 as derived from the June 1, 2008 Blue Chip Financial 
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1 Forecasts (shown on page 7 of Schedule PMA-10). As shown on Line No. 1 of 

2 page 1 of Schedule PMA-10. the average expected yield on Moody's Aaa rated 

3 corporate bonds is 5.67%. It is necessary to adjust that average yield to be 

4 equivalent to a Moody's A2 rated public utility bond. Consequently, an 

5 adjustment to the average prospective yield on Aaa rated corporate bonds of 

6 0.72% was required. It is shown on Line No. 2. page 1 of Schedule PMA-10 

7 and explained in Note 2 at the bottom of the page. After adjustment, the 

8 expected bond yield applicable to a Moody's A rated public utility bond is 

9 6.39% as shown on Line No. 3. page 1 of Schedule PMA-10. 

10 Because the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies 

11 average Moody's bond rating is A2, no adjustment is necessary to make the 

12 prospective bond yield applicable to an A2 public utility bond. Therefore, the 

13 expected specific bond yields is 6.39% for the proxy group of water companies. 

14 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE METHOD UTILIZED TO ESTIMATE THE EQUITY 

15 RISK PREMIUM. 

16 A. 1 evaluated the results of two different historical equity risk premium studies, as 

17 well as Value Line's forecasted total annual market retum in excess of the 

18 prospective yiekl on high grade corporate bonds, as detailed on pages 5, 6 and 

19 8 of Schedule PMA-10. As shown on Line No. 3, page 5, the mean equity risk 

20 premium is 5.36% applicable to the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports 

21 water companies. This estimate is the result of an average of a beta-derived 

22 historical equity risk premium exclusively as will be discussed subsequentiy as 

23 well as the mean historical equity risk premium applicable to public utilities with 
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1 bonds rated A based upon holding period retums. 

2 The basis of the beta-derived equity risk premium applicable to the 

3 proxy group is shown on page 6 of Schedule PMA-10. The beta-determined 

4 equity risk premium should receive substantial weight because betas are 

5 derived from the market prices of common stocks over a recent five-year 

6 period. Beta is a meaningful measure of prospective relative risk to the market 

7 as a whole and is a logical means by which to allocate a relative share of the 

8 market's total equity risk premium. 

9 The total martcet equity risk premium utilized is 6.20% and is based 

10 exclusively upon the long-term historical market risk premium after a review of 

11 both the long-term historical and forecasted market risk premia. Because it is 

12 my opinion that the current and recent substantial volatility in the stock market 

13 is extraordinary and not representative ofthe expected long-term, neither is the 

14 cun^ent forecasted market risk premium as shown on page 6 of Schedule PMA-

15 10. To derive the historical market equity risk premium, I used the most recent 

16 Morningstar^° data on holding period returns for the S&P 500 Composite Index 

17 and the average historical yield on Moody's Aaa and A rated corporate bonds 

18 for the period 1926-2007. The use of holding period returns over a very long 

19 period of time Is useful in the beta approach. As the Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 

20 Valuation Yearbook states^^: 

21 The estimate of the equity risk premium depends on the length 
22 of the data series studied. A proper estimate of the equity risk 
23 premium requires a data series long enough to give a reliable 

Momingstar, Inc. acquired Ibbotson Associates in 2006. 
Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation Yearbook - Market Results for Stocks. Bonds. Bills and Inflation -1926 - 2007 
Momingstar, Inc., 2008, pp. 82-83. Momingstar, Inc. acquired Ibbotson Associates in 2006. 
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1 average without being unduly influenced by very good and very 
2 poor short-term returns. When calculated using a long data 
3 series, the historical equity risk premium is relatively stable.^ 
4 Furthermore, because an average of the realized equity risk 
5 premium is quite volatile when calculated using a short history, 
6 using a long series makes it less likely that the analyst can 
7 justify any number he or she wants. The magnitude of how 
8 shorter periods can affect the result will be explored later in this 
9 chapter. 

10 
11 Some analysts estimate the expected equity risk premium using 
12 a shorter, more recent time period on the basis that recent 
13 events are more likely to be repeated in the near future; 
14 furthermore, they believe that the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s 
15 contain too many unusual events. This view is suspect because 
16 all periods contain "unusual" events. Some of the most unusual 
17 events this century took place quite recentiy, including the 
18 inflation of the late 1970s and eariy 1980s, the October 1987 
19 stock market crash, the collapse of the high-yield bond martlet, 
20 the major contraction and consolidation ofthe thrift industry, the 
21 collapse of the Soviet Union, the development of the European 
22 Economic Community, and the attacks of September 11, 2001. 
23 
24 It is even difficult for economists to predict the economic 
25 environment of the future. For example, if one were analyzing 
26 the stock market in 1987 before the crash, it would be 
27 statistically Improbable to predict the impending short-term 
28 volatility without considering the stock market crash and market 
29 volatility of the 1929-1931 period. 
30 
31 Without an appreciation of the 1920s and 1930s, no one would 
32 believe that such events could happen. The 81-year period 
33 starting with 1926 is representative of what can happen: it 
34 includes high and low returns, volatile and quiet markets, war 
35 and peace, inflation and deflation, and prosperity and 
36 depression. Restricting attention to a shorter historical period 
37 underestimates the amount of change that could occur in a long 
38 future period. Finally, because historical event-types (not 
39 specific events) tend to repeat themselves, long-run capital 
40 market retum studies can reveal a great deal about the future. 
41 Investors probably expect "unusual" events to occur from time 
42 to time, and their return expectations reflect this, (footnote 
43 omitted) 
44 
45 In addition, the use of long-tenm data in a RPM model is consistent with 
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1 the long-term investment horizon presumed by the DCF model. Consequently. 

2 the long-term arithmetic mean total retum rates on the market as a whole of 

3 12.30% and the long-term arithmetic mean yield on corporate bonds of 6.10% 

4 were used, as shown at Line Nos. 1 and 2 of page 6 of Schedule PMA-10. As 

5 shown on Line No. 3 of page 6, the resultant long-term historical equity risk 

6 premium on the market as a whole is 6.20%. 

7 1 used arithmetic mean return rates because they are appropriate for 

8 cost of capital purposes. As stated in the Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation 

9 Yearbook^^: 

10 The equity risk premium data presented in this book are 
11 arithmetic average risk premia as opposed to geometric average 
12 risk premia. The arithmetic average equity risk premium can be 
13 demonstrated to be most appropriate when discounting future 
14 cash flows. For use as the expected equity risk premium in 
15 either the CAPM or the building block approach, the arithmetic 
16 mean or the simple difference of the arithmetic means of stock 
17 market returns and riskless rates is the relevant number. This is 
18 because both the CAPM and the building block approach are 
19 additive models, in which the cost of capital is the sum of its 
20 parts. The geometric average is more appropriate for reporting 
21 past performance, since It represents the compound average 
22 return. 
23 
24 The argument for using the arithmetic average is quite 
25 straightforward. In looking at projected cash flows, the equity 
26 risk premium that should be employed is the equity risk premium 
27 that is expected to actually be incurred over the future time 
28 periods. Graph 5-3 shows the realized equity risk premium for 
29 each year based on the retums ofthe S&P 500 and the income 
30 return on long-term govemment bonds. (The actual, observed 
31 difference between the return on the stock market and the 
32 riskless rate is known as the realized equity risk premium.) 
33 There is considerable volatility in the year-by-year statistics. At 
34 times the realized equity risk premium is even negative. 
35 

22 
Id., p. 77. 
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1 As Ibbotson Associates'^ states in their 1999 Yearbook: 
2 
3 The expected equity risk premium should always be calculated 
4 using the arithmetic mean. The arithmetic mean is the rate of 
5 return which, when compounded over multiple periods, gives 
6 the mean of the probability distribution of ending wealth 
7 values....Stated another way, the arithmetic mean is correct 
8 because an investment with uncertain returns will have a higher 
9 expected ending wealth value than an investment which earns, 

10 with certainty, its compound or geometric rate of return every 
11 year....r/7ere/bre, in the investment markets, where returns are 
12 described by a probability distribution, the arithmetic mean is 
13 the measure that accounts for uncertainty, and is the 
14 appropriate one for estimating discount rates and the cost of 
15 capital, (italics added) 
16 

17 Ex-post (historical) total returns and eouitv risk premium spreads differ 

18 in size and direction over time. This is precisely why the arithmetic mean is 

19 Important as it provides insioht into the variance and standard deviation of 

20 returns. This prospect for variance, as captured in the arithmetic mean, 

21 provides the valuable insight needed by Investors to estimate future risk when 

22 making a current investment. Absent such valuable Insight into the potential 

23 variance of returns, investors cannot meaningfully evaluate prospective risk. 

24 As discussed previously, all of the cost of common equity models, including the 

25 DCF, are premised upon the EMH, that all publicly available information is 

26 reflected in the maricet prices paid. If investors relied upon the geometric mean 

27 of ex-post spreads, they would have no Insight Into the potential variance of 

28 future returns because the Geometric mean relates the change over many 

29 periods to a constant rate of change, thereby obviating the vear-to-year 

30 fluctuations, or variance, critical to risk analvsis. 

^̂  Ibbotson Associates, Stocks. Bonds. Bills and Inflation - 1999 Yearbook, pp. 157-158. 
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1 The basis of the forecasted market equity risk premium can be found 

2 on Line Nos. 4 through 6 on page 6 of Schedule PMA-10. It is derived from an 

3 average of the most recent 3-month (using the months of March 2008 through 

4 May 2008) and a recent spot (June 20. 2008) median market price appreciation 

5 potentials by Value Line as explained in detail in Note 1 on page 3 of Schedule 

6 PMA-11. 

7 The average expected price appreciation is 71% which translates to 

8 14.35% per annum and, when added to the average (simllariy calculated) 

9 dividend yield of 2.15% equates to a forecasted annual total retum rate on the 

10 market as a whole of 16.50%. Thus, this methodology is consistent with the 

11 use of the 3-month and spot dividend yields in my application of the DCF 

12 model. To derive the forecasted total market equity risk premium of 10.83% 

13 shown on Schedule PMA-10, page 6, Line No. 6, the June 1, 2008 forecast of 

14 about 50 economists of the expected yield on Moody's Aaa rated corporate 

15 bonds for the six calendar quarters ending with the third calendar quarter 2009 

16 of 5.67% from Blue Chip Financial Forecasts was deducted from the Value 

17 Line total market return of 16.50%. The calculation resulted in an expected 

18 maricet risk premium of 10.83%. 

19 However, because I believe the current and recent substantial volatility 

20 in the stock market is extraordinary and not representative of the expected 

21 long-term, in this Instance, 1 will not rely upon the forecasted market equity risk 

22 premium but rather, will rely upon this historical long-term arithmetic market 

23 equity risk premium of 6.20%. 
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1 On page 9 of Schedule PMA-10, the most current Value Line betas for 

2 the companies in the proxy group is shown. Applying the median beta of the 

3 proxy group, consistent with my reliance upon the median DCF results as 

4 previously discussed, to the market equity risk premium of 6.20% results in a 

5 beta adjusted equity risk premium of 6.20% for the proxy group of six AUS 

6 Utility Reports water companies as shown on Schedule PMA-10, page 6, Line 

7 No. 9. 

8 A mean equity risk premium of 4.51% applicable to companies with A 

9 rated public utility bonds was calculated based upon holding period retums 

10 from a study using public utilities, as shown on Line No. 2, page 5 of Schedule 

11 PMA-10, and detailed on page 8 of the same schedule. 

12 The equity risk premia applicable to the proxy group of six AUS Utility 

13 Reports water companies are the averages ofthe beta-derived premia and that 

14 based upon the holding period returns of public utilities with A rated bonds, as 

15 summarized on Schedule PMA-10, page 5, i.e., 5.36%. 

16 Q. WHAT IS THE INDICATED RPM COMMON EQUITY COST RATE? 

17 A. It is 11.75% for the six AUS Utility Reports water companies as shown on 

18 Schedule PMA-10, page 1. 

19 Q. SOME CRITICS OF THE RPM MODEL CLAIM THAT ITS WEAKNESS IS 

20 THAT IT PRESUMES A CONSTANT EQUITY RISK PREMIUM. IS SUCH A 

21 CLAIM VALID? 

22 A. No. The equity risk premium varies inversely with interest rate changes, 

23 although not in tandem with those changes. This presumption of a constant 
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1 equity risk premium is no different than the presumption of a constant "g", or 

2 growth component, in the DCF model. If one calculates a DCF cost rate today, 

3 the absolute result "k", as well as the growth component "g", would invariably 

4 differ from a calculation made just one or several months eariier. This implies 

5 that the "g" does change, although in the application of the standard DCF 

6 model, the "g" is presumed to be constant. Hence, there is no difference 

7 between the RPM and DCF models in that both models assume a constant 

8 component, but in reality, these components, the "g" and the equity risk 

9 premium both change. 

10 As Morin'* states with respect to the DCF model: 

11 It is not necessary that g be constant year after year to make 
12 the model valid. The growth rate may vary randomly around 
13 some average expected value. Random variations around 
14 trend are perfectly acceptable, as long as the mean expected 
15 growth is constant. The growth rate must be 'expectationally 
16 constant' to use formal statistical jargon, (italics added) 
17 
18 The foregoing confirms that the RPM is similar to the DCF model. Both 

19 assume an "expectationally constant" risk premium and growth rate, 

20 respectively, but in reality both vary (change) randomly around an arithmetic 

21 mean. Consequently, the use of the arithmetic mean, and not the geometric 

22 mean is confirmed as appropriate in the determination of an equity risk 

23 premium as discussed previously. 

24 D, The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) 

25 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE CAPM. 

26 A. CAPM theory defines risk as the covariabllity of a security's retums with the 

^̂  id., p. 256. 
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1 market's retums. This covariabllity is measured by beta ("P"), an index 

2 measure of an individual security's variability relative to the market. A beta less 

3 than 1.0 indicates lower variability while a beta greater than 1.0 indicates 

4 greater variability than the market. 

5 The CAPM assumes that all other risk, i.e., all non-market or 

6 unsystematic risk, can be eliminated thnDugh diversification. The risk that 

7 cannot be eliminated through diversification is called market, or systematic, 

8 risk. The CAPM presumes that investors require compensation for risks that 

9 cannot be eliminated through diversification. Systematic risks are caused by 

10 macroeconomic and other events that affect the returns on all assets. 

11 Essentially, the model is applied by adding a risk-free rate of return to a market 

12 risk premium. This market risk premium Is adjusted proportionately to reflect 

13 the systematic risk of the individual security relative to the market as measured 

14 by beta. The traditional CAPM model is expressed as: 

15 Rs = Rf + P(Rm-Rf) 
16 
17 Where: Rs = Retum rate on the common stock 
18 
19 Rf = Risk-free rate of retum 
20 
21 Rm = Return rate on the market as a whole 
22 
23 P = Adjusted beta (volatility ofthe security 
24 relative to the market as a whole) 
25 

26 Numerous tests of the CAPM have confirmed its validity. These tests 

27 have measured the extent to which security retums and betas are related as 

28 predicted by the CAPM. However, Morin observes that while the results 

29 support the notion that beta is related to security returns, it has been 
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1 determined that the empirical Security Market Line (SML) described by the 

2 CAPM formula is not as steeply sloped as the predicted SML. Morin'^ states: 

3 With few exceptions, the empirical studies agree that ... low-
4 beta securities earn retums somewhat higher than the CAPM 
5 would predict, and high-beta securities earn less than predicted. 
6 
-9 * * * 

8 
9 Therefore, the empirical evidence suggests that the expected 

10 return on a security is related to its risk by the following 
11 approximation: 
12 
13 K = RF + X P(RM - RF) + (1-x) P(RM - RF) 

14 
15 where x is a fraction to be determined empirically. The value of 
16 X that best explains the observed relationship Return = 0.0829 
17 + 0.0520 p is between 0.25 and 0.30. If x = 0.25. the equation 
18 becomes: 
19 
20 K = RF + 0.25(RM - RF) + 0.75 P(RM - R^T 

21 

22 In view of theory and practical research. I have applied both the 

23 traditional CAPM and the empirical CAPM to the companies in the proxy group 

24 and averaged the results. 

25 Q, PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR SELECTION OF A RISK-FREE RATE OF 

26 RETURN, 

27 A. As shown at the top of column 3 on page 2 of Schedule PMA-11, the risk-free 

28 rate adopted for both applications of the CAPM is 4.67%. It is based upon the 

29 average consensus forecast of the reporting economists in the June 1, 2008 

30 Blue Chip Financial Forecasts as shown in Note 2, page 3, of the expected 

31 yields on 30-year U.S. Treasury bonds for the six quarters ending with the third 

25 

26 

id,, at p. 175. 

id., at p. 190. 
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1 calendar quarter 2009. 

2 Q. WHY IS THE PROSPECTIVE YIELD ON LONG-TERM U.S. TREASURY 

3 BONDS APPROPRIATE FOR USE AS THE RISK-FREE RATE? 

4 A. The yield on long-temn T-Bonds is almost risk-free and its temn is consistent 

5 with the long-term cost of capital to public utilities measured by the yields on A 

6 rated public utility bonds, and is consistent with the long-term investment 

7 horizon inherent in utilities' common stocks. Therefore, it is consistent with the 

8 long-term Investment horizon presumed in the standard DCF model employed 

9 In regulatory ratemaking. As Morin^^ states: 

10 As a proxy for the risk-free rate, long-term rates are the relevant 
11 benchmarks when determining the cost of common equity 
12 rather than short-term or intermediate-term interest rates.**^ 
13 omitted) jî QpQ are several reasons for this, both conceptual and 
14 practical. 
15 
16 At the conceptual level, because common stock is a long-tenn 
17 investment and because the cash flows to investors in the form 
18 of dividends last indefinitely, the yield on very long-term 
19 government bonds, namely, the yield on 30-year Treasury 
20 bonds, is the best measure of the risk-free rate for use in the 
21 Q^p,̂ 5(footnote omitted) The expoctod common stock retum 
22 is based on long-term cash flows, regardless of an individual's 
23 holding time period. 
24 
25 On the grounds of stability and consistency, the yields on long-
26 temn Treasury bonds match more closely with expected 
27 commons took retums. Finally, yields on 90-day Treasury Bills 
28 typically do not match the investor's planning horizons. Equity 
29 investors generally have an investment horizon far in excess of 
30 90 days. 
31 
32 At the practical level, short-term rates are volatile, fluctuate 
33 widely, and are subject to more random disturbances than are 
34 long-term rates, leading to volatile and unreliable equity return 
35 estimates. Short-term rates are also largely administered rates. 

27 id., at p. 151. 
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1 For example. Treasury Bills are used by the Federal Reserve as 
2 a policy vehicle to stimulate the economy and to control the 
3 money supply, and are used by foreign governments, 
4 companies, and individuals as a temporary safe harbor for 
5 money. 
6 
7 In addition, as noted in the Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation Yearbook^: 

8 The horizon of the chosen Treasury security should match the 
9 horizon of whatever is being valued. When valuing a business 

10 that is being treated as a going concern, the appropriate 
11 Treasury yield should be that of a long-term Treasury bond. 
12 Note that the horizon is a function of the investment, not the 
13 Investor. If an investor plans to hold stock in a company for 
14 only five years, the yield on a five-year Treasury Note would not 
15 be appropriate since the Company will continue to exist beyond 
16 those five years. 
17 
18 In conclusion, the average expected yield on 30-year Treasury Bonds is 

19 the appropriate proxy for the risk-free rate in the CAPM because it is less 

20 volatile than yields on Treasury Bills, is almost risk-free as noted by Morin 

21 above and is consistent with the long-term investment horizon implicit in 

22 common stocks. 

23 Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN THE ESTIMATION OF THE EXPECTED EQUITY RISK 

24 PREMIUM FOR THE MARKET. 

25 A. First, I estimate investors' expected total retum rate for the market. Then I 

26 estimate the expected risk-free rate which I subtract from the expected total 

27 return rate for the market. The result is an expected equity risk premium for 

28 the market, some proportion of which must be allocated to the companies in 

29 the proxy group through the use of beta. As a measure of risk relative to the 

30 market as a whole, the beta is an appropriate means by which to apportion the 

^̂  id., p. 59. 
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1 market risk premium to a specific company or group. The total mari<et equity 

2 risk premium utilized was 7.1% and, in this instance, is based upon the long-

3 term historical market risk premia because, in my opinion, the current and 

4 recent substantial volatility in the stock market is extraordinary and not 

5 representative ofthe expected long-term. 

6 The basis of the projected median market equity risk premium is 

7 explained in detail In Note 1 on page 3 of Schedule PMA-11. As previously 

8 discussed, it is derived from an average of the most recent 3-month (using the 

9 months of March 2008 through May 2008) and a recent spot (June 20, 2008) 3 

10 - 5 year median total market price appreciation projections from Value Line, 

11 and the long-term historical average from Momingstar. The appreciation 

12 projections by Value Line plus average dividend yieW equate to a forecasted 

13 annual total return rate on the market of 16.50%. The long-term historical 

14 return rate of 12.30% on the market as a whole is from the Ibbotson SBBI -

15 2008 Valuation Yearbook. In each Instance, the relevant risk-free rate was 

16 deducted from the total market return rate. For example, from the Value Line 

17 pnDjected total mari^et return of 16.50%, the forecasted average risk-free rate of 

18 4.67% was deducted Indicating a forecasted martcet risk premium of 11.83%. 

19 From the Ibbotson Associates' long-term historical total retum rate of 12.30%. 

20 the long-term historical income return rate on long-term U.S. Government 

21 Securities of 5.20% was deducted indicating an historical equity risk premium 

22 of 7.10%. Thus, the average of the projected and historical total market risk 

23 premia of 11.83% and 7.10%, respectively, is 9.47%. However, as stated 
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1 previously, 1 will rely upon the historical market equity risk premium of 7.10%. 

2 Q. WHAT ARE THE RESULTS OF YOUR APPLICATION OF THE 

3 TRADITIONAL AND EMPIRICAL CAPM TO THE PROXY GROUP? 

4 A. As shown on Schedule PMA-11, Line No. 1 of page 1, the traditional CAPM 

5 cost rate is 11.77% for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water 

6 companies. And, as shown on Line No. 2 of page 1, the empirical CAPM cost 

7 rate is 11.77%. The traditional and empirical CAPM cost rates are shown 

8 individually by company on page 2 of Schedule PMA-11. As with the DCF 

9 results discussed previously, and for the same reasons, namely the wide range 

10 of results and the current extremely volatile capital markets, I rely upon the 

11 median results of the traditional CAPM and ECAPM for the proxy group. As 

12 shown on Line No. 3 on page 1, the CAPM cost rate applicable to the proxy 

13 group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies is 11.77% based upon the 

14 traditional and empirical CAPM. 

15 Q. SOME CRITICS OF THE ECAPM MODEL CLAIM THAT USING ADJUSTED 

16 BETAS IN A TRADITIONAL CAPM AMOUNTS TO USING AN ECAPM. IS 

17 SUCH A CLAIM VALID? 

18 A. No. Using adjusted betas in a CAPM analysis is not equivalent to the ECAPM. 

19 Betas are adjusted because of the regression tendency of betas to converge 

20 toward 1.0 over time, i.e., over successive calculations of beta. As discussed 

21 previously, numerous studies have determined that the Security Market Line 

22 (SML) described by the CAPM formula at any given moment In time is not as 
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1 steeply sloped as the predicted SML. Morin^® states: 

2 Some have argued that the use of the ECAPM Is inconsistent 
3 with the use of adjusted betas, such as those supplied by Value 
4 Line and Bloomberg. This is because the reason for using the 
5 ECAPM is to allow for the tendency of betas to regress toward 
6 the mean value of 1.00 over time, and, since Value Line betas 
7 are already adjusted for such trend [sic], an ECAPM analysis 
8 results in double-counting. This argument is erroneous. 
9 Fundamentally, the ECAPM is not an adjustment, increase or 

10 decrease, in beta. This is obvious from the fact that the 
11 expected return on high beta securities is actually lower than 
12 that produced by the CAPM estimate. The ECAPM is a formal 
13 recognition that the observed risk-return tradeoff is fiatter than 
14 predicted by the CAPM based on myriad empirical evidence. 
15 The ECAPM and the use of adjusted betas comprised two 
16 separate features of asset pricing. Even if a company's beta is 
17 estimated accurately, the CAPM still understates the return for 
18 low-beta stocks. Even if the ECAPM is used, the return for low-
19 beta securities is understated if the betas are understated. 
20 Refemng back to Figure 6-1, the ECAPM is a return (vertical 
21 axis) adjustment and not a beta (horizontal axis) adjustment. 
22 Both adjustments are necessary. 
23 
24 Moreover, the slope of the Security Mari<et Line (SML) should not be 

25 confused with beta. As Eugene F. Brigham, finance professor emeritus and 

30 

26 the author of many financial textbooks states : 

27 The slope of the SML reflects the degree of risk aversion in the 
28 economy - the greater the average investor's aversion to risk, 
29 then (1) the steeper is the slope of the line, (2) the greater is the 
30 risk premium for any risky asset, and (3) the higher is the 
31 required rate of retum on risky assets.^^ 
32 
33 ^^Students sometimes confuse beta with the slope of the SML. 
34 This is a mistake. As we saw eariier in connection with Figure 6-
35 8. and as is developed further in Appendix 6A, beta does 
36 represent the slope of a line, but not the Security Market Line. 
37 This confusion arises partly because the SML equation is 
38 generally written, in this book and throughout the finance 
39 literature, as kj = RR + bi(kM - RF), and in this form b, looks like 

^^ Id., at p. 191. 

^ Eugene F. Brigham, Financial Management - Theory and Practice. 4 * Ed., The Dryden Press, 1985, p. 203. 
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1 the slope coefficient and (kM - RF) the variable. It would perhaps 
2 be less confusing if the second term were written (kw - RF)bi, but 
3 this is not generally done. 
4 
5 In addition, regulatory support for the ECAPM can be found in the New 

6 York Public Service Commission's Generic Financing Docket, Case 91-M-

7 0509. In addition, the Regulatory Commission of Alaska (RCA) in its Order No. 

8 151 in Docket No. P-97-4 re: In the Matter of the Correct Calculation and Use 

9 of Acceptable Input Data to Calculate the 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001 and 

10 2002 Tariff Rates for the Intrastate Transportation of Petroleum over the 

11 TransAlaska Pipeline System noted: 

12 Although we primarily rely upon Tesoro's recommendation, we 
13 are concerned, however, about Tesoro's CAPM analysis. Tesoro 
14 averaged the results it obtained from CAPM and ECAPM while at 
15 the same time providing empirical testimony^ '̂̂  (footnote omitted) 
16 that the ECAPM results are more accurate then [sic] traditional 
17 CAPM results. The reasonable investor would be aware of these 
18 empirical results. Therefore, we adjust Tesoro's 
19 recommendation to reflect only the ECAPM result 
20 

21 In view of the foregoing, using adjusted betas in an ECAPM analysis is 

22 not incorrect, nor inconsistent with the financial literature. Rather, the use of 

23 the traditional CAPM results in an understated estimate of the cost of common 

24 equity capital for a utility with an adjusted beta below 1.00. And 

25 notwithstanding regulatory support for the use of only the ECAPM, my CAPM 

26 analysis, which includes both the traditional CAPM and the ECAPM, is a 

27 conservative approach resulting in a reasonable estimate of the cost of 

28 common equity. 
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1 E- Comparable Earnings Model (CEM) 

2 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR APPLICATION OF THE COMPARABLE 

3 EARNINGS MODEL AND HOW IT IS USED TO DETERMINE COMMON 

4 EQUITY COST RATE. 

5 A. My application ofthe CEM is summarized on Schedule PMA-12 which consists 

6 of nine pages. Pages 1 through 4 show the CEM results for the proxy group of 

7 six AUS Utility Reports water companies. Supporting data are shown on pages 

8 5 through 8 and page 9 contains notes related to pages 1 through 8. 

9 The comparable earnings approach is derived from the "con-esponding 

10 risk" standard of the landmark cases of the U.S. Supreme Court. Therefore, it 

11 is consistent with the Hope doctrine that the return to the equity investor should 

12 be commensurate with returns on investments in other firms having 

13 corresponding risks. 

14 The CEM is based upon the fundamental economic concept of 

15 opportunity cost which maintains that the true cost of an investment is equal to 

16 the cost of the best available altemative use of the funds to be invested. The 

17 opportunity cost principle is also consistent with one of the fundamental 

18 principles upon which regulation rests: that regulation is intended to act as a 

19 surrogate for competition and to provide a fair rate of return to investors. 

20 The CEM is designed to measure the returns expected to be earned on 

21 the book common equity, in this case net worth, of similar risk enterprises. 

22 Thus, it provides a direct measure of return, since it translates into practice the 

23 competitive principle upon which regulation rests. In my opinion, it is 
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1 inappropriate to use the achieved returns of regulated utilities of similar risk 

2 because to do so would be circular and inconsistent with the principle of 

3 equality of risk with non-price regulated firms. 

4 The difficulty in application of the CEM is to select a proxy group of 

5 companies which are similar in risk, but are not price regulated utilities. 

6 Consequentiy, the first step in detemnining a cost of common equity using the 

7 comparable eamings model is to choose an appropriate proxy group of non-

8 price regulated finns. The proxy gnDup should be broad-based in order to 

9 obviate any company-specific aben^ations. As stated previously, utilities need 

10 to be eliminated to avoid circularity since the returns on book common equity of 

11 utilities are substantially influenced by regulatory awards and are therefore not 

12 representative ofthe returns that could be earned in a truly competitive market. 

13 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR APPLICATION OF THE CEM. 

14 A. My application of the CEM is market-based in that the selection of non-price 

15 regulated firms of comparable risk is based upon statistics derived from the 

16 market prices paid by Investors. 

17 I have chosen a proxy group of domestic, non-price regulated firms to 

18 reflect both the systematic and unsystematic risks of the proxy group of six 

19 AUS Utility Reports water companies. The proxy group of two hundred 

20 eighteen non-utility companies similar in risk to the proxy group of six AUS 

21 Utility Reports water companies are listed on pages 1 through 4, Schedule 

22 PMA-12. The criteria used in the selection of these pnDxy companies were that 

23 they be domestic non-utility companies and have a meaningful rate of return on 
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1 net worth, common equity or partners' capital reported in Value Line (Std. Ed.) 

2 for each of the five years ended 2007. or projected for 2011-2013. Value Line 

3 betas were used as a measure of systematic risk. The standard en'or of the 

4 regression was used as a measure of each firm's unsystematic or specific risk. 

5 The standard error of the regression refiects the extent to which events specific 

6 to a company's operations will affect its stock price and, therefore, is a 

7 measure of diverslfiable, unsystematic, company-specific risk. In essence, 

8 companies which have similar betas and standard errors of the regressions, 

9 have similar investment risk, i.e.. the sum of systematic (market) hsk as 

10 reflected by beta and unsystematic (business and financial) risk, as reflected by 

11 the standard error of the regression, respectively. Those statistics are derived 

12 from regression analyses using market prices which, under the EMH reflect alt 

13 relevant risks. The application of these criteria results in proxy groups of non-

14 price regulated firms similar in risk to the average company in each proxy 

15 group. 

16 Using a Value Line, Inc. proprietary database dated June 16, 2008. the 

17 proxy group of two hundred eighteen non-price regulated companies were 

18 chosen based upon ranges of unadjusted beta and standard error of the 

19 regression. The ranges were based upon the average standard deviations of 

20 the unadjusted beta and the average standard error of the regression for the 

21 proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies. 

22 The six AUS Utility Reports water companies have an average 

23 unadjusted beta of 0.91 whose standard deviation is 0.1219 as of June 16, 
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1 2008, as shown on page 4, Schedule PMA-12. The average standard error of 

2 the regression is 3.2465 as also shown on page 4 of Schedule PMA-11, with a 

3 standard deviation of 0.1426 as derived in Note 5, page 9. Ranges of 

4 unadjusted betas from 0.54 to 1.28 and of standard errors of the regression 

5 from 2.8187 to 3.6743 were used to select the proxy group of two hundred 

6 eighteen domestic non-utility companies comparable to the profile of the proxy 

7 group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies as can be gleaned from 

8 pages 1 through 4 and explained In Note 1 on page 9 of Schedule PMA-12. 

9 These ranges are based upon the proxy group's average unadjusted beta of 

10 0.91 and average standard error of the regression of 3.2465 plus or minus 

11 three standard deviations of beta (0.1219 x 3 = 0.3657) and standard enror of 

12 the regressions (0.1426 x 3 = 0.4278). The use of three standard deviations 

13 assures capturing 99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas and standard 

14 errors, assuring comparability. 

15 I believe that this methodology for selecting non-price regulated firms of 

16 similar total risk (i.e., non-diverslfiable systematic and diverslfiable non-

17 systematic risk) is meaningful and effectively responds to the criticisms 

18 normally associated with the selection of firms presumed to be comparable in 

19 total risk. This is because the selection of non-price regulated companies 

20 comparable in total risk is based upon regression analyses of market prices 

21 which reflect investors' assessment of all risks, diverslfiable and non-

22 diversiflable. Thus, the empirical selection process results in companies 

23 comparable in both systematic and unsystematic risks, i.e., total risk. 
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1 Once a proxy group of non-price regulated companies are selected, it is 

2 then necessary to derive returns on book common equity, net worth or partners' 

3 capital for the companies in the group. 1 have measured these returns using 

4 the rate of return on net worth, common equity or partners' capital reported by 

5 Value Line (Standard Edition). It is reasonable to measure these retums over 

6 both the most recent historical five-year period as well as those projected over 

7 the ensuing five-year period. 

8 Q. WHAT IS YOUR CONCLUSION OF CEM COST I^TE? 

9 A. My conclusion of CEM cost rate is based upon the average of the median of aH 

10 of the five-year median historical and projected retums on book common 

11 equity, net worth or partners' capital are 12.80% historical. 14.50% projected 

12 for the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies as shown on 

13 page 4 of Schedule PMA-12. As with the DCF and CAPM results discussed 

14 previously, I have again relied upon median and for the same reasons, namely, 

15 the wide range of returns and the extreme volatility of the current capital 

16 maricets. After I apply a test of significance (Student's t-statistic) to determine 

17 whether any of the projected returns are significantly different from their 

18 respective means at the 95% confidence level, the projected means of several 

19 companies have been excluded. After excluding these outiiers. my conclusion 

20 of CEM cost rate is 13.30% for the six water companies. 

21 iX, CONCLUSION OF COMMON EQUITY COST RATE 

22 Q, WHAT IS YOUR RECOMMENDED COMMON EQUITY COST RATE? 

23 A. It is 11.70% based upon the common equity cost rates resulting from all four 
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1 cost of common equity models consistent with the EMH which logically 

2 mandates the use of multiple cost of common equity models as adjusted for 

3 Ohio American's greater business risk. 

4 In formulating my recommended common equity cost rate range of 

5 11.70%, I reviewed the results of the application of four different cost of 

6 common equity models, namely, the DCF. RPM, CAPM, and CEM for the proxy 

7 group. I employ all four cost of common equity models as primary tools in 

8 arriving at my recommended common equity cost rate range because no single 

9 model is so inherently precise that it can be relied upon solely, to the exclusion 

10 of other theoretically sound models. As discussed above, all four models are 

11 based upon the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH), and therefore, have 

12 application problems associated with them. The EMH, as also previously 

13 discussed, requires the assumption that investors rely upon multiple cost of 

14 common equity models. Moreover, as demonstrated in this testimony, the 

15 prudence of using multiple cost of common equity models is supported in the 

16 financial literature. Therefore, none should be relied upon exclusively to 

17 estimate investors' required rate of return on common equity. 

18 In a market environment where market value deviates significantiy from 

19 book value (lower or higher), sole reliance on the simplified DCF model is 

20 particulariy problematic for a regulated utility because its application results in 

21 both a practical and theoretical overstatement or understatement, respectively, 

22 of Investors' required rate of return. Investors expect to achieve their required 

23 rate of return based upon dividends received and appreciation in maricet price. 
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1 This testimony has shown that market prices are significantiy influenced by 

2 factors other than earnings per share (EPS) and dividends per share (DPS). 

3 Thus, because it is necessary to use accounting proxies for growth in the DCF 

4 model (such as EPS, DPS, or their derivative, internal growth), that model does 

5 not reflect the full extent of market price growth expected by investors. Market 

6 prices refiect other factors affecting growth not accounted for in the standard 

7 regulatory version of the DCF model such as an increase in the market value 

8 per share due to expected increases in price/earnings multiples and less 

9 obvious factors included in the long-range goals of investors. For these 

10 reasons, sole reliance on the DCF model should be avoided. In fact, as 

11 discussed in detail above, state commissions in Iowa, Indiana, Hawaii, and 

12 Pennsylvania have questioned their previous primary reliance upon the DCF, 

13 having explicitly recognized this tendency ofthe DCF model to understate the 

14 common equity cost rate when, as now, market prices significantiy exceed 

15 book values. 

16 The results of the four cost of common equity models applied to the 

17 proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies are shown on 

18 Schedule PMA-1, page 2 and summarized below: 
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Discounted Cash Flow Model 
Risk Premium Model 
Capital Asset Pricing Model 
Comparable Eamings Model 

Indicated Common Equity 
Cost Rate Before 
Business Risk Adjustment 

Business Risk Adjustment 

Recommended Range of 
Common Equity Cost Rate After 
Adjustment for Business Risk 

Proxy Group 
of Six 

AUS Utility 
Reports 
Water 

Companies 

10.89% 
11.75 
11.77 
13.30 

11.45% 

0.25 

11.70% 

1 Table 4 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

24 Based upon these common equity cost rate results, I conclude that a 

25 common equity cost rate of 11.45% is indicated based upon the use of multiple 

26 common equity cost rate models applied to the market data of the proxy group 

27 and before any adjustment for Ohio American's greater relative business risk 

28 as shown on Line No. 5, page 2 of Schedule PMA-1. 

29 Q. IS THERE A WAY TO QUANTIFY A BUSINESS RISK ADJUSTMENT DUE 

30 TO OHIO AMERICAN'S SMALL SIZE RELATIVE TO THE PROXY GROUP? 

31 A. Yes. As discussed previously, Ohio American has greater business risk than 

32 the average proxy group company because of its smaller size relative to the 

33 proxy group, whether measured by book capitalization or the market 

34 capitalization of common equity (estimated market value for Ohio American, 

35 whose common stock is not traded). Therefore, it is necessary to upwardly 

36 adjust the common equity cost rate of 11.45% based upon the proxy group. 
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1 Based upon Ohio American's size, an adjustment of 3.62% (362 basis points) 

2 is necessary to refiect its size relative to the market-based common equity cost 

3 rates ofthe six AUS Utility Reports water companies. This adjustment is based 

4 upon data contained in the Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation Yearbook. The 

5 determinations are based on the size premia for decile portfolios of New York 

6 Stock Exchange (NYSE), American Stock Exchange (AMEX) and NASDAQ 

7 listed companies for the 1926-2007 period and related data shown on pages 3 

8 through 18 of Schedule PMA-1. The average size premium for the decile in 

9 which the proxy group falls has been compared to the average size premium 

10 for the 10**̂  decile in which Ohio American would fall if its stock were traded and 

11 sold at the June 16, 2008 average market/book ratio of 216.1 % experienced by 

12 the proxy group. As shown on page 3 of Schedule PMA-1, the size premium 

13 spread between Ohio American and the six AUS Utility Reports water 

14 companies is 3.62%. Page 4 contains notes relative to page 3. Page 5 

15 contains data in support of page 3 while pages 6 through 18 of Schedule PMA-

16 1 contain relevant information from the Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation 

17 Yearbook discussed previously. 

18 Consequently, a business risk adjustment of 3.62% is indicated based 

19 upon the six AUS Utility Reports water companies However, I will make a 

20 conservatively reasonable business risk adjustment of 0.25% (25 basis points) 

21 as shown on Line No. 6 on page 2 of Schedule PMA-1 to the indicated 

22 common equity cost rate of 11.45%. I have restricted this adjustment to only 

23 25 basis points. This results in a business risk adjusted common equity cost 
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1 rate of 11.70% as shown on Line No. 7. In my opinion, such a cost rate range 

2 Is both reasonable and conservative and will provide Ohio American with 

3 sufficient earnings to enable it to attract necessary new capital. 

4 X, COMMENTS UPON THE REPORT OF THE 

5 STAFF OF THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF OHIO 

6 Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS UPON THE RATE OF RETURN SECTION 

7 OF THE STAFF OF PUCO'S OHIO REPORT (STAFF REPORT)? 

8 A. Yes. I haye several comments regarding Staff's Comparable Group 

9 Companies, Staffs application ofthe CAPM and Staffs application ofthe DCF. 

10 Q. WHAT ARE YOUR COMMENTS REGARDING STAFF'S COMPARABLE 

11 GROUP COMPANIES? 

12 A. Staff selected publicly traded water companies listed with MSN Investor with 

13 capitalization above $250 million. Thus, Staffs group is significantly less 

14 business risky than Ohio American, which at year-end 2007 had total 

15 capitalization of $83,112 as shown on page 3 of Schedule PMA-1. Because 

16 Staffs recommended common equity cost rate is based upon the market data 

17 of a group of companies which is less business risky than Ohio American, 

18 Staffs recommended common equity cost rate understates the true common 

19 equity cost rate to Ohio American. An indication of the extent to which Staffs 

20 recommended common equity cost rate understates the true common equity 

21 cost rate is derived in Schedule PMA-13. 

22 Based upon Ohio American's small relative size, an adjustment of 

23 3.62% (362 basis points) is indicated based upon data contained in Chapter 7 

24 entitled, "Firm Size and Return" from Ibbotson Associates' Ibbotson SBBI -
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1 2008 Valuation Yearbook. The determinations are based upon the size premia 

2 for decile portfolios of NYSE. AMEX and NASDAQ listed companies for the 

3 1926-2007 period discussed previously. The average size premium for the 8^ 

4 decile in which Staffs group of comparable water companies falls, has been 

5 compared to the average size premium for the 10*̂  decile in which Ohio 

6 American would fall If its stock were traded and sold at the June 16, 2008 

7 average market/book ratio of 198.1% experienced by Staffs comparable water 

8 companies. As shown on page 1 of Schedule PMA-13, the size premium 

9 spread between Staffs group of comparable water companies and Ohio 

10 American is 3.62%. Although the Ibbotson data indicate that the appropriate 

11 spread is 3.62% between the proxy group of six AUS Utility Reports water 

12 companies and Ohio American as shown on page 3 of Schedule PMA-1, in my 

13 opinion, a conservative adjustment of only approximately 0.25% (25 basis 

14 points) to reflect the business risk differential between Ohio American and the 

15 comparable group is appropriate. I recommend the same 0.25% (25 basis 

16 points) adjustment to Staffs recommended common equity cost rate. Adding 

17 such an adjustment to Staffs recommended common equity cost rate range 

18 yields common equity cost rate range of 10.73% - 11.77% which reflects Ohio 

19 American's greater relative business risk. 

20 

21 Q, PLEASE DISCUSS STAFF'S APPLICATION OF THE CAPM, 

22 A. Staff's application of the CAPM is flawed in five respects: 1) Staff utilized an 

23 historical yield on U.S. Treasury bonds as the risk free rate instead ofthe more 
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1 appropriate forecasted rate; 2) Staff inappropriately averaged the historical yield 

2 on 10-year U.S. Treasury bonds with the historical yield on 30-year U.S. 

3 Treasury bonds; 3) Staff incorrectly calculated the market equity risk premium 

4 using the total return on long-term U.S. Treasury bonds and not the income 

5 return as recommended by Ibbotson, the source of Staffs historical market 

6 equity risk premium; 4) Staff incoaectly utilized only the historical market equity 

7 risk premium without evaluating the prospective market equity risk premium, 

8 notwithstanding the fact that, in my opinion, the cun"ent forecasted market equity 

9 risk premium is not representative of the expected long-term, as discussed 

10 previously; and 5) Staff did not include an Empirical CAPM analysis to reflect 

11 the fact that the empirical Security Market Line (SML) described by the CAPM is 

12 not as steeply sloped as the predicted SML as discussed previously. At the end 

13 of this discussion, I will provide a CAPM analysis which corrects for these flaws. 

14 Q, PLEASE DISCUSS STAFF'S USE OF THE HISTORICAL YIELD ON U.S. 

15 TREASURY BONDS. 

16 A. Ratemaking and the cost of capital are both prospective. Therefore it is 

17 appropriate to utilize a forecasted yield on U.S. Treasury bonds as the risk-free 

18 rate in a CAPM analysis. As discussed previously, the yield on long-term U.S. 

19 Treasury bonds is appropriate for use in a CAPM analysis because it is almost 

20 risk-free and its term is consistent with the long-term cost of capital to public 

21 utilities as measured by the yields on A rated public utility bonds. It Is also 

22 consistent with the long-term investment horizon Inherent in public utilities' 

23 common stocks. Hence, it is consistent with the long-term investment horizon 
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1 presumed in the standard DCF model employed in regulatory ratemaking. 

2 Currentiy, the average consensus forecast of the expected yields on 30-year 

3 U.S. Treasury bonds for the six calendar quarters ending with the third quarter 

4 2009 by the 50 reporting economists in the June 1, 2008 Blue Chip Financial 

5 Forecasts (Blue Chip) as shown in Note 2, page 3 of Schedule PMA-12, is 

6 4.67%. 

7 Q. PLEASE DISCUSS STAFF'S USE OF THE AVERAGE HISTORICAL YIELD 

8 ON 10-YEAR AND 30-YEAR U.S. TREASURY BONDS. 

9 A. Because it is appropriate to utilize the yield on long-term U.S. Treasury t>onds in 

10 a CAPM analysis, use of the yield on 10-year U.S. Treasury bonds is not 

11 consistent with the long-term cost of capital to public utilities described above. 

12 Nor is it consistent with the long-term investment horizon inherent in public 

13 utilities' common stocks and presumed in the standard DCF model. 

14 As also discussed previously, because both ratemaking and the cost of 

15 capital are prospective, it is clear that the average expected yield on long-term 

16 U.S. Treasury bonds is the appropriate proxy for the risk-free rate in the CAPM 

17 because it is less volatile than the yields on Treasury securities of shorter 

18 duration, is almost risk-free as noted by Morin above and is consistent with the 

19 long-term investment horizon implicit in common stocks as noted by Ibbotson, 

20 as well as being prospective. 

21 Q, PLEASE DISCUSS STAFF'S USE OF THE TOTAL RETURN ON LONG-TERM 

22 U.S. TREASURY BONDS IN ITS CALCULATION OF THE MARKET EQUITY 

23 RISK PREMIUM. 
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1 A. Staffs market equity risk premium of 6.5% is based upon the difference 

2 between the arithmetic mean long-term (1926-2006) total return on large 

3 company stocks and long-term (1926-2006) total retum on long-term 

4 government bonds as published by Ibbotson SBBI - 2007 Valuation Yearbook. 

5 Note that the Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation Yearbook, published in March 

6 2008, shows the same market equity risk premium of 6.5%. Nevertheless, it is 

7 not appropriate to use the Ibbotson-derived spread of arithmetic mean total 

8 returns on large company stocks and long-term total returns on long-term 

9 govemment bonds in a CAPM analysis. It is inconsistent for Staff to utilize 

10 Ibbotson's data and then, to not follow Ibbotson's recommendation that the 

11 income return on a given Treasury security be used for calculating the equity 

12 risk premium. Ibbotson state the following on pages 75-76 of the Ibbotson SBBI 

13 - 2008 Valuation Yearijook: 

14 Another point to keep in mind when calculating the equity risk 
15 premium is that the income retum on the appropriate-horizon 
16 Treasury security, rather than the total return, is used in the 
17 calculation. The total return is comprised of three return 
18 components: the income retum, the capital appreciation retum, 
19 and the reinvestment return. The income return is defined as the 
20 portion of the total return that results from a periodic cash fiow or, 
21 in this case, the bond coupon payment The capital appreciation 
22 retum results from the price change of a bond over a specific 
23 period. Bond prices generally change in reaction to unexpected 
24 fluctuations in yields. Reinvestment retum is the retum on a given 
25 month's investment income when reinvested into the same asset 
26 class in the subsequent months of the year. The income retum is 
27 thus used in the estimation of the equity risk premium because it 
28 represents the tmty riskless portion ofthe return.^ ̂ ^^*"°*^°'̂ '**^* 
29 
30 Thus, the appropriate historical market equity risk premium is the difference in 

31 the arithmetic mean long-term (1926-2007, not 1926-2006) total return on 
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1 large company stocks of 12.3% and the arithmetic mean long-term (1926-

2 2007) income return on long-term government bonds of 5.2% from the 

3 Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation Yearipook, or 7.1% ( 7.1% = 12.3% - 5.2% ) 

4 and not 6.5% as used by Staff. 

5 Q. PLEASE DISCUSS STAFF'S EXCLUSIVE USE OF AN HISTORICAL 

6 MARKET EQUITY RISK PREMIUM. 

7 A. As discussed previously, relative to Staffs use of historical yieWs in its 

8 calculation of the risk-free rate, ratemaking and the cost of capital are both 

9 prospective. Therefore, it is appropriate to couple the use of the arithmetic 

10 mean historical market equity risk premium with a forecasted market equity 

11 risk premium, such as can be derived from Value Line Investment Survey and 

12 Blue Chip. Moreover, use of the forecasted market equity risk premium based 

13 upon Value Line is consistent with Staffs use of Value Line betas in its CAPM 

14 analysis. However, as discussed previously, the current and recent 

15 substantial volatility in the stock market is extraordinary and not representative 

16 of the expected long-term. Hence, at this time, given cun'ent capital market 

17 conditions, in my opinion, the current market equity risk premium is also not 

18 representative of the expected long-term and thus, not suitable for cost of 

19 capital purposes at this time. 

20 In view of the foregoing, the historical arithmetic mean 7.1% market 

21 equity risk premium is currently appropriate for use in a CAPM analysis. 

22 Q. YOU PREVIOUSLY STATED THAT STAFF ERRED BY NOT APPLYING 

23 THE EMPIRICAL CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL PLEASE COMMENT. 
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1 A. Staff relied exclusively upon the traditional CAPM. As discussed previously. 

2 numerous tests of the CAPM have confirmed its validity. These tests have 

3 measured the extent to which security returns and betas are related as 

4 predicted by the CAPM. However, as also noted previously. Morin. in New 

5 Regulatory Finance, observes that, while the results support the notion that 

6 beta is related to security returns, it has been determined that the empirical 

7 Security Market Line (SML) described by the CAPM is not as steeply sloped 

8 as the predicted SML. Therefore, given both theory and practical research, it 

9 is appropriate to apply both the traditional CAPM and the empirical CAPM and 

10 to average the results. 

11 Schedule PMA-14 presents a CAPM analysis correcting the flaws in 

12 Staffs application of the CAPM discussed above and reflects the following: 1) 

13 the correct use of a forecasted yieW on 30-year Treasury bonds as the risk-

14 free rate; 2) the correct use of 30-year, I.e.. long-tenn. Treasury bonds as the 

15 risk-free rate; 3) the correct use of the historical long-term arithmetic mean 

16 Income return on long-term govemment bonds in deriving the historical market 

17 equity risk premium; 4) consideration of both the historical long-tenn arithmetic 

18 mean market equity risk premium and the forecasted market equity risk 

19 premium; and 5) the inclusion of an ECAPM analysis. Utilizing the average 

20 beta of Staffs comparable water companies, 1.025, application of the 

21 traditional CAPM yields a result of 11.948% while application of the empirical 

22 CAPM yields a result of 11.903%. Averaging the corrected results of the 

23 traditional CAPM and the empirical CAPM for Staffs comparable water 
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1 companies yields an average indicated CAPM common equity cost rate of 

2 11.926%. Because this 11.926% is based upon Staffs comparable water 

3 companies and these water companies are on average much greater in size 

4 than Ohio American, 11.926% does not reflect the greater risk of Ohio 

5 American due to its smaller relative size. Hence, a risk-adjusted CAPM 

6 common equity cost rate would be 12.176% based upon a size premium of 

7 0.25% discussed previously. 

8 Q, PLEASE DISCUSS STAFF'S APPLICATION OF THE DCF. 

9 A. Staffs DCF analysis is also flawed, specifically in the following respects: 1) 

10 Staffs exclusive reliance upon a non-constant growth version of the DCF, 

11 implicitly rejecting the constant growth version of the DCF, i.e., the standard 

12 regulatory form; and 2) Staffs use of a long-term historical growth rate in GNP 

13 (Gross National PnDduct). 

14 First, without an explanation as to why. Staff relied upon a non-

15 constant version of the DCF, although constant growth DCF results are shown 

16 on page 9 of Schedule D-1.4 the Staff report. As shown in Table 5 below, the 

17 constant growth DCF results average 12.46%, 217 basis points higher than 

18 Staffs non-constant growth DCF results of 10.29%. However, as also shown 

19 in Table 5 below, the range of DCF results is quite wide. Therefore, it is 

20 appropriate to also look at the median DCF result as discussed previously. 

21 The median non-constant DCF result is 10.25%, while the median constant 

22 growth DCF result is 11.95%. 

23 
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Non-Constant 
DCF 

9.99% 
10.68 
10.50 
10.00 

10.29% 

10.25% 

Constant DCF 

11.09% 
11.89 
14.84 
12.00 

12.46% 

11.38% 

11.95% 

11.10% 

1 Table 5 

2 
3 
4 
5 American States Water Co. 
6 California Water Svc. Group 
7 Southwest Water Company 
8 Aqua America. Inc. 
9 

10 
11 Average - excluding outliers 
12 
13 Midpoint 
14 
15 Median 
16 
17 Midpoint of Median 
18 
19 
20 Absent evidence to the contrary and consistent with the Efficient Market 

21 Hypothesis (EMH) which states that all infonnation available to investors is 

22 evaluated by investors in making their investment decisions, it is reasonable that 

23 investors would utilize the constant growth version of the DCF as it is more widely 

24 used in regulatory ratemaking than is the non-constant growth version used by 

25 Staff. In addition. Staff pn^vided no theoretical or empirical support for the use of 

26 a non-constant growth DCF for water utilities. In fact, Staff was silent relative to 

27 its constant growth DCF analyses in the body of its report. In my opinion, there is 

28 no evidence which supports the assumption implicit in this version of the model, 

29 that growth in EPS. DPS or stock price will approach that of the economy as a 

30 whole at any given future point in time. 

31 In view of the foregoing, in my opinion, had Staff included the constant 

32 growth DCF results in its analysis and utilized the median, its DCF conclusion 
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1 would have been 11.10%. 

2 Second, Staff utilized an historical long-term growth rate in GNP as the 

3 growth rate in the third-stage of the model, from year twenty-five onward. As 

4 stated previously, ratemaking as weH as tiie cost of capital is prospective. 

5 Therefore, to properiy apply the non-constant grovirth version of the DCF, a 

6 pnDspective growth rate is required. Assuming, for the sake of argument, and 

7 because Staff utilized growth in GNP for the final stage of the non-constant, the 

8 prospective growth in GDP (Gross Domestic Product - growth in GNP is no 

9 longer available) should have been utilized because ratemaking and the cost of 

10 capital are both prospective. Averaging the growth in GDP forecasted by the 

11 Energy Infonnation Administration (EIA) for the years 2024 through 2030 (the last 

12 year for which EIA forecasts GDP) of 4.66% with the growth in GDP forecasted by 

13 the Social Security Administration (SSA) for the years 2024-2085 of 4.58% from 

14 each of their 2008 annual reports results in a forecasted growth in GDP of 4.62%. 

15 This contrasts with the 6.77% historical GNP growth rate utilized by Staff and 

16 clearly would have resulted in non-constant growth DCF results significantly lower 

17 than 9.29% and which would fail the common sense test for reasonableness. 

18 Although Staffs GNP growth rate is higher than the current average forecasts of 

19 GDP, once again using forecasts is conceptually correct, as ratemaking and the 

20 cost of capital are prospective. 

21 As with the CAPM results discussed above, these results reflect the 

22 riskiness of the larger more geographically diverse comparable group water 

23 companies and not the greater relative riskiness experienced by Ohio American 
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1 due to its small size. As also discussed above, in my opinion a size adjustment of 

2 0.25% must be added to the DCF results of Staffs comparable water companies. 

3 This results in a risk-adjusted non-constant median DCF result of 10.50% and a 

4 risk-adjusted constant median DCF result of 12.20%. 

5 Q. WHAT IS YOUR CONCLUSION REGARDING STAFF'S RATE OF RETURN 

6 ANALYSIS? 

7 A. Based upon Staffs corrected analysis, the corrected CAPM results average 

8 11.93% as shown on Schedule PMA-14 and the midpoint of the median non-

9 constant and constant growth DCF results is 11.10% as derived in Table 5 

10 above. Staffs corrected analysis thus yields a common equity cost rate of 

11 11.52% (11.52% = (11.93% + 11.10%) / 2) without regard to a size adjustment 

12 to reflect Ohio American's greater relative risk due to its small size. Using a 

13 one-hundred basis point range of uncertainty as Staff has done in its report, 

14 the cost of common equity range becomes 11.02% to 12.02%. Making Staffs 

15 allowance for issuance and other costs, as shown on Schedule D-1.1 of the 

16 Staff report, using Staffs adjustment factor of 1.03619 results in a range of 

17 common equity cost rates of 11.42% to 12.46% (11.42% = 11.02% * 1.03619 

18 and 12.46% = 12.02% * 1.03619) Adding a conservative size adjustment of 

19 0.25% results in a Staff corrected, risk-adjusted range of common equity of 

20 11.67% - 12.71%. with a midpoint of 12.19% applicable to Ohio American. 

21 Cleariy, Staffs analysis, applied correctly and consistently, and modestly 

22 adjusted by 0.25% to reflect the greater relative business risk of Ohio 

23 American supports both the Company's requested retum on common equity of 
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1 11.25% and my recommended common equity cost rate of 11.70% based 

2 upon cun-ent capital market conditions. 

3 

4 Q. DOES THAT CONCLUDE YOUR DIRECT TESTIMONY? 

5 A. Yes. 
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
OF 

PAULINE M. AHERN, CRRA 
PRINCIPAL 

AUS CONSULTANTS 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

1996-2006 

As a Principal (Vice President - 1996-2006), I offer testimony as an expert witness on the 
subjects of fair rate of return and cost of capital before state public utility commissions. I provide 
assistance and support to clients throughout the entire ratemaking litigation process. 

1994-1996 

As an Assistant Vice President, I prepared fair rate of return and cost of capital exhibits which are 
filed along with expert testimony before various state and federal public utility regulatory bodies. These 
supporting exhibits include the determination of an appropriate ratemaking capital structure and the 
development of embedded cost rates of senior capital. The exhibits also support the determination of a 
recommended return on common equity through the use of various market models, such as, but not 
limited to, Discounted Cash Flow analysis, Capital Asset Pricing Model and Risk Premium Methodology, 
as well as an assessment ofthe risk characteristics ofthe client utility. I also assisted in the preparation of 
responses to any interrogatories received regarding such testimonies filed on behalf of client utilities. 
Following the filing of fair rate of return testimonies. I assisted in the evaluation of opposition testimony in 
order to prepare interrogatory questions, areas of cross-examination, and rebuttal testimony. I also 
evaluated and assisted in the preparation of briefs and exceptions following the hearing process. I have 
submitted testimony before state public utility commissions regarding appropriate capital structure ratios 
and fixed capital cost rates. 

1990-1994 

As a Senior Financial Analyst, I supervised two analysts in the preparation of fair rate of retum 
and cost of capital exhibits which are filed along with expert testimony before various state and federal 
public utility regulatory bodies. The team also assisted in the preparation of interrogatory responses. 

I evaluated the final orders and decisions of various commissions to determine whether further 
actions are wan-anted and to gain Insight which may assist in the preparation of future rate of retum 
studies. 

I assisted In the preparation of an article authored by Frank J. Hanley and A. Gerald Harris entitled 
"Does Diversification Increase the Cost of Equity Capital?" published in the July 15, 1991 issue of Public 
Utilities Fortnightly. 

I co-authored an article with Frank J. Hanley entitled "Comparable Earnings: New Life for an Old 
Precepr which was published in the American Gas Association's Financial Quarterly Review. Summer 
1994. 

I was awarded the professional designation "Certified Rate of Return Analyst" (CRRA) by the 
National Society of Rate of Return Analysts (now the Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analysts 
(SURFA)). This designation is based upon education, experience and the successful completion of a 
comprehensive examination. 

As Administrator of Financial Analysts for AUS Utility Reports, which reports financial data for over 
200 utility companies and has approximately 1,000 subscribers, I oversee the preparation of this monthly 
publication, as well as the annual publication, Financial Statistics - Public Utilities. 
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1988-1990 

As a Financial Analyst, I assisted in the preparation of fair rate of retum studies including capital 
structure determination, development of senior capital cost rates, as well as the determination of an 
appropriate rate of return on equity. I also assisted in the preparation of interrogatory responses, 
interrogatory questions of the opposition, areas of cross-examination and rebuttal testimony. I also 
assisted in the preparation of the annual publication C. A. Turner Utility Reports - Financial Statistics -
Public Utilities. 

1973-1975 

As a research assistant in the Research Department of the Regional Economics Division of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. I was involved in the development and maintenance of econometric 
models to simulate regional economic conditions in New England in order to study the effects of, among 
other things, the energy crisis of the early 1970's and property tax revaluations on the economy of New 
England. I was also involved in the statistical analysis and preparation of articles for the New Enoland 
Economic Review. Also, I acted as assistant editor for New Enoland Business Indicators. 

1972 

As a research assistant in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for International Affairs, U.S. 
Treasury Department, Washington, D.C, I developed and maintained econometric models which 
simulated the economy of the United States in order to study the results of various alternate foreign trade 
policies so that national trade policy could be formulated and recommended. 

I am also a member of the Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analysts (formerly the 
National Society of Rate of Return Analysts). 

Clients Served 

I have offered expert testimony before the following commissions: 

Arkansas Maryland 
California Michigan 
Connecticut Missouri 
Delaware Nevada 
Florida New Jersey 
Hawaii New York 
Idaho North Carolina 
Illinois Ohio 
Indiana Pennsylvania 
Kentucky South Carolina 
Louisiana Virginia 
Maine Washington 

I have sponsored testimony on the rate of return and capital structure effects of merger and 
acquisition issues for: 

California-American Water Company New Jersey-American Water Company 
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have sponsored testimony on fair rate of return and related issues for: 

Aqua Illinois, Inc. 
Aqua New Jersey, Inc. 
Aqua Virginia, Inc. 
Audubon Water Company 
The Atlantic City Sewerage Company 
Carolina Pines Utilities, Inc. 
Carolina Water Service, Inc. 
Consumers Illinois Water Company 
Consumers Maine Water Company 
Consumers New Jersey Water Company 
City of DuBois. Pennsylvania 
Elizabethtown Water Company 
Emporium Water Company 
GTE Hawaiian Telephone Inc. 
Greenridge Utilities, Inc. 
Borough of Hanover. Pennsylvania 
Illinois American Water Company 
Iowa American Water Company 
Land'Or Utility Company 
Long Neck Water Company 
Louisiana Water Service. Inc. 
Massanutten Public Service Company 
Middlesex Water Company 
Missouri-American Water Company 
Mt. Holly Water Company 
Nero Utility Services. Inc. 
New Jersey-American Water Company 
NRG Energy Center Pittsburgh LLC 
Ohio-American Water Company 
Penn Estates 

Pinelands Waste Water Company 
Pittsburgh Thermal 

Southland Utilities, Inc. 
Spring Creek Utilities, Inc. 
Sussex Shores Water Company 
Tega Cay Water Service. Inc. 
Twin Lakes Water Service, Inc. 
Thames Water Americas 
Tidewater Utilities, Inc. 
Total Environmental Services, Inc. -
Treasure Lake Water & Sewer Divisions 

Transylvania Utilities. Inc. 
Twin Lakes Utilities. Inc. 
United Utility Companies 
United Water Arkansas. Inc. 
United Water Connecticut. Inc. 
United Water Delaware, Inc. 
United Water Idaho, Inc. 
United Water Indiana. Inc. 
United Water New Jersey, Inc. 
United Water New Rochelle. Inc. 
United Water New York, Inc. 
United Water Owego / Nichols, Inc. 
United Water Pennsylvania, Inc. 
United Water Virginia, Inc. 
United Water West Lafayette, Inc. 
Utilities Inc. of Central Nevada 
Utilities. Inc. of Florida 
Utilities Servtees of South Carolina 
Utility Center, Inc. 
Valley Energy, Inc. 
Water Service Corp. of Kentucky 
Wellsboro Electric Company 
Western Utilities, Inc. 

clients: 
I have sponsored testimony on capital structure and senior capital cost rates for the following 

Alpena Power Company 
Arkansas-Western Gas Company 
Associated Natural Gas Company 

PG Energy Inc. 
United Water Delaware. Inc. 
Washington Natural Gas Company 

have assisted in the preparation of rate of return studies on behalf of the following clients: 

Algonquin Gas Transmission Company 
Arkansas-Louisiana Gas Company 
Arkansas Westem Gas Company 
Artesian Water Company 
Associated Natural Gas Company 
Atlantic City Electric Company 
Bridgeport-Hydraulic Company 
Cambridge Electric Light Company 
Carolina Power & Light Company 
Citizens Gas and Coke Utility 
City of Vernon, CA 
Columbia Gas/Gulf Transmission Cos. 
Commonwealth Electric Company 
Commonwealth Telephone Company 
Conestoga Telephone & Telegraph Co. 
Connecticut Natural Gas Corporation 
Consolidated Gas Transmission Company 

Consumers Power Company 
CWS Systems, Inc. 
Delman/a Power & Light Company 
East Honolulu Community Services, Inc. 
Equitable Gas Company 
Equltrans, Inc. 
Florida Power & Light Company 
Gary Hobart Water Company 
Gasco, Inc. 
GTE Arkansas, Inc. 
GTE California. Inc. 
GTE Florida, Inc. 
GTE Hawaiian Telephone 
GTE North. Inc. 
GTE Northwest, Inc. 
GTE Southwest, Inc. 
Great Lakes Gas Transmission L.P. 
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Rate of Retum Study Clients, Continued 

Hawaiian Electric Company 
Hawaiian Electric Light Company 
lES Utilities Inc. 
Illinois Power Company 
Interstate Power Company 
Iowa Electric Light and Power Company 
Iowa Southern Utilities Company 
Kentucky-West Virginia Gas Company 
Lockhart Power Company 
Middlesex Water Company 
Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewer District 
Mountaineer Gas Company 
National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp. 
National Fuel Gas Supply Corp. 
National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp. 
National Fuel Gas Supply Corp. 
Newco Waste Systems of NJ, Inc. 
New Jersey Natural Gas Company 
New Jersey-American Water Company 
New Yori<-American Water Company 
North Carolina Natural Gas Corp. 
Northumbrian Water Company 
Ohio-American Water Company 
Oklahoma Natural Gas Company 
Orange and Rockland Utilities 
Paiute Pipeline Company 
PECO Energy Company 

Penn-York Energy Corporation 
Pennsylvania-American Water Co. 
PG Energy Inc. 
Philadelphia Electric Company 
South Carolina Pipeline Company 
Southwest Gas Corporation 
Stamford Water Company 
Tesoro Alaska Petroleum Company 
United Telephone of New Jersey 
United Utility Companies 
United Water Arkansas, Inc. 
United Water Delaware. Inc. 
United Water Idaho, Inc. 
United Water Indiana, Inc. 
United Water New Jersey, Inc. 
United Water New York, Inc. 
United Water Pennsylvania, Inc. 
United Water Virginia, Inc. 
United Water West Lafayette, Inc. 
Vista-Unlted Telecommunications Corp. 
Washington Natural Gas Company 
Washington Water Power Corporation 
Waste Management of New Jersey -

Transfer Station A 
Wellsboro Electric Company 
Western Reserve Telephone Company 
Western Utilities, Inc 

EDUCATION: 

1973 - Clark University- B.A. - Honors in Economics 
1991 - Rutgers University- M.B A. - High Honors 

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS: 

American Finance Association 
Financial Management Association 
Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analysts 

President - 2008-2010 
Secretary/Treasurer - 2004-2006 

Energy Association of Pennsylvania 
National Association of Water Companies - Member of the Finance Committee 
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OHIO AMERICAN WATER COMPANY 
Case No. 07-1112-WS-AIR 

Table of Contents 
to Exhibit No. 
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Summary of Cost of Capital and Fair Rate of Retum 

Standard & Poor's Public Utilfty Rating Methodology Profile 
and Revised Public Utility Financial Benchmaric Ratio Targets' 

Rnanclal Profile of Ohio American Water Company 

Financial Profile of the Proxy Group of Six 
AUS Utility Reports Water Companies 

Inadequacy of I X F Retum Related to BookValue 

Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate Using the 
Discounted Cash Flow Model 

Derivation of Dryidend Yield for Use in the Discounted Cash 
Flow Model 

Cun-ent Institutional Holdings 

Historical and Projected Growth for Use in the 
Discounted Cash Flow Model 

Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate Using the Risk Premium Model 

Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate Using the Capital Asset 
Pricing Model 

Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate Using 
the Comparable Eamings Model 

Business Risk Adjustment Based Upon Size for Staffs 
Comparable V\^ter Companies 

Conrectron of Staffs CAPM Analysis 

Schedule No. 

PMA-1 

PMA-2 

PMA-3 

PMA-4 

PMA-5 

PMA-6 

PMA-7 

PMA-8 

PMA-9 

PMA-10 

PMA-11 

PMAr12 

PMA-13 
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Type of Capital 

Long Term Debt 

Preferred Equity 

Common Equity 

Total 

Ohio Amencan \Nater Company 
Summary of Cost of Capital and Fair Rate of Retum 

Actual at June 30. 2007 

Ratios (1) 

57.85 % 

1.34 

40.81 

100.00 % 

Cost Rate 

6.17 %(1) 

8.48 

11.70 (2) 

Exhibit No. 
Schedule PMA-1 
Page 1 of 18 

Weighted Cost Rate 

3.67 % 

0.11 

4.77 

8.46 % 

Notes: 

(1) From Schedule D-1 Page 1 of 1 
(2) Based upon informed judgment from the entire study, the principat results of which are summarized on page 2 

of this Schedule. 
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Exhibit No. 
Schedule PMA-1 
Page 2 of 18 

Ohio American V\fater Company 
Brief Summary of Common Equity Cost Rate 

Proxy Group of Six AUS 
Utility Reports Water 

No. Principal Methods Companies 

1. Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) (1) 10.89 % 

2. Risk Premium Model (RPM) (2) 11.75 

3. Capital >^set Pricing Model (CAPM) (3) 11.77 

4. Comparable Eamings Model (CEM) (4) 13.30 

5. Indicated Range of Common Equity 
Cost Rate before Adjustment for 
Business Risk 11.46 % 

6. Business Risk Adjustment (5) 0.25 

7. Indicated Range of Common Equity 
Cost Rate after Adjustment for 
Business Risk 11.70 % 

Notes: (1) From Schedule PMA-6. 
(2) From page 1 of Schedule PMA-10. 
(3) FnDm page 1 Schedule PMA-11. 
(4) From page 4 of Schedule PMA-12 of this Exhibit. 
(5) Business risk adjustnent to reflect Ohio American Water Compan/s greater business 

risk due to its small size relative to the proxy group as detailed in Ms. Ahem's 
accompanying direct testimony. 
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Exhibit No. 
Schedule PMA-1 
Page 4 of 18 

Ohio American V\fater Company 
Derivation of investment Risk Adjustment Based upon 

Ibbotson Associates' Size Premia for the Decile Portfolios of the NYSE 

Notes: 

(1) From page 5 of this Schedule. 

(2) Line No. 1 - Line No. 2 and Line No. 1 - Line No. 3 of Columns 3 and 4, respectively. For 
example, the 3.62% in Column 5, Line No. 2 is derived aa follows 3:62%% = 5.82% - 2.20. 

(3) From page 1 of Schedule PMA-3. 

(4) With an estimated maritet capitalization of $71.897 million (based upor̂  the proxy group of six 
AUS Utility Reports water companies) Ohio American VVater Company ̂ l ls in the 10r decile 
of the NYSE/AMEX^ASDAQ which has an average market capitalization of $113.637 as 
shown in the table on the bottom half of page 3 of this Schedule. 

(5) Size premium applicable to the 10^ decile ofthe NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ as shown on page 17 
of this Schedule. 

(6) From page 1 of Schedule PMA-4. 

(7) With an estimated maricet cafMtalization of $770,923 million, the pnDxy gnDup of six AUS Utility 
Reports water companies l^lls in tiie in tiie 8*"decile of tfie NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ which has 
an average market capitalization of $766,270 million as shown in the table on the bottom half 
of page 3 of this Schedule. 

(8) Average size premium applicable to the 8^ decile of tiie NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ as glean^ 
shown on page 17 of this Schedule. 

Source of Infonnation: Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuatton Yeariaook - Mart<et Results for Stocks. Bonds. Bills 
and Inflatton for 1926-2007. Momingstar. Inc.. 2008. Chicago. IL 
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Ibbotson^ SBBP 

2008 Valuation Yearbook 

Market Results for 

Stoclcs, Bonds, Bills, and Inflation 
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Exhibit No. 
Schedule PMA-1 
Page 7 of 18 

Chapter 7 
Rrm Size and Retum 

The Finn Size PhNnrnienon 

One of the most remadcsble discoveries of modern finance is that of a telatioaship between firm 
size and return. The relationship cuts across the entire ^ze spectrum bur is most evident among 
^malUr companies, ttdiich have b'gher retums on average than larger ones. Many studies have looked 
at the effect of firm size on xetum.' In this chapter lite retums across the »itire range of firm size 
X̂K examined. 

Construction of ^ e Decile Portfolios 

The poctfoiios used in this chapter are those created by the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP> 
i t the Uotversity of Chictago^ Graduate School of Business. CRSF lias refined the methodology of cre
ating size-based portfoiios and has applied this methodology to the entire universe of 
NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ-listed securities going back to i^zS. 

The New York Stock Exchange universe excludes ckeed-end mutual funds, preferred stocks, real 
estate investment trusts, foreign stocks, American Depository Receipts, unit investment trusty, and 
Americus Trusts. All companies on the KYS£ are ranked by the combined market capitalization of their 
eiigji^ equit/ securities. Th& companies are then spHt into l o equally populated groups^ or dedles. 
Bli^blc comjpanles traded on the American Stock Exchange (AMEX) and the Nasdaq National Market 
(NASDAQ) are then as^gned to the appropriate deciles according to their capitalization m reladon to 
the NYSE breakpoints. The portfolios arc rebalanced, using dosing prices for the jast trading day of 
March, June, S^pteml^^ and December. Securities added during the quarter are assi^ed to the 
appropriate portfolio when two consecutive month-end prices are available. If the final NYSE price of 
a security that becomes delisted is a month-end pride, then that months return is included in the 
quarterly retom of the security^ portfolio. MFhen a month-end NYSE price is misang, the month-end 
value of the security is derived firom merger terms, quotations on re^onal exchanges, and other sources. 
If a month-end value still is nor determined, the last available daily price is ased. 

Base security retums are monthly holding period returns. All distributions are added to the month-
e^d prices, and appropriate price adjtxstments are made to account for stock splits and 
dividends. The return on a portfolio for one month is calcularcd as die weighted average of die 
returns for its individual stocks. Annual portfolio returns are calculated by compounding die monthly 
portfolio retimis. 

Size of the Deciles 

Table 7-r reveals that the top three deciles of the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ account for most of the total 
market valiie of its stocks. Nearly two-thirds of the market value is represented by the first dedl^ which 
currently consists of 167 stocks, while ths smallest decile accounts for just over one percent of the 

1 Rolf "W. Bans was the Best to document this phencKnenoa. See Banz, Kolf W.'The Eeladonsbip Between Returns ejid Mark^ 
Value of ComroDn Stocks," Jtittmeil of Iwandal Economics, Vol. 5, 2581, j ^ . 3-18. 
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Oispter? 

market vahie. The data in the second column of Table 7-2 are averages aaoss all Sz years. Of course, 
the proportion of market value represented by the various denies varies irom yeax to year 

Columns tbree and four give recent figures on die number of companies and their market 
capitaiixation, presenting a snapshot of die structure of the deciles near the end of 2007, 

T3bte7-T. '^ ~ ' " 
Size-Decile Portfolios of the NYSE/AMEX/I^SDAa Size and Coinpo$ition 

1926 through September 30.2007 

Decile 

Margest 

2 

3 

4 

5 

B 

7 

8 

9 

1{^&nallest 

Mid-Cap 3 ^ 

Low-Cape-B 

Micro-Cap M O 

Historical AyBngfi 

Total Capitartzstbn 

S322% 

as7% 
758% 

4.73% 

3.24% 

2 ^ % 

1.75% 

1J0% 

1JJ2% 

0.83% . 

Ii53% 

543% 

1B5% 

Becenl 
Ntnnbuol 
Cotnpules 

167 

174 

m 
184 

203 

H I 

275 

38D 

641 

1775 

S79 

SOB 

^4^6 

Recent 
Dee^eMarint 
Cepltaiizatian 
nrnhMsands) 

$10,357,817,750 

2.327^51.320 

1.111.672.2D0 

709.636w8t0 

54I.399.7S0 

411.039.S80 

379.465.160 

291.182.SS0 

234.538:240 

2ai.7tB,150 

2.352.768^ 

1.081.687,170 

485^243,740 

RoCBIlt 

Total CapItallzatioD 

62.34% 

14.01% 

6£9% 

4.27% 

3 ^ % 

2^7% 

228% 

175% 

1.71% 

1.21% 

14iZ% 

6£|1% 

293% 

Kmorical 2YBrag& penemage of loial capl^ifathin shows the Bwage, wer tte lasl 82 Yean, of Ihe (Jei^^ 
as a pertentagB <tf Ihe tutal NY5E/AMEVNASDAQ calcutentf each CKxiih Namfa^ of companies h dedtM. recent nwrfcet 
caph^jafion of tfacOes, and recent peicentage d M B I ca^lual ion are ai of S^toi^er 30.2007 

Table 7-2 gĥ es the Current Breakpoints that d ^ e itx composition of the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ size 
deciles. The largest company and its market capitalization are presented ior each dedle. Table 
7-3 shows the historical breakpoints for each of the three size groupings presented throughout dus 
chapter. Mldrcap stocks are define^ here as the ^^li^te of deciles 3-5. Based on the most rec^t da^ 
(Table 7-2), companies wilhin this mid-cap range have n^rket capitalization^ at or below 
$ ,̂106 ,̂713,000 but grearex than $2^^12,794,000. Low-cap stocks incfade dcdies 6-8 and currwitly 
include all companies in the NYSE/AMEX>NASDAQ with market capitalizations at or below 
$i^ii,794j00o but greater than $7i3,zj8,ooo. Micro<ap stod^s include deciles s^io and include 
companies with market capitalfeations at or bdow $7i3>a58jOoo. The market capitalization of the 
sn^est company included in die micro-capitalization group is currently $T,?ii,ooo. 

^ Sour(%: ̂ oooSox CBSP*, Ccnrsrfor Re^ardi in Secoricy Tncts. Gra^oan Schoc^ ni &isiness,The Umveisit]r of Chicago 

used with pexmission. All nghts reserved. www.crspxhicago^.edii 
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firm ^ e anA Return 

Table 7.2» 
Stzs^ecile Portfolios of ̂  NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ, Largest Company 
and Its Market CaprtBlKatioR fay Decile 
Septembef30.2007 

Deeils 

MariEetCE^Ela&alfon 
v f l e^es l Company 

( i iAn isand^ CeniiBiiyNBme 

l-Ufgest 

2 
3 
4 
5 

8 
7 
6 
9 
IfrSfD^est 

tt7231B,B7Z 

2B,2M.526 

9.206.713 

5.012.577 

3.422.743 

2.411.734 

1.633.320 

MZ8L765 

723^58 

363,479 

Exxon MofaOCor^ 

€enef3tMi[[sl% 

Reliant Enarjjy Inc. 

ManltawacCa Inc 

BACCorp. 

WGbstsr Fiftstc^ Co^ 

Simpson kfaiiuiscturing Co tnc-

Metaf Management Inc 

Citadel Broadcasb'ng Corp. 

Emergency Medical SeMces Corp 

Presentation ofthe Oeciie Dab 

Smnmaiy statistics of annual retums of the lo deciles over i^zfi-zoo? are presented in Table 7-4, Note 
from this exhibit that both the average rcGmi and the total risk, or sraadard deviation of annual returns, 
tend to increase as one moves from the latest decile to the smallest. Furdiexmore, the 
serial correlations of returns are; near zero for all but the smallest dedjes. Serial correlations and their 
significance will be ;discusscd in detail later in this chaptet 

Graph 7-1 depicts the growth of one dollar inTcsted in each of three NYSE/AMEXftWSDAQ 
groups broken down mro mid-cap, low-cap, and miczo-csp stocks. The index value of the eniiie 
NY5E/AMEX/NAS)AQ is also included. All returns presented arc value-weighted based on the 
market capitalizations of the dedtcs contamed in each subgroup. The sheer magnitude of the size eSect 
in. some years is noteworthy- "Wldie the largest stocks actually declined 9 percent m ^977, the 
smallest stocks rose more than 20 percent. A inore extreme case oonirred in the deprcssion-rKOvery 
year of 1533, when i c difference b^w«a the first and t^th tfedle retums was hr more 
substantial, widi the largest stocks rising 46 percent, and the smallest stocks dsing 21S percent. This 
divergence in the performance of small and large company stocks is a common occurrence. 
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Table .7-3 
Size-Decila Portfolios ol the NYS^/AMEX^ASSAQ 
Largest and Smallest Company bf Size Group 

ftomlS26to19B5 

Date 
(Sept 30] 

CapttalEOtion af tArsest Cooiiany 
{in AtHisands) 

Mid-Cap 
3-5 

Low-Cap 
. 6 4 

Micra-Ca; 
9-W 

Ca|£tBlizatiaR of SBBUB:^ Conpaoy 

3 « 
Unu-Cap 

S ^ 
UBcro-Cep 

3-10 

iS26 

1327 

1328 

IS29 

1930 

1331 

1932 

1333 

1934 

1335 

1336 

1937 

1S3S 

1939 

idw 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

1945 

194B 

1947 

194B 

1949 

19SQ 

1351 

1952 

1 ^ 
1554 

1SS5 

195G 

1357 

1958 

1959 

19EI] 

isei 
1962 

19B3 

1964 

1965 

K0.103 

J64.azD 

nD.910 

StQ3.D54 

$66,750 

142.607 

SI2.212 

540,298 

$39,919 

• S37,fi31 

$46,393 

551,759 

S35.019 

$35,409 

$29,303 

$30,362 

$%037 

tt2.721 

$46,221 

$55,125 

$77,784 

$57,830 

SS7.23& 

$56,032 

$66,143 

$82,517-

?95.S3B 

$93,218 

$125,834 

$170,829 

$183,752 

$134,300 

$195,536 

$256,283 

$25232 

$296,251 

$25B.78B 

$306,903 

$349,575 

$365^75 

$13.?3S 

$14,491 

$18,761 

$24,328 

$12,918 

SS.142 

S2.2DB 

S7.2ia 
S6c6^ 

S6.549 

$11,505 

$13,635 

$8,372 

$7,478 

$7,990 

$8,316 

$8,888 

$11,403 

$13,066 

$17,326 

$24,192 

$17,719 

$19,632 

$14,543 

^8L67S . 

$22,750 

$25,405 

$25,340 

$28,707 

$41,445 

$46,805 

$47,558 

$48,774 

$84^1)0 

$61,485 

$77,983 

$Sa785 

$71,846 

$79,508 

$84,600 

$4,213 

$4,415 

$5,074 

$5,362 

$3,359 

$1,927 

.1458 

SU830 

$1,673 

$1,350 

$2,754 

$3,539 

$2,1ffi 

$1,819 

$1,861 

$2,086 

$1,778 

$3,847 

$4,812 

- $6,413 

$10,143 

$6,373 

$7329 

$5,037 

$6,225 

$7,598 

$8,428 

$8,156 

$8,488 

$12,365 . 

$13,524 

$13,844 

$13,733 

$ia54B 
$19,293 

$23,562 

SiaSBZ 

$23,327 

$25,5^ 

$28,483 

$13,800 

$14,522 

$ 1 6 . ^ 

$24,480 

$13,050 

$8,222 

$2,223 

$7,280 

$5,569 

$8,605 

£11.526 

$13,793 

$8,400 

$7,500 

$3,007 

$3,336 

$8,870 

$11,475 

$13,068 

$17,575 

$24,199 

$77,735 

S19.651 

S14577 

$?B.70D 

$22,850 

$25,452 

$25,374 

$23,791 

$41,581 

$48.8BB 

$48,509 

$46,871 

$64^1 

$BU29 

$77,996 

£S8,8SB 

$71,971 

S79.337 

$85,065 

$4.-2E3 

$4,450 

$5,119 

$5:873 

$3,369 

$1,344 

$469 

$1,875 

$1.S91 

$1,363 

$2,800 

$3,583 

$Z.2K) 

$1,854 

$1,872 

S2.087 

$1,779 

$3,903 

$4:820 

$8,428 

$10,168 

$6380 

$7,348 

K.108 

$6,243 

$7.BQ0 

$8,489 

^.168 

$8,502 

$12,444 

$13,623 

$13,848 

$13,618 

$19,701 

$19>M 

$23,613 

$18,968 

$24,056 

$25.K)7 

$28,543 

$43 
SSS 

$135 

SI18 

$30 

$15 

$19 
$120 

$S9 
$38 

$98 
$68 
$60 
$75 
$51 

$72 
$02 

$395 

$309 

. $225 

$829 

$SOS 

$683 

$373 

$303 

$S8S 

$480 

$459 

$463 

$553 

$1,122 

$9S 
$550 

$1,884 

SB31 

$2;4S5 

$1,018 

$236 

$223 

$250 

t32 2008 tbbcFtson* SBBt* Valuation Yearbook 
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Table 7 -3 [condnuBd) 

Size^Decile Portfolios of Hie MYSE/AMEX/NASDAa 
Largest and Smallest Company by Size Group 

from 1966 to 2007 

Capi iaGz^Di i of l a ^ e s l Conqnny CapltallzafiBn i ^ Sna l las t 

fa 
CDoipaaY 

Date 
FSeptSS) 

Mtd^p 
3^ 

UtfiNCap 
S-8 

MicdhCap 
S-10 

Mid-C&p 
3-5 

Low-Cap Mwro-Cap 

1985 

1967 

19^ 
1969 

1970 

1371 

1932 

1973 

1974 

1973 

197S 

1977 

1973 

1979 

1380 

1981 

1382 

1S83 

1984 

I9S5 

1986 

19B7 

t388 

1989 

1930 

1991 

1932 

1993 

1934 

1995 

1995 

ISS? 

1998 

1393 

2000 

20D1 

2002 

SID3 

Z004 

^ 5 

ZOOS 

2007 

$403,137 

$459,438 

^ 1 . 3 0 6 

^ 1 8 , 4 8 5 

$382,884 

$551,690 

S557.1B1 

$43l ;354 

$356,876 

$477.<I54 

SS66:296 

©84377 

^ 0 . 8 8 1 

S665.01S 

$782,195 

S952.3S7 

S7?a5i7 

$1,203,911 

$1,075,435 

$1,440.4^ 

S1.B57.621 

$2,059,143 

$3,957,925 

$2,145,947 

$ i t7 l .217 , 

$2.123.86;3 

$2,428,871 

$2,705,192 

$i47a244 

$2,789,338 

$3,142,657 

$3,484,440 

$4,216,707 

$4,251,741 

$4,143,302 

iai5s;375 

$4.93a32S 

K744,580 

$6,241,353 

$7,187,244 

$7,777183 

$a;2K.7i3 

$^.960 

£113.988 

$15a893 

$146,792 

$94,754 

$147,426 

$143,835 

^ $95,599 

$79,878 

$102513 

$121,717 

$139,186 

$164,093 

$177,378 

$139,312 

$264,690 

$2101301 

$353,889 

$315,965 

$370,224 

$443,015 

$458,948 

$421340 

$480.ara 
$474,065 

$457,953 

$580,327 

$603,588 

S588.QS? 

3647,210 

$751,316 

$ 8 1 3 ^ 

$^688 
$675,309 

$840000 

$ 1 . J M ^ 4 

$1,116,525 

S1.163L369 

$1,607^54 

Sl.72a.8BS 

$1,346SBB 

$2,411,794 

$34J84 

$42,188 

$50,543 

$54,353 

$29,316 

$45,570 

$46,728 

$29^2 

$23,355 

$30,353 

$34.^4 

S«.700 

$47,K7 

$51,197 

$50,496 

$72,104 

$55,336 

$104,382 

$91,004 

$34,875 

$110,617 

$113,419 

$94>449 

-$1(10.285 

$93,750 . 

$87,586 

$103,352 

$137,105 

S143.104 

$155,386 

$133,001 

$223,900 

£ 2 5 2 ^ 

$220597 

$132;083 

S2K.734 

$308,980 

$329,060 

$SIS.437 

$586,333 

$526,955 

S723.25B 

$100,107 

$119,635 

$151,260 

$147,311 

^ 3 4 5 

$147,810 

$ 1 4 4 . ^ 

$95710 

$80,280 

$103,283 

$121392 

$l39j620 

S164.455 

$177.7© 

$139,315 

S264.7B3 

J2ia630 

$356t238 

$316,103 

$370,729 

$449,462 

S470.6B2 

$421^5 

$(83,623 

S474.477 

$458,853 

$500346 

$607:449 

$597,375 

.$547,253 

$751,680 

$814,355 

^B ,21S 

$875,582 

$840,730 

$;.I08.S69 

-. $1,124,331 

$1,163,423 

$1,607,931 

$ 1 , 7 2 9 ^ . 

$1,947,240 

$2,413,583 

$34,966 

$42,23? 

$80,719 

$54J03 

$29,332 

$45,571 

$46,757 

$29,430 

$23,400 

$30,394 

$34,901 

S40,7K. 

S48.D38 

$51,274 

.$50,544 

372,450 

$55,423 

$104,588 

S91.1K 

J94.8B7 

$110,953 

$113,430 

$94,573 

$100,384 

$93,730 

$87,733 

$103,500 

$137,137 

$148,216 

$155,532 

$193,016 

$229,058 

$253,031 

$220,456 

$132,439 

$255,736 

$309,245 

$329,529 

$506,410 

JM7,243 

$627,017 

$7S^7 

$381 

$381 

$592 

$2,113 

$822 

$865 

$1,031 

$561 

$444 

$540 

$564 

$513 

$830 

$348 

$549 

$1,446 

$1,060 

$2,025 

nm 
$780 

$708 

$1,277 

$696 

$36 
$132 

$2?8 

$510 

$802 

$558 

$63 

$1,043 

$585 

$1,571 

$1,502 

$1,333 

$443 

$501 

$332 

$1,393 

$1,079 

$2,247 

$1,322 

Sour t ^ ©20QB01 CRSr>«, Center for ReKesrctt in SeGUriry Pdcea. Grsduste Sdinr i of Business. Tba U t A w t l t f af ClHcegD 
used witj i pennissivt Air r i ^ t s lesaivsil wvw£t5p.chica3Dgsb.e(ki 
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Tabie74' 

Sizo-Dooite Portfolios of fh« NYSE/AMEX/MASDAO, S u m i n ^ Statistics of Annual fielurns 

1926-2007 

BsOBtkbfC 
Decile , Mmin 

l-Lsrgesi as 

2 10.9 

3 M J 

4 111 

5 I t ? 

B 117 

7 116 

8 118 

9 113 

I^Smallest T 3 ^ 

Arittmettc 
la tm 

I U 
13 2 

J37 
141 
14.8 

151 
155 
16^ 
173 
21.0 

StBodam 
DenatioB 

18.91 

21.82 

23:51 

2568 

2E.45 

2710 

29.47 

34.18 

3R4S 

44.58 

Serii^ 
. Ct^efatiDn 

OM 
ao4 

-aa? 
-001 
-002 
003 
Oin 
QSJS 

om 
• 0.16 

MU-Cap,3r5 m 14.0 24jf2 -0^12 

I I M M ^ . 6-8. 117 115 23.03 0.03 

Micro-Cap. 9-10 125 ISB 38-84 008 

KY5E/AMEX/NASDAQ 101 120 1994 003 

Total V^liw-WaigJitff) tfldex 

Aspects of the Rrm Size Effect 

The firm size phenomencm is remarkable in several ways. Rrst, the grcatci risk of small stocks does not, 
in the contesa of the capital asset pridiig model (CAPMj, hillf account for their higher returns over the 
long term. In the CAPM oaly sy5tematic> or beta risk, is rewarded; small compaay stocks have had 
returns in excess of those implied by their betas. 

Second, die calendar annual jetum differences between smal) and laxge companies are ^zially 
correlated: This suggests that past annn^ retums may be of some value in predicting future annual 
returns. Such serial correferion, or autocorrelation, is practically unknoTwi in the market for la^e stocks 
and in most other equity markets but is evident in die size premia. 

third, the firm size c iha is seasonal For example, small company stocks outperformed large com
pany stocks in the monlii of January in a large majorky of tĥ _ years. Such predictability is surpising and 
suspicious in light of modem capital market theory. These three aspects of the firm size effect— 
long-term tetums in csccess of systematic risk, Mtial correlation, and seasonality—will be analyzed 
thoroughly in the following sections. 

t Source: O200S01 CRS?*, Center for Research ia Secucity Ptices. Graduau School of fitrancss. The Vmvttsiry of Chicago 
tised wiii pemiBsion. AM r^hcs (Served www.CESp.diicagogs5.eiiu 
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Rnii Size and fletum 

Graph 7-V 
Stze-Decile Portfollas of the NYSE/AME}{/NASDAG: Wealtli Intfices of Investments In Mid-, Low-. Micro- and 
Total Caf^Hzatfan Stocks 
Year-end 1925=$1.00 

M l̂-Cap Stock 

Total ̂ l i ie 

WeigmsdNVSE/ 
AMEXftJASDAQ 

$15,41185 

$9,668.50 
$8,563^ 

t2-.K7-65 

i 111 • I • 11111 i n i 11111 i v i t n 11' {t> 111'lTfTpTi'I' I'l r m J111111 [ r-] Trrn"I Tt rj' n.n'ri'n i (w 
1 ^ 1335 1345 1955 1365 1975 1 ^ 1995 2007 

YoBf-end 
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Long-Temi Bettans ia Excess of Systematic Risk 
The capital asset pricing inodel (CAPM) does not fully account for the higher returns of small company 
stocks. T&bh 7-5 shows the returns in excess of systematic risk over the past Si years for each decile of 
the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ. Recall that the CAPM is expressed as follows: 

Table 7-5 uses the CAPM to estimate the return in excess of the riskless rate and compares diis estimate 
to historical perfobiiana;. According to the CAPM, the expected return on a security should consist of 
the tiskless tate plus an additional return to compensate for the systematic r i ^ of the security. The 
retum in excess of the riskless rate is estimated in the context of the CAPM by multiplying the equity 
risk premiutn by p (betaj. The equity risk premium is the return tbat ctanpensates investore for taking 
on risk equal to the risk of the market as a whole (systematic risk)." Beta measures the extent IO which 
a security or portfoUo is exposed to systonatic risk.' The beta of each decile indicates the degree to 
which the decile's return moves with that of the overall maricet. 

A beta greater than one indicates that the %curitj or portfolio has greater systematic xisk than iht 
markeq accQiding to the CAPM eqnation, investors are compensated £or taking on this additional risk. 
Yet, Table 7-5 illustrates that the smaller deciles have had letutns that ace not fully explained by their 
higher betas. This retum in excess of t ^ t predicted by CAJPM mcreases as one moves bona, the largest 
companies in decile i to the smallest in decile 10. The excess retam is e^tedally pronounced for microf-
cap stocks (dcdies 9-io>. This size-related phenomenon has prompted a revision to the CAPM, which 
includes a si^c premium. Chapter 4 presents tins mo<^ed CAPM theory and its application in more 
detail. 

This phenomenon can also be viewed graphkailly, as depicted in the Graph 7-1, Tlxe security 
market line is based on the pure CAPM without adjusmient for the size premium. Based on the risk 
(or beta) of a secuiiiy, die expected return Hes on the security market line. Howevw, the actual historic 
retums for the smaller deciles of the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ He above the line, indicating that these 
decdes have had returns in excess of that which is appropriate for thcii systematic r i ^ 

% The «qaity risfc pienunnj is climated by die 8a-year aridrnwric aKanEBtuin on large companr siocfcy, la-zfi percent less 
the 82-]iear atidunetk meaa incoRK-xetum component of lO'^eai goyetnment bonds a$ tlie lustoricat riskless xate, in this 
case 5-11 pec«Bt. {Jtb appropriate, howevcij to oiatdi dK njaturitf, OT daradon, of die riskless asset "wiih dte investment 
horizAa,) See Chapter j fcr more detail cm equity iisk premium estimation. 

3 HJsoriczl be^ts were calculated using a simple legKssioii 0/ the mcmtiily portfolio (dedle) tota] retoins in t^tcass of the 
3D-day U ^ Tteasuzy bill total returns versus the ss.7 JDD toiaJ rdums in excess c^ tiis 30-day TJS. Tieasury bJIl, 
January j[9ig.-Deq:niber 2007. See ChapceE6 f«more derail'on beta estimsoDii. 

t Source: OiooSox CRSP*, Center for Research in Securiry Prices. C^duaie Sidbod of Business, The DaJvcEsity of Chicago 
used wilh peri^ssion. All r t ^ t s reserved. wwwj^spxhicagc^b.eEiD 
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Finn Size and fetum 

TaKe.7-5' 

Lotis-Tsmi Retums in Excess of CAHU EsfimaUon for Dedle PortroHos of « e NVSE/AMEX/KASDAQ 

1326-2007 

Aridunetlc 
JAsao 

QacilB Beta* fletwD 

Uages! 0-31 1131% 

2 103 13.1GK 

a I.ID 1372% 

4 112 1407% 

5 n e . 14.85% 

6 n e 1514% 

f 124 1546% 

8 \3Q 16,58% 

9 135 1728% 

IQ-Smallesl .1.41 ZBS8% 

Realized 
Retnroin 

Qccessof 
Risltless flsle*" 

B1D% 

795% 

asi% 
8.86% 

964% 

993% 

1026% 

1138% 

1207% 

1577%. 

Estimated 
Bahmiin 
Bccessof 

Riskless Etatet 

fi.45% 

727% 

775% 

733% 

8.17% 

833% 

8,78% 

918% 

0 5 1 % 

a^% 

SinPiBniBin 
(Retamfti 
SxcasSQf 

CAPtH) 

-0.34% 

068% 

076% 

a33% 

i-47% 

160% 

150% 

220% 

Z.56% 

5J2% 

Mi (H:3p.3^ 

Low-Cap. 6-& 

hEcFQ'Cap. 9-10 

U2 

IJB 

14 81% 

15.43% 

1846% 

831% 

1029% 

1325% 

? ^ % 

a.84% 

959% 

0S2% 

1.K% 

3.65% 

^etasaeastiniatGdfrofnaKinihtyixsctfolio total mtwns In excess of lisasinytMll total rebns versus tin S&P SODtoulretunis 
in ucefis of Iha ̂ a r U,S Treasuiy l)i[l. Jaiutaiy iS26-OeceiidMr 2007, 

'"Historical riskless rate is maaanvd by the 82-yfiar ariaunetic ntean waaa leftiffl compraent of 2Cli'ear govensnertf bonds (5,2] paicent} 

t(^ia]}3ted in tfie contaxi d tha CAPM by uKAJplyiiig the equity risk pretniun by teta. Tte aquJiy list prerdum is estimated by tha atidtnmic 
mean Totsf retimi of the S8P 500 M 2 2S parcand rneui the ariihradtic naan 8 ^ ^ 
(5 21 peicenti from 1B2&-2007 

Graph 7 -2 ' 

S e c u r f t y M a r k e t U n a varsus Size^Deci te Por t fo i ios of t he H Y S E / A M E J t ^ S D A Q 

1926-2007 

2 S _ 

Momingsts: (nc. 137 
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Chapter? 

Etijthor Analysis nf the 10th Ded le 

Hie size premia presented t^us ^ do a ^eat deal to explain the Rtum due solely to ^ze in pubUcty 
traded companies. Howevei; by spEtting tlie loth dedlc iaco two size groupings we can get a closer looJc 
at the smallest compames. Ibis magnification of the smaller com^nies will demonstrate whether the 
company size to size premia relationship continues to hold true. 

As previous]; discussed, the method h i deeermining iJie size grouping foi »ze premia analysis 
was to take the s^odb traded on the NYSE and break liem up into lo deciks, after which stocks 
traded on the AMEX and NA.SDAQ were allocated into the same size grouping. This same method
ology was used to ^l i t the zotli decile into two parts: loa and lob, with lob being the smaller of ihe 
two. Tlus is equivalent co breaking the stocks down into zo size groupings, with portfolios 19 and 20 
representing zoa and zob. 

Table 7-7 shows that the pattern cfflitinue^ as companies get smaller that size premium increases. 
There is a noticeable increase in size prenuum &om xoa to xob, which can also be d^nons^ated 
visually in Graph 7-3. This can be useful ia valuing companies that are extremely small. Table 7-6 
presents the size, composition, and breakpoints of deales zoa and i ob. First, the recent number of com
panies and total dedle market capmdization are presented. Then the largest company and its market 
capitalization are presented. 

Breaking the smallest dedle down lowers the significance of the results compared to results for die 
xoth decile taken as a whole, howeven Tlie saise holds true for comparing the loth decile widt the 
Micro-Cap a^regation of the ^th and loth dediies. The more stocks included in a sample due more 
significance can be placed on the results. ̂ Thile 1 ^ is not as much of a factor with the recent years of 
data, diese size premia are constructed with data back to i^z^. By breaking the loth dedle down into 
smaller compotients we have cut the number of stocks included in each grouping. The change over time 
of the number of stocks included m die loth decile for the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ is presented in Table 
7-g. TOth fewer stocks included in the analysis early on, there is a strong possibility that just a few 
stocks can dominate die returns for those early years. 

While the number of companies included in the zodi dedle for the early years oi our analysis is 
low, it is not too low to srill draw meaningful results even when bn^en down into subdivisions roa and 
lob. All things coQsideredf dze premia developed for dedles zoa and lob are significant and can be used 
in cost of capita] analysis. These size premia should greatly enhance the dev^opmeut of cost of capital 
analysis for very small companies. 
_ _ _ . . -

Stz«-Det:ile Portfolios 10a and 1IH) ofthe KYSEfAMEXmSDAQ, 
Largest Company and Its Market CapftalizaiioD 
September 30,2007 

HecBPt DacHa Market OapUaliz^on 
llecefit Nambar MaritBt Capitaltenien of l ^ f B t . Caoqiaiiy DaDpaav 

Decila of Conpanlas {ta thousaofe). Hn tfiausaad^ Name 

lOi 3SS 108,458,780 3B3.47S EmergencY Medical'Services Corp. 

IM) 1,405 14a.€3l.2S7 211,530 M J I ^ ^ d s t r ^ s tflc, Tern 

Note: T im i nmibets may not sggreg^ la eqtnl decile 10 Rgures 

t Source: 02(MiSoi CRSP*, Cenier for Kes»rch in Secuiiiy Prices; Gradoace School of Bnsittcs^Tbe University of Chicago 
-used with permissioD. All rights xeservoL www.ci^x}iic^ogsb.edu 
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r tnnSze and Return 

Tabla7-7* 
Long-Term Returns in Excess of CAP&fl EsUmatioo for DBcile I'ortfolios of the NYSJ^AMEX/MASDAa 
widtiedi Decile Spfit 
I92&'20a7 

Beta* 

Ariftmetfq 
Mean 

Retam 

Raarizol 
Retom In 
Excess of 

Riskless Rata*-

Es&nstad 
Return in 
Bxassoi 

AisUessRattft 

Si»PraiRiiiai 
(Ranmin 
Excaasof 

CAPBB 

1-Largest 

2 
3 
4 
5. 

091 
1.03 

110 
t n 
M6 

118 
124 
130 
135 
142 
139 

.1.12 

1.22 

1 ^ 

1131% 

I3IS% 

U7Z% 
14.07* 

1435% 

15,14% 

15.46% 

1656% 

172B% 

19.22% 

24.71% 

1401% 

1S.4S% 

1346% 

610% 

7.95% 

SS}% 
888% 
9.64% 

933% 
1026% 
11 K% 
MGJ% 

1401% 

ia5D% 

sai% 
10.23% 

1325% 

645% 

727% 

775% 

793% 

B-17% 

8^% 
R7S% 

918% 

9.51% 

1002% 

9.77% 

7.88% 

8.84% 

9.55% 

-834% 

D.68% 

176% 

093% 

t.47ft 

1.50% 

150% 

2.20% 

2.58% 

ag3% 

973% 

052% 

163% 

i 6 5 % 

s 
7 

8 

9 

IQQ 

Low-C^. 8-B 

Micro-Cap. S~IQ 

*Set33 are asdrnaod friim moaftly portforio toral returns In excess of (he 3l^ib¥ U.S '^easa^ 
in u ^ flf flie 30-itaY II.S. Ireasury liiH..JarHtary lS2S-DeceBd»r 2007 

"HTstcrkal ndJau rate is meesiirBd b^ ̂  82-inar vithnetie i n ^ 

tUtculeted h ' ^ coitteat of the CAPM by ndliplving ^ eqt»{y risk preR&an by beta. The a^^ 
mean to^ l lattfn of Aa S&P SOD (IZ Z6 pe/cenO rninus ̂ B aolbinetic inean ificome ittarn ^ ^ 
{521 percBfld from 1926-2037 

Graph 7-3» 
Security M»^«t Uoe versus Size-Decile Portfolios of Ihe NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ, with lOHi Decile Split 
19ZB-20O7 

Momlngster, Inc. IM 
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Ctepto7 

Table 7-8* 

Historical Number of Companies for NYS&Ai\/IEX/NA5DAQ Decile 10 

Sept 

13ZS 

1930 

1940 

1350 

19BD 

1970 

ISBO 

1390 

2000 

20Q5 

20D& 

2007 

Nun^erolCiaapaiUfis 

52-
72 
78 

100 
109 

ass 
685 

1.814 

1,92? 

1;746 

1,744 

1.775 

The kwest nifmber of companies was 49 ia Menk l ^ 

Alteniathfe M ^ o d s of Calculating the Size Premia 

The size premia estimation mediod presented above makes several assumptions with respect to the 
mai^et benchmark and the measurement of beta. The impact of these assmnptions can best be examined 
by looking at some altematiyes. In ^us secticm we will es^mine ihe im^cc on liie size premia oi using a 
diHerent matlcet benchmark for estimating the equity risk premia and beta. We wlQ also examine the 
efE^xon the size prenua study of using simi beta Cff an annual beta.^ 

Cfaaaging the Markel Benchmark 

In the oii^nal size pcemia stud}^ the s&p 500 is used as the market bendunatk in the calculation of the 
realized historical equity risk prenuum and of each ^ze group*s beta. The NYSE total vahie-w^;htecl 
index is a common altemative maric^ benchmark used to calculate beta. Table 7-$ uses this macket 
benchmark in the calculation o4 beta. In order to isolate the size effect, we require ah equi^ risk 
premium l^sed on a large ctHupany ^̂ >ck benchmark. The NYSE deciles x-x Large comjsany index 
oHers a mutually exclusive set of portfolios for the analysis of die smaller company groups: mid-cap 
deciles 3-5, low-cap deciles 5-8, and micro-cap deciles 9^10. The size premia ar^Iyses using dicse 
benchmarks are summarized in Tabk 7-9 and depicted graphically in Graph 7-4. 

For the entire period analyzed, i5ziS-3,oo7i die brtas obtained using the NYSE total value-
weighted index are hi^ier dian those obtained using the sscF 500. Since smaller com^^nies had 
higher betas using the bJYSE benchmark, one would expect the size ptemia to shrink: Howevei; as was 
illustrated in Chapter 5, the equity risk premium calculated using the NYSE dedles r-a benchmark 
results in a vahie of 6.35, as opposed to 7.05 when using the s&P 500. The cSecL of die higher betas 
and lower equity risfc premium cancel each other oui^ and the rent ing size premia ia Table 7-5 are 
slightly h i^er than those resulting hrom the original study. 

A Sam beta is the method of beta aaiinadon described in ChapEer £ tbat was developed co better-acoKiflt for the l a ^ d 
rescdoD oSsmaUstocks a>xaarketmDveniens.Tbesmn hea makioSoiogy ^vasdevt^op^ hi&&szmtT^S(X»ihai ihz 
size premia were devdopec^ small company betas were coo small ED aa:ouni for alt of disic excess returns. 

t Source: OiooBoi CR5P% Center for Kesearch in Secuxicy Trices. Graduate School of Business, The Uxuverslt]* of Chicago 
used with permission. All rights reserved. www.cr5p.duc3gogsb^u 
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CORPORAIE RAHNGS CRITERIA 

Dear Reader, 

Tliis vohune updates the 1994 edition of 
Corporate Pmance Criteria. There arc several 
new chapters, covering OTOT recently introduced 
Bank Loan Ratings, criteria for ''notching* junior 
obligations, and the role of cydicality in ratings. 
Naturally, the ratio mediaDs have been brought 
up to date. 

Standard Sc Poor's criteria publicatiotis tepres^Dt 
oizr endeavor to convey the thought processes and 
methodologies employed in determining Stantlard 
& Poor's ratings. Tljey describe both 
the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the 
analysis. We believe that our rating product has 
the most value if users appreciate all that has 
gone into prodadag die letter symbols. 

Bear ia mind, though^ that a rating Is, in the en4 
an ofMuion. "The rating e35)erjence is as much an 
art as it is a science. 

Solomon B. Samson 
Chairman, Corporate Katbgs Criteria Committw 
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The uU3itles rsiing m^lhod plogy encoropasses inni bash: 
components: business risk analysis and flnandd Bxiat^Is. 
EvaluattoP {^industry daracteristicSrdM udUt/speettlon 
wtthln that jbidusby, fts reguladoo, and its management 
provides tbe<xmtext for assessing a &m*s Oqandd condlr 
tlCHQ. 

Historical ffiiafysis i^atcK^ibr Identifying strengt]» and 
weaknesses, and |;ffovid« a starting poim ioT evEdu^ding 
Snanctai condfilon. Business position assessmoit is the 
quaUtatlve measure of a unity's fiindamentat credltwor-
iMsess. It focuses on the f<an»5 tbat win sbape the utiUttes' 
iutiire. 

' . ' ^ \ i , id«^u.j-^„ iy->i;T"\*^ «rSSES3=r" • 5q 

4 ̂ Pid-pow* 

The cr^Ut analyids of utfllttes Is quld;^ evoLvirt^ as 
ufiUtles are tinted less as regulated monq»]]es and more 
as entitles ̂ iced wlUi a host of challengers in aconpetitlve 
enviK»uns0t M^lEetfdara dynamics are supplantli:^ Uie 
fxwer of FcEulBtlcMi, m^clng it crltlca^y h n p ^ ^ 
duce cosfs and/cu- market new services In order to thwart 
cpn^etUxirs'iiu'oads. 

USarî ts and setv!e0 area economy 
Assessing so^dra tsrrltcsy begliBwUh the econcxrdc and 

deiBographlcevsIuatlonoftheareaJnwhldilheuta&yitas 
Itsfranchlse. Strength oflong-tenn demand fffl-die prodwl 
Is examined from a macroeconondc pospective. This en
ables Standard & Poor's to evahiaie tbe aSbrdabOi^ of 
rates and the s t a ^ g pQFwer (tf demand. 

Standard & Poor's tzies to discern any secularconsump-
tion trends and. nuv-e in^ortantly. tbe reasonsfix: ftem. 
SpecfficSKtnS exambied include Che :±» and growth r s ^ 
c^ the maricet, ^rength of the frand^se, hl^c»ic!d and 
pFQjectsd sales growth* Income levels and trends In popu-
laUoa eniplcS^ment and per csji^ta Inccnne. A utUi^with 
a lealthy et^momy and customs: base-^-as Illu^rated t ^ 
diverse employment opportunftles, average oc E^ove^nr-
erage wealth and income statistics, and low unmi^Dy-

mem—A»3Il have a ^ ^ t ^ capadty to support its opera-
fions. 

For dectiic and gas udUttes, dlstc&utloD t ^ customer 
dass Is scrutiidzed to assess the depth and diyersl^ ofcbe 
utfluys custamermix. For exau3i[de. heavy Industrial osi-
centradon is viewed cautlou^. ^nce a u d l t ^ h a y have 
slgniScaitt exposure to Q/iSical volatfil^. Alternatively, a 
laigeiesl^ntial KHnponraityi^s a s t ^ e and nodre pra-
dictate reveaiue stream. The Ingest utility oistxxners are 
identified to determbietiidrin^ortance to tbe bottom line 
and assess the risk crf'tbefe-bss ^ id potential adverse ^fect 
on the utOUy's flnandal posUlon. Credit concons aiisa 
when Individual customers represeoC m c ^ than 5% of 
revBnues.'The company orlndustiy me^ piay a significant 
role in the overall econondc b a s e ^ dte SHVke area. More
over, large custotnecs may tun) to cogeneratlon or altema-
dve poww suppUesto meet thdroMigy needs, potantlalty 
leacUng to reduced cash flow for the utility (even in cases 
v^ere a lai]^ customer ] 3 ^ discounted rates and is mrt a 
[HtiJkalde account ̂  the utUiQ^. Qistomff concentr^on 
Is less significant for w^er and teleconuminicatlon utili
ties. ' 

Compe&ive posiSon 
As cCKnpetttl\« pressures have In tended tn the utiHUes 

industiy. Standard & l^xir's ana ly^ has deepened to iiir 
chide a more thcHtnigh review of ccHnpetldve pwJtiraL 

Elecirie utility cotniMitftion 

For etectric utilities, txxapfiSt^ve ^ c t o s examlz»d in
clude: f»rceiitage cf firm wlK^esde revenues that ere most 
vulnuaUe to competitton: Indu^cial load coiu^itr^tm; 
ejqx^ure of key custcamrs to altemadve stq]pl{«s: com-
menial concemratloDs; r ^ s for various cus tom^'dass^ 
rate deslgnand flesdbai^ production casts, both margtnsA 
and fixed: the regfonat c^iaci^ situatlorc and transmission 
constraints. A regional ibcus is evident, but b l ^ costs and 
rates relative to natlmal avrerag^ are also ctf idgnificBnl 
concern because of die potential k x eiectridQr substitutes 
overtime. 

Mcnrntlxig conip^tion in the electric uttU^ IndustEy 
derives firxn KCKSS geiuradi^ C8|KKl^. lowH-bacriers U? 
entering the electric gensstiiis b i ^ n ^ s , and maiglnaS 
costs that are below embedded os ts . Standard & Poor's 
has already witrwssed dedining prices in wholesale mar
kets, as db i ^ a retail con^tll lon is already being ^ e n in 
several i»rts of the countiy. Standard & Poor's believes 
d i ^ over the comfr^yess more and more custranerswlB 
want and demand lower pskxs. Initial crairams focus on 
the largest Industrial loads, but other custtHher classes will 
be increasingly vuln^able. Comp^fdon v ^ not; 

^ 
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l|y be driven by l^lsladon. Other pressures wOl arise Jrom 
global competition and inr^vcrving technologies. v^»ther 
it be die dedinli^ cost of tocremental ^^neradon or ad
vances in transmissicHi capad^ or substiUJte energy 
soured tike the iliet celL itis UnpossUde to s&y precisely 
when wide-open retail competition wiH occur, this wfll be 
evoludonary. However, sS^iIficanliy greater CKopetltlon 
in r e t ^ markets is inevitable. 

Gas utntty coiiq>etjtion 
Similarly, gas utHides are analyzed with regard to their 

cou^tUive standing in the three tnajor areas <^ demand: 
residential, commerdal. and industria AUhou^ regu
lated SS holders of monopo^ power, natural gas utilities 
have for some time been activdy competing for energy 
market share with fuel oil, electrid^. c o ^ S( te wood, etc 
The loog-t^m s t ^ n g power of market demand for natu
ral ga$ cannot t>e t^en for granted. In iact, as tbe declric 
utility industry restructures and reduces costs; electric 
powa- wiS become nxae cost competittve and threaten 
certain gas markets. In addition, independent gas nuiriEet-
ers have made greater inroads behind the c£Qr gate and are 
competing for latge gas users. Moreover, tbe recent trend 
by 5 ^ reguh^ors to unbundle uti&ty servltss Is creating 
opportui^es for butsldei^ to market niche products. Dls-
tzibutors stm have ibe upper hand. t}Ut those vrho do not 
reduce and control costs, and thus rates; could find com-
peiltioii even nu»re difficult 

Natural gas p^Hnes are Judged to cany a somewhat 
h^l^r business risk thaii distribution companies because 
they fa<% competition in every one of t h ^ markets. To the 
ej^entdplpel^serves utilities verKisindusCrial end users, 
its stablli^ Is greater. Over the next five years, rdpellne 
con^>eti tkin will beat u p since mariy service contracts with 
custorhers are expiring. Most dlstzlbutor or end-use cus
tom ' s are looklr^ to reduce pipeline costs and are work^ 
ing to improve their load factor to do so. Thus, pipelines 
will likdy find ft difilcult to recohtract an capSK% In 
cranlngyeacs. B^ng the pipeline of dKdce Is a function of 
attractive tranqrortatlon rates, diversity and qu^ i^ of 
services provided.and c^>act^avafiable in each particular 
ir^-ke& In sii cases though p^todlc discoiaiiag of rates 
to retain customers vtrlli occur and put pressure on proflt-
abOfiy. 

Watdr utility cbmpetttion 
As^elasttcua utility monopo^, water utiUties&cevay 

l&tJe competidon and there is currently no chaHlenge to the 
continuation of franchise areas. The only ei^^tloiK have 
been cases where investor-owned water companies have 
been subject to condemnation and munidpalizatitxi be
cause of poor service or fM>]lt]cal motivations, hi that re
gard, Standard & Foor^s pays dose attention to costs and 
rates in relation to neighboring utilities and national aver
ages. (In contrast, the prtvatteadon ofpubUcwaterfadlides 
has begun, albeit at a slower pace than antidpated. This Is 
CKXurriî  mcsdy In the form c^ operating contr^:ts and 
publkL/'private partnerships, and not in asset transfers. 
This trend should continue as dUes look for wr^ra to bal

ance dieb- ̂ h t budgets.) Abo, water utilities are not fuSy 
imiminie co the farces c^con^etltion; In a few Instances 
wholesale customers can access n»re dian one tmi^lier. 

Telephone competition 
Ihe Tele cf^nmunlcatlons Act of 1996 accelerates the con-

dnuing diaUenge to the local exchange companies' Ô ECs) 
century-old monopofy in tbe local loop. Con^iedtlve ac
cess providers (CAPs). both j^dUUes-b^sed aiKt reseUeis, 
are aggresslv^y pursuing customers, generally targeting 
meht^iolltan areas, and proinlsinglowef rates and better 
service. 

Most long-distance calls are still originated and tennl-
nated on the local tel^)bone company network. To cooh 
plete such a aHl. the ]c»^distance provider Qndudhig 
AT&T. MCL Sprirtt and a host of smaOer Interexdmi^e 
carriers or 'JXCs'^ must pay die local tel^hone co^^3a2ly 
a steep "access" fee to compensate die local phone com
pany fen- the use of its local network. CAPs, In contrast; 
bidkl or lease facilities Uiat directly connect customers to 
their long-distance carrier, tijypassing tbe local telejphone 
compar̂ y and avoldli^ access fees, and thereby can GfTer 
lower bng^fistance rates. But the LECs are not standing 
stOl; they are combatir^ the loss of business to CAPs by 
lowalngaccessfees. ther^redudngthe econ(mite incen
tive for a h i ^ u s ^ long-distarrce customer to use a CAP. 
LECs are attempdi^ to make up Ssr the loss (^revenues 
from lower access fees by increasing baste local service 
rates (or at least not lowi^ng themj}. since basic service is 
&r less subject to competitlcm. LBCs are improvli^ oper
ating efBdency and marketit^ td0i m a i ^ vaUte-added 
newsKvices. Addltlona^y, io dw wake ofthe Telecommu-
nlcatlfHis ActpI-HCswll] capture at lea^some of thelncer-
LATAIong-distance market As a resiilt of these Initiatives, 
LECs contlriue to rebuild theniselves—from the traditional 
utOl^ monc^ly to leaner, mora marketing oriented or-

Whfie LECs. and indeed all segmems of the tdecommu-
nlcadons sector, &ce Increasing competition, there are fa
vorable industry fiidors that tend to ofi^t helgtttened 
business tlsk and augerforcveraUrattHigsst^^filty for most 
LECsi Importantly, telecommunications Is a dectolrg-^cost 
business. V^^ Inoeased deployment c»f fiber c^cs , the 
cost of transport has Men dramaticailfy and digital swltdH 
ing hardware and software have yielded more capable, 
troub]e-&ee and cost-efficient networks. As a res i^ the 
cost ofnetworkmabitenance has dropped sharf^y, as illus
trated by the ratio of employees per 10.000 access lines, an 
oft dted measuremertf of effiderK^y. Katios as low as 25 
employees p ^ IIXCXJD lines are being seen, down Irom the 
typical 40 or more employes per 10,000 ratio c^oxilyafew 
years aga 

In addition, n^works are far more capable- They are 
iTKreaslng^ digitally switdied and able to accommodate 
high-speed communlcattons. The infi-a^ructure needed to 
accommodate switched broadband services YIHX be built 
into tel&E^ne netwm-ks over the next fê f|f years. Tiiese 
advanced networks will en^le telephone companies to 
lode to agre££er ̂ rariety ofhigh-margln, value-added serv-
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ices. In addition to those ctnrent services sudi as c ^ 
waiting t^ caller ID. the dE^v&y of hundreds of broadcast 
and Interactive video channels wfil be possible. While these 
iservlces offer the potently of new revenue stre^ns, tiiey 
wtn silTKdtafffiousTy i^^sent a &»7nidable cballei^e. LECs 
wUl be entering the new (to them) arena of mtittimedla 
entertdhnnent and wfJl have to develop expertise in mar
keting and entertainment prcgrsnmlng aoimen; md) 
skUls^tand Jn sharp contrast to LECs' tradition^ strengths 
in engineering and customer sersdce. 

Operations 
Standard ft Poor's focuses an the nature <^ operations 

&om the per^sedive of oost reliabfiUy. and qu^lCy of 
s^rvlc«. Here, emphaslis is placed on those areas that re-
quh^managementattentionln terms ofdme or money and 
wbidi. If unresolved, may lead to political, regulatory, or 
compedtive iHTobleins. 

Operatkma of electric ufilitiee 
For electrics, the status of utility plant investment is 

reviewed w ^ regard to generating f ^ t avallabfliQr and 
utO^ation, and also for compliance with existing and con
templated emdronmfflitail atid other regtilatoiy standards. 
The record a{ plant outages, equivalent avaflaMUty. load 
&d»rs, heat rates, and capacity fectors are examined. Also 
hnport^t is efficiency, as defined by total megawatt hour 
per employee and customers per employee. Transmission 
litferconnections are evaluated in totns of the number of 
utUfiies to whteh the utility in question has access, the cost 
structures and available generating capad^ of these o ihs 
utilities,* and the price paid for wholerale power. 

Because of mountlr^ couipeOt̂ Hi and the substantial 
esralatlon in decommissioning estimates, ^gniftc^a. 
weight Is given to the operation of nudear facilities. Nu-
dear plants are becoming more vulnerable to high produc
tion costs that make t t ^ rates uneconomic Significant 
assetconcenttation may expose ttie utf i^ to poor perfonn-
ance, uiia:hedu]ed outage ca prem^ure shutdowns, and 
lajge deferrals or r^^ula^Ky assets that may need to be 
written ofi* for the utOl^ to remain competitive. Also, 
nudear facilities tend to represent significant portions of 
their operators^ generating capability and ass^s. The loss 
cf a productive nudear unit from b>oth power supply and 
rate bas0 can l[»)errupt the revenue sbieam and create sub
stantial ̂ ditional coses Sor repairs and improvements and 
replacement power. The ability to keep these stations run
ning smoothly and economlcaDy direcdy infiuences the 
ahfllty W meet electric demand, the sta&^ty of revemies 
and costft and, by exten^on. the ^i^Utyto maintain ade
quate creditwcnthiness. Thus. ecorKimic operatUm, safe 
<^>eratkHi. and long-term operatlonare examUied in depth. 
Sped&cafiy. emphasis is placed on opers^on and mainte
nance costs; busbar costs, fud costs. refueBng outages, 
forced outages, plant s^ttlsdcs, NRC evaluations, the po
tential need fc^ repairs, operating licenses, decommission
ing estimates and amounts held In external trusts, spent 
file! storage capadty, and management's nudraz* exp^-

etKe. In essence, favorable nudear cq)erations offer s^nifi-
cant opportunities tkit. If a nudear unit runs poorly or not 
at all. (he attendant risks can foe great 

Operations of gas ulilitleB 
For gas i^peline and distribution compaitfes. the degree 

ofpilantudfizatlon.thephyslcalcondltion ofthe mains and 
lines, adequacy {^storage to me^seasonal needs. "lost and 
unaccounted for" gaskyels. and per-unit nongas operat
ing and construction costs are lmprat3rtt&CtDr5.Ei!kIency 
statistics such as load &ctDr, operating costs per customer, 
and operating Income p ^ emfdoyee are aJso evaluated In 
comparis^ to other utilities and the Industry as a whole. 

Operations of water utilities 
As a group, water utUltles are continually upgrading 

their physical plant to satis^r regulations «id to develt^ 
addfiional supply. Over the next decade, w ^ systems 
wtn iTKxe^Ingly&oe the task of maintaining compliance, 
as drinking water r^ulations change and infrasb^cture 
î ges. Given that the Safe Drinking Wattf̂  Act was author
ized in 1S74, the first generation of treatment f^ants built 
to conform with these rules are almost 20 years old. Addi
tionally, because the fociis during this period was on sat-
fe^^lr^ emdrormiental ̂ andards, deferred nrahttenance of 
dli^ributton systems has been common, especially in older 
urban seas.'Die increasing cost ofsup|}lylng treated water 
atgues against the h i ^ levd of unaccounted &r wat^ 
witnessed In d» industry. Consequently. Standard & 
Poor's anticipates cqsftal plans for rdiuildlng distribution 
lines and rnajor renewal and replacement efEbrts aimed at 
treatment plants. 

Operations €$ telephone companies 
For t^pbone companies, cost-of-servlce analysis fo

cuses on plant c^abill^ and measures of efOdeni? and 
quall^ofservlce. Plant cap£A>aiQfisascertaInedby looking 
at sudi parameters as percenter of digitally swRched 
lines; ffi>er oj^te deployment In particular In tiiose por
tions ofthe plant key to network survival: and the d^ree 
of broadband c^>adty fiber and coaxial deployment and 
broadband switchhig capadty. Effldeney measures in-
c^ide operating margins, the r ^ o of employes per 10.00D 
access lines; and the extent of network and op^^tions 
coisolldatloa Qu^ty of service encon^iasses examinar 
tion of quantitative nteasures. aidi as trouble reports and 
r^ieat savlce calls, as well as an ̂ sessment of quaUlatlve 
factors, thk may indude service quality goals rnandated 
by regulators. 

Regulation 
RegtilatDiy rate-settli^ actions are reviewed on a case-

tty-case basis with regard to the pocentla! eEfed on credit
worthiness. Regulators' authorising high rates of return Is 
oflittle value unless the retums are earrudide. Furthermore, 
allowing hi£|i retums based oa noncash items does not 
ben^t bondholders. Also, to be viewed positively, regula
tory treatment should allow ccmsistent p^cnrnance firom 
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period to period, given the Importance of finandalstaMK^ 
asa rating constd^ra^on. 

The utility group meets fi%quentiy wldi commMnnand 
staff memb^?, both at Standard & Poor's ofOces and at 
fannrnlsslqn headquarters; demorislrating the importance 
Standard &Poor'si^acespniher^guIatO[yareoaftff credit 
quaUty evaluation. Input from the^ meetings and frxxn 
review of rate orders and their Impact vi^igh heavily in 
Standard & Poor's analysis. 

Standard & Poor's does not "rate" regidatoiy commls-
sfons. State commissions typically regulate a number cf 
diverse industries, and reguLacory approaches (o diEEbrent 
types of companies often differ within a slpgleregulatQiy 
Jurisdiction. This malffis It all bvA impossd l̂e to dev^op 
Industve "ratlz^s" for regulators. 

Standard & Poor's evaluation of regulation also encom
passes the admli^s&atlve. judldaL and legislative proc
esses Involved In state and federal r^ulation. These can 
affect rate-setting actlvItiEs and other aspects of the busi
ness, sudi as competitive entry, environmental and safe^ 
rules. facUliy siting, and securities sales. 

As Che utility Industry &ces an Increasingly der^ulated 
environment. altoTiatlves to tradition^ rate-making are 
becoming more critical to the ablBty of utSities to effec
tively compete, maintain eso'nings power, and su^aln 
creditor protectioa Thus. Standard & Poor's focuses on 
wfa^her re^ilators, both state and federal wiB help or 
hinder utilities as they are exposed to greater comp^tiocL 
There^ mudi that regidators can do, from allocating costs 
to mora cjqstive custom«:s to aUowlng pridng ilextbll-
l^—smd sunetlnies Just step^^big out (^ the way. 

Under tradfttonal rate-makizig. rates and earnings are 
tied to the amourU: of inve^ed capital and tbe cost c^ 
capItaL This can sametinies reward cocnpanles more fn̂  
Justifying oosts than fOT containing than. Moreover, most 
current regulatory polides do not pemut utiUlies to be 
fiexiUe when re^ionding to comp^ttive pressures of a 
deregulated market Lack of fiexIbletarlffsfiardectricutUi-
ttes mccy lure large customra^ to wheel dieaper power ih}m 
other sources. 

In general, a regulatory Jurisdiction Isviewed ^vorably 
If it permlEs eamingaretum based on the ability CO sustain 
rates at competitive levels. In addition tn performance-
based rewards or penalties, flexible plans could indude 
market-based rstes, price c ^ . Index-based prices, and 
ralsspranised on the value of oistoiners^^ce. Such r^es 
more dos%mirror thecou^etitiveenvlronmenttiiatutiH-
ties are confrontlr^ 

Electric industry regulallon 

The ability to enter IzUo long^erm arrangements at ne
gotiated r^es without having to seek regtdatory approval 
for eadi contract Is also important in Che electric industry. 
(While contracting at reduced rates constratos finaxxrial 
performance. It lessens the potential adverse Impact in the 
event bf retail whei^Ing. ^ c e revenue losses assodated 
with this strawy are not Ukely to be recovo^ fiom rate-
p^%rs. utilities must control (Xtsts weQ enough to ren^tn 

«xnpetidve If ftey are to sustain current levels of bond
holder protection.) 

Nature gas industry regulation 
Intite gaslndustiy. Coo, several state cominE^lon policies 

weigh hess/Qy in the evaluation of legulatcHry support 
Exanqiles Indude staCriHzati(»i m»±anisnis to adjust reve
nues for chauges In weather or the economy, race and 
smvice unbundling declsioh^ revalue and cost aUoCatkm 
between sales and transportation customers, flex&le in
dustrial rateSr and the genial suppiMtlvaiess of construo-
tion costs and gas purchases. 

Waiter indufitry r&9Utatio» 
In all water utility activities, federal and state emv&vm-

menca! regulatims continue to play a critical role. The 
leglslatjvci timetable to effect the 1986 amendments to the 
Safe Drinking Water Act cS 1974 was quiteaggressiv& BiA 
envkonmental slaDdsxl»isetting has a c t w ^ slowed oves-
the past cou{deofyearsduelarg^ to Increasing sentiment 
that the ̂ ringent cosdy standards have not been Justified 
on the bads ̂  pubUc health. A moratorium on the prom-
ulgaUcm of s^ntficant new envlic»imental rules Is antld-
p^ed. 

Telecommunications Industry regulation 
Despite die advances In telecommunkadois derc^u^-

tion, analysis of regulation of Cdephone opoators wHI 
continue to bfe a k ^ rating det^tdiant tar the foreseeable 
iiiture. The method of r^ulatlisn may be elttes* classic 
rate-based rate of retum or sonte Ibrm of price cap media-
nlsm. The most important factor Is to assess wh^her the 
regulatory framework—no matter which type—provides 
sulfidenC finandal Incentive to encourage tiie rated com
pany to maintain Its quaBty of service! and to up^xtde Its 
plai^ toaccommodate newsoylces whfie Hadngincrea^ig 
conq>etftlon fiom wireless't^s^ators and cabte t^evislon 
companies. 

Where regulators do stiU set tariffs based on an author
ized retum, Standani St. Poor's strives to esqilote With 
regulators theLr view of the rate-of-retum con:QX>nents that 
can materlalfy^̂ impacc reported versusregulatory earnings. 
Sipedfically these indude the allowaE^ base upon vs t̂lch 
the audKxized retum can be earned. a!low£i}le eiqienses. 
and the authorized return. Slrtce r^idatoty oversight runs 
the gamut from scrkt, adversaria rdaClon^ps with the 
regulated operating companies to \dghfy supportive pos
tures. Standard &pDor*5Enx>besbeyDndCheapparentregu-
latory envircmment to ascertain the actual Impact of 
regulation on Che rat«l company. 

Management 
Evaluating the management of a utill^ is of paramount 

in^oftanceto the ana^tU:al {H ĵcess dnce management's 
abides and dedsions affect all areas d[ a company's op-
«^ons . While r^ulation. the economy, arid other outstde 
factors can jnfluerice results. It Is ultimately the quall^ of 
management that detem^es tbe success <^ a conq)any. 
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With eriier^i^ conopetitlan, utility man^ementvdllbe 
more dosely scrutinized fay Standard & Poor's and will 
become an Increa^igty apical component of the credit 
evaluation. Management strategies can be the key determi-
nairi: in dlfferentlathig utilities and in esteblishlng where 
companies He on the business position spectrum. It Es 
imp^ative that managements be adapt^Ie, aggres^e, 
and proactive if their utilities are to be viable in Che fiiture: 
this is espedafiy ImpcMtant fbr utilities that are curre i^ 
uncompetitive.' 

The as^sanentornranBgemont^saccompItshed through 
meedngs. conversions, and reviews of company {dans. It 
is based £»] sudi Jbctors as tenure. Iridu^iy experience, 
grasp of industry Issues, knowledge of customersand tbdr 
needs, knowledge of competitors, accountii^ and financ
ing practices, and commitment to credit quall^. Manage
ment's ability and willingness to develop workable 
strategies to address their systems' needs, to deal with Che 
competith/ej^'essures of free market to exeoite reasonable 
and effective long-term fdans, artd to be prdactive In lead-
li^theft-utllltieslntothefiiture are assessed. Man^ement 
quality is also Indicted by thoughtful balandngoTpubllc 
and private priorities, a record of credibility, and effective 
communication with the puUic regulatory bodies, and the 
finandal community. Boards of dirednrs will receive ever 
raare attenticsi with tesped to their role In setting appro
priate manE^ement inoeritives, 

Wld> competition the watchword, Standard & Poor's 
alsofocuses on management's efforts to enhance financial 
condition. Manage^ment can bdster bondholder protection 
by tsddng any nundMT of dlscreckmaiy actions, such as 
seHfi^ common equl^, lowerh^ the conmrion dividend 
payout and p ^ ^ dovm debt Also important &r die 
electric Industry will be creklvlty in enteringlnto strate^c 
alUances and working partnership^ that Improve elfi-
dehcy, such as central dispatching for a number of ucfittles 
or locking up aC-risk customers Chrough long-term con
tracts or expanded flexfi>le pricing agreements. Proactive 
management teams wilt also seek aiCematlves to tradi
tional rate-base. raCe-of-retum rate-making move to ado|A 
higher depredation rates for generating facilities, s^menC 
customers by individual maricet preferences, and attempt 
to create superior service organfmtlffns 

In ̂ naral.manageuKnt'sabifi^torespond to mounting 
con^tiUon and dianges In the utili^industiy Ina swffi 
and ^proptiate manner wiH be necessary to maintain 
credit health. 

Fuel, power, and water supply 
Assessment of present and proactive fuel and power 

supply is critical tp evsy electric utility analysis, while 
gmiglng the l<mg-term neural gas supi^y position for gas 
p^Une and distribution companies and the water re
sources of a water utility is equally important There Is no 
sindlar analytical category for telephone utiSities. 

reserve margins, fuel mix. fuel contract terms, demand-
side mai^emnit tedmlques, and purdiased pcwvK- ar
rangements. The adequacy of gener^ing margins Is 
examined nationally, r^IcHially. and for each Individual 
oimparty. f^nvever, the reserve msgjn pdcCure is mud
dled Ifif the Imprecise nature i^peak-load growth forecast
ing, and also supply uncertainly relating to such things as 
Canadian capa^^ avaflabm^ and potential plant shut
downs due to age, new NRC rules, acid rain remedies; fuel 
shortages, problems assodated with nontradttioia] tech
nologies, arid so fcHth. Even ap^arei^y amf^e reserves 
msry not be wliat they seem. Moreover. ti» q u a l ^ of 
capac&y Is Just as Importaitt as die dze of resents. Qmi-
psDiies' reserve requirements diffiBr. dependir^ upon indl-
S^ua) ojieratii^ drarac^sristics. 
, Ftiddiversli^ provides fiex&Uity in a dianghig environ
ment Supply disruptions and jxtee hikes can raise rdtes 
and ignite poBtical and re^Jatoiy pressures chat ulti
mately lead to eiosIcKi in Oiandal performance. Thus, the 
abjK^ to !dter generadng sources and Cake advanCage c^ 
lower cost fuels is viewed J^orably. 

Dependence cm aiiy single fiiel means exposure to that 
fuel's problems: elecCric utilities tbat rejfy on ofi or gas face 
die potential for shorties and rapid price increases; utili
ties that own nuclear generadng fhcOiUes twe escalating 
costs for decommissioning; and coal-fired capadty entails 
environmental (Hoblems ^emm&ig fi^om concons ovo-
ac&i rain azui the "greenhouse effect" 

Buying power fi^om neighboring uti3ftle& quaH^ng fa-
clli^ projecCs, or independent power producersmay be the 
best chi^ce. for a ucfil^ that ftgjss increasing electridQr 
demaiid. Tliere has been a growing reliance on purchased 
power anrangements as an akematlve to new plant con-
sbuction. This can be an important advantege, shice the 
purchasdi^ utillly avctfds potential construction cost over
runs as well as risking substantial capital Also, utilities can 
avoid the financial risks tyfdcal of a multlyear construction 
program thstf are caused by r^ulaCory lag and pnidence 
reviews. Furthermore, purdiased power may enhance 
supply flexlbOl^, fuel resouri^ diversity, and maxlrrdze 
load factors. Utilities that plan to meet demand prq|ections 
with a pcHtfoUo of suppfy-slde options also may be better 
able to aclapt to luture growth uncertainties. Notwlti^ 
stanifiz^ the benefits cd" purchasing sudi a strategy has 
risks assodated with tt Ê r entaing into a firm long-term 
purchased power contract that contains a fixed-cost com
ponent utUUles can Incur substaiUlel market operatii^ 
regulatory, and financial rl^cs. Moreover. reguMory treat-
mei^ of purchased pow^r removes arsy ups^e potential 
tiiat might help <£SssS. the r l s ^ UtUltles are not compen
sated through liKendve rate-making rather, purd^sed 
power Is recovered dollar-for-dollar as axi operEOing ex-

Electric utllitiss 
For electric udllti&s emphasis is placed on generatli% 

To analyze the finandal linpact of purchased power. 
Standard & Poor's first calculates die net present value of 
future anmiE^ czq^ad^ payments (discounted at 10%).11ils 
F^ir^ents a potential debt equivalent—the off-balance-
sheet d>tIgation timt a utlli^ imrurs when ft enters Into a 
long-term purchased power connect However. Standard 
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& Poor's adds to the utUl^s balance sheet only a portion 
of this anK»int recognizing that sudi a a»dracnial ar
rangement Is not entirely the equlvalenC of debt What 
percentage Is added is a function of Standard & Poor's 
qu^tative anai^is of the specific contract and the exCenC 
Co whidi market c^jeraUng; and reguIaCory risks are bc»ne 
by Che utility (Che risk i t o n ) . Par tmconditional. cake-or-
p ^ contracts, the risk factor range is from 4096-80%. with 
die over^^ hpverlng around eOSb. A lower risk foctor Is 
typically assigned for ^istem purchases fixun coal-fired 
utiUtlfis and a higher risk fkctcr Is usually designated for 
unlt-spedfic nuclear purchases. The range for take-and-
pay performance obligations is between 10%-S0%. 

Gas utilities 
For gas distribution utfiltiestlong-termsuppiy adequacy 

t^>viaudy is critical, but the supply nde has becontt even 
more In^ortant In oredft ana^slsslnce the Federal Eneigy 
Regulatcny Commission's Order 636 eliminated the Inter-
stete pipeline merchant business. This thrust gas supply 
responsiblUties squardy on IcKal gas distributors. Suind-
acd & Poor's has a lws^ b^wed distributor management 
has the expertise and wherewltiial to perform the Job well, 
but the risks are significant since gas costs are such a large 
p£»Y»ntage of total utility costs. In that regard, it is impor
tant ibr utilities Cog^preappcovalsofsupplyplansby^ate 
regulatcffs or at least keep the staff arid commls^nerswdl 
informed. To minimize risks, a well-run program would 
dlvostfy gas sources among (Ufferent producers or mss-
keters. different gas basins in the U.Ŝ  and Canada, and 
difiterenC plpdlne routes. Also, purchase ixmcracts should 
be firm, with minimal take-or-p^ provisions, and Iiave 
pric^ tied to an industry index. A mod^t percentage of 
fixed-price ^ s Is not unreasonable. Contracts, whether of 
gas purdiases or pipeline capadty, should be intermediate 
term. Staggerir^ conU-act execrations preferably annu
al!)^ provides an opportunity Co be an active market placer. 
A modest degree of reliance on spot purdmses provides 
flexfi>illty, as does the use of market-based storage. Gas 
storage and on-proper^ gas resources such as UqueSed 
naturalgas or propane ̂  are effective peak-day and peak-
season supply management tools. 

Since i^pefine companies no k>nger buy and sen i^ural 
gas and are Just common carrieis, connections wldi varied 
reserve basins and mariy wells within those basbis are of 
great ta^jortance. Diversity of sjurces hdps ofiiset die risks 
arising from the natural iHTxIucUon dedlnes evenu^lly 
experienced by all res^^re basins and individual wells. 
Moreover, such diversity can enhance a pipeline's attrac
tiveness as a transporter of natural g ^ to distributors and 
endiisers seeking to buy the mo^ economical gas araOable 
for their needs. 

Water utilities 
Nearly all water systems throughout the U.S. have ample 

loi^Cerm water supplies. Yet to gain comfort Standard & 
Poor's assesses the production capability t^ treatmenC 
plants and the ability to pump water frcHn underground 
aquifers in relation to the usage demands from consumers. 

Having adequate tre^ed water storage ^cUities has be
come Impor^nt In recent years and has helped maiiy 
systems meet demands durii^ peak summer periods. Of 
interestis whether the resources are owned bty the utfii^ 
or purchased from other utilities or kx:al authorities. Own
ing propertlK vrith water rights provides more supply 
seonity.ThisIsespedallysolnst^iesHkeCallfbmlawh^ 
water allocations are C»elng reduced, particularly since re
cent droughts and environmental Issues have created 
alarm. Since tiie primary co^ for water companies is treat
ment it m^es Uttte difference viiether raw waterls owned 
or boi^ht In fad, compliance with fedraal and ̂ ate w^er 
regulations is veiy high, and the overaO cost to deUver 
tre^ed water to consunuars rerhalns re^vely afford^Ie. 

Asset concentration in the electric 
utility industry 

In the electric indushy. Standard & Ivor's fallows the 
operations ofm^org«[ieratlng^KliltIestoassessif they are 
well managed or trouUed. Significant dependence on one 
generating fadlUy or a large finandal investment tn a 
sln^e asset suggests 1 ^ risk. The size or magnitude of a 
particdar asset relative to total generatk>ru net plant In 
service, and common equity is evaluated. Where substan
tial ass^ a»B:«itr^on ndsts. the financed jxvfile of a 
company may experience wide svrings depending on the 
asset's perfotmance. Heavy asset concentration is most 
prevalent anKu^utJHCles with costly nudear units. 

Esmlngs proisction 
In this category, pretax ca^ Income coverage c^all inter-

eA d i a r ^ Is the primary ratio. F(»'dils calculation, allow
ance fbr funds used during construction (AFUDC) Is 
rentoved fitxn income and Interest expense. AFUDC and 
other such noncash Items donot provide anyprotecdonfcH-
bondlu^ers. To Identify totel Interest expense, the analyst 
redasstfies certain oj^ratlrig expenses. The Interest com
ponent of valous oif-balmice-she^ obligations, such as 
leases and some purchased-power contracts, is included in 
interest expense. This provides the most direct Indication 
of a utiU^s ablli^ to service Its debt biexten. 

W l ^ con^erable empiiasis In asses^ng credit protec-
tlbn is placed on coverage ratios, this measure does not 
[»DVide the entire earnings protection picture. Ats) impor
tant are a compariy's earned returns on bodi equi^ and 
capital, measures thaC highliglU a firm's eamings perform
ance. Consideration Is given to the titteractlon c^ embed
ded costs, financial leverage, and pretax retum on capital 

Capital structure 
Analyzing debt leverage goes faeyoml the balance sheeC 

and covers quasiniebt items and elements of iiidden finan
dal leverage. Noncapitalized leases ̂ chiding sale/lease-
bacj; obUgations), debt guarantees, rec^val^es finandog. 
and purchased-power contracts are all considered debt 
equivalents and are refiected as deht In calculating capital 
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structure ratios. By malting debc level ad^istments, the 
analyst can compare the degree of leverage used l>y ̂ ch 
utility conqiaiiy. 

Furtho^nore, assets are examined to Identify underval
ued or overvalued items; Assets of questionable value are 
discourited to nkire acciiratefy evalu^ ass^ prbtectiai. 

SiDme firms use sh{Ht4erm dettf as a penmanent piece cf 
t h ^ capital structure. Short-terrri dd>C also Is oonsklaed 
part of permanent caf^tal when ft is used as a bridge to 
permanent finandng. Seasonal self-liquidating debtlsex-
dudedfix>mtheperm^iwitdebtamoutJ,l)uttlris5lftjarton 
Is rare—with the exception of certain gas utilities. Given 
the long Me ofaliiicistaUutill^ assets, dibrt-termdc^niay 
expose these companies to Interest-^ate vdatili^. remar-
k^l]]|grtsk.bankfinebackupri^.andregulatory exposure 
tbatcannot be readfiyofijset The lower costofsiicHter-term 
obUgaUons (assuming apoidtlvefy doped yldd curve) Isa 
positive factor that pariMfy mitigates the risk of interest-
rate varlabiUty. As a rule of thumb, a level of dicn-terin 
debt that exceeds 10% of total coital is cause for concern. 

Slmtlarly, If floating-rate delA and pref^^ed stock con
stitute over one-third of total debt plus preferred stock, this 
levd Is viewed as unusually high and may be cause for 
concern. It might also indicate that management Is aggresr 
slve jn its financial poUdeS; 

A layer of preferred stock in the capital structure Is 
usuaUy-^^ewed as equity—since dividends are discretion^ 
ary ahd the subordliiated daim on assets {novides a cush
ion for providers of debt cap&aL A prefored component 
of up eo 10% is ̂ c s ^ viewed as a permanent wec%e in 
the cai^tal structure of utilities. However, as raCe^-retum 
regulatton is (rfi^ed out preferred stock may be viewed 
by utilities—as nmiiy industrial firms would—as a tempo
rary option for oon(q}anles that are not current taxpayers 
diat donot benefit from the tax deciucUbfil^ of interest 
Even now. floathigHrate prefored and money market per
petual |ffeferred are probleniatic: a rise in the rate due to 
detericff^hig oedit quality tends to induce a company to 
take oU such prefen^ stock widi debt Suudures that 
convey tax deductifalli^ to fn^^ned stock have becosne 
very popularand do generally afford suchfinandngswidi 
equi^ treatment 

Cash fiow adequacy 
Cash fiow adequaiy relates to a compaxiy's abi&ty to 

gensate funds hitmn^Sy relative to Its needs. It is a basic 
component ctf credit anafysls because it t ^ e s cadi to pay 
eiqienses^ fund capttalspenc&ig, pay dh^ends. and rnake 
Interest and prindpai payments. Since bodi common md 
preferred dh^idend p^tnente are IrnportanC to inalntain 
c^Jltal markeC access, Standsod &:Poor's looks at cash flow 
measures both before and after divklends are paid. 

To determine cash fiow adequacy, several quandtative 
rdattonshlps are exandned. Emphasla is placed oil cash 
flowrelativetodebtdebtsavkerequlrements. and capital 
spending. Cash ficw adequacy is evaluated with respect to 
aflrro'sablllfyto meetaBfixed charges.indudlngc£^}aclty 
payments under purchased-power ci^itracts. Despite die 
conditional nature of scmie contracts, the purchaser is ob
ligated to p ^ a ndnlmum c^iad^ cha^e. Hie ratioused 
is frinds ih>m opu:^icms plus Interest and capad^ pay
ments divided fy Interest [dus capacity payments; 

Financial flexibiiify/capitai a'^raction 
Bnandng fiexlbOlty incorpcvates a utility's financing 

needs, plans, arid altemacives, as weD as fis fiexibility to 
w c o m ^ h its financing program tmdo- stress widiout 
damaging credltwcrthlness. External frmding capabOl^ 
complements internal cash fiow. Especially since utIUties 
are 50 capitel intensive, a firm's ability to tap capital mar-
ket3<»i an caigoing b a ^ must be considerecl £>d>t capaci^ 
refiects all the earlier elemeitfs: ean^igs prcMecClan. del^ 
levemge,and cashflowadequacy.Mark^ access atreason-
al^e rates is restricted If a reasonaUe csqilt^ structure Is not 
maintained and the ccanpany's financial prospects dim. 
The andyst also reviews hidenture restrictions and the 
impact of additiond debt on covenaiit tests. 

Stand^d & ̂ Hx^s assesses a oaaxpaisy's capasSty and 
willingness to issue common equi^. T l ^ Is affected by 
i^rlous focCcas, induding the n»rket-to-bc»3k ratio, divi
dend poUcy. and any regulatory restrictions regarding the 
composition of the capital strucCtare. 
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U.S. Utilities Ratings Analysis Now Portrayed In 
The S&P Corporate Ratings Matrix 
The electric, gas, and water utiiity ratings lankii^ lists published today by Standard Sc Poor's U-S. Udlmes &: 
Infrastructure Ratings practice are categorized under die business risk/finandal risk matrix used hy the Cocporate 
Ratings group. Ttus is deigned to present our rating conclusiions in a clear and standardized xnannex across all 
corporate sectors. Incorporatmg utility ratings into a sliared framework to coxnmumcate the fundamental credit 
analysis of a company iiuthers tbe goab of transparency and comparability in t ^ ratings ^cocess. Table 1 ^ w s the 
matrix. 

Tdilel 

•Busln es^ Hisk/FmahclaVR'isV̂  

Bu^iessff isk Profile Matmal Modest 

Bccellent 

StfDnĝ  

Satlstactory 

Weak 

\fa\n^{gb\e 

M A AA 

AA A 

A BBBf 

BBB BBB-

BB Bf . 

Intenaediate Aggressive 

A BBB 

A- B ^ . 

BBB . BBf 

BB+ BB

Bf B 

Hli^tfff levfirageil 

BB 

BB

Bf 

B, 

B-

The utiiides radngm^odology remains onchaji^ed, and die use of the corporate li^snatrixhas not resulted in any 
dianges to ratings or outlooks. The same five factors diat we analyzed to produce a business rislc score in the 
familiar 10-point scale are used in determining whether a utility possesses an ^Excellent," •Strong," "Sacisfectorj^" 
"Weak,** or •Vulnerable" business risk profile: 

• R^ulation, 
• Markets, 
• Operations, 
• Competitiveness, and 
• Management. 

R^uktied ut^ties and holding companies tbat are ntility-fbcused virtually always fall in the iqiper range 
{"Excellent" or "Strong")of business risk profiles. Tbe defining characteristics of most utihries-al^a^ 
service temtocy generaiiy free of ^gnificant compeddozt, die pcovision of an essendal or near-esscnttal service, and 
the presence of regdators that have an abiding interest in supportu^ a healthy utility financial profile-underpin the 
business risk profiles of die ̂ eccdc^ gas, and water utilities. 

As the matrix concisely iOustrates, the business risk profile loosely determines the levd of finandal risk appropriate 
for any given rating. Hnandal risk is analyzed both qualitatively and quantitatively, mainly witii financial ratios and 
other metrics that axe calcniaced after varions analytical adjustments are performed on financial statenients preĵ r̂ed 
unc^ GAAP. Financial risk is assessed for utilities usin& in part, the indicative ratio ranges in table 2. 

Standard & Poor's RattngsDiw^ | Nwember 3D, 20D7 2 
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US. Utilities Ratitigs Analyas li<xtf Portrayed In The S&P Coiporate Rating Matriy: 

Table 2 

^ t d l y aiQnstedf bislarieaUy dennmstrBtadr end ekpectBil to cotiasteofiy Gimliiiiie) 

Modest 

intennediate 

AggrcsHVB 

Highly teveraged 

{nmmm 
40-60 

25-45 

10-30 

B^)Wl5 

Cadrflow Debtleveraoe 

1FR][%iteiB«(]c) m H \ i f & ^ c a m ) m 
4.0-6LO 25-«J 

3i)-45 35-SD 

Z4)-3.5 45-60 -

T^ortess QverSO 

The indicative ranges for tmlities d i i ^ somewhat &om l&e guidelines used i ^ their nnregolated coimtaparts 
because of sevecal factoid that distinguish die financial policy and profik of ngulaced eacirie5.XJciHtî  tend m 
firrance with kHigHDotaturity capital and fisoed rates. Hoancia] p^fonnance is typically more tinifbim over note, 
avoiding the voJbtility of unn^ulated indosbdal entities. Also, otifities fare comparatively well in many of the 
less^uandtative aspects of financial rislc. FxuaiKial flexibility is geaieratiy quite r^nist, given good access to caplca^ 
ampb sKort-tecm liqmdicy, and die £ke. Utiiides tliat exhibic such ^vorahle credit charactensdcs will often see 
radngs b a ^ on the more accoinmodative end of die tndicadve rado rangeSi espedalfy vAissx. the company's buaoess 
risk profile is solidly widun its cs^cxry. Conversely, a ufilicy diat fc^ows an atypical financial policy ox manages ics 
balance sheet les c<»iservativdy, or falls along the lower eaid KA its bi^ifc^s xisk de»gnaticm, would have co 
demonsti3i£ an ability to iadiieve finatidal u^tdcs abng the more stringent end c^ the ratio ranges to reach a given 
rating. 

Note tliat Gvea. aiter we ^siga a company a bu^ness risk and linandal rislc, die auomhtee does not arrive I^ race at 
a rating based on the maoix* The matrix is a gnide-ic is not intended to COQV^ precision in die ratings proce^ or 
reducx the dec^on to plotdi^ intersections on a graph. Mai^ small positives and negatives tliat affect credit quality 
can lead a cosumttee to a ^tiffetent conclusion than what is ini£cated in die matrbL Most ontconKS will kdl within 
one notx^ on ehh^ side of ihs indicated ratibt^ Lai^er exoqptions for ntiHtses would typically involve the tnfiuence 
of related unr^ulated endcks or es^aordinary disruptions in the regulatoiy envircmment. 

We vnti use t ^ matrbi; the rankii^ l i ^ and individual onnpazgrreports to ccnnmnnicate die zehtrre position o£a 

ccHî pany -witbin its business risk peer group and the other factors tliac produce tlie ratals. 

www.staadanlefH^DorsLGOiq/'iBtiî sdJrect 

http://www.staadanlefH%5eDorsLGOiq/'iBtii%5esdJrect
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Ohio American Water Company 
Capitalization and Financial Statistics 

2003-2007. Inclusive 

Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics are based upon financial statenients as origlnafly reported 
In each year. 

(2) Computed by relating actual total debt interest or prefenned stock dh/klends booked to average of 
beginning and ending total debt or preferred stock reported to be outstanding. 

Source of Information: Ohk> American Annual Reî orts to The Publk; Utilities Commission of Ohio 
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Proxy Group of Sbc AUS LJtitHv Reports Water Companies 
Capitalization and Financial Statistics 

2003-2007. Inclusive 
Notes: 

(1) All capitalization and financial statistics IOT the group are the arithmetic a v © ^ e ofthe achieved results 
fbr each individual company in the group, and are based upon financial statements as original^ teported 
in each year. 

(2) Computed by relating actual total debt interest or preferred stock dividends booked to average of 
beginning and ending total debt or prefen-ed stock reported to be outstanding. 

(3) Funds from operations {sum of net income, depreciation, amortization, net deferred income tax and 
inves&nent tax credits, less total AFUDC) plus interest charges divided by Interest charges. 

(4) Funds from operations (as defined in Note 3) as a percentage of total debt. 

Selection Criteria: 

The basis of selection was to include those water companies: 1) which are included in the V\^ter Comfi^ny 
GnDUp of AUS Utility Reports (June 2008); 2) whidr have Value Line five-year EPS gn^wtii rate projections or Reuters 
consensus five-year EPS grcwtti rate prc^ctions; 3) which have a Value Line adjusted bete as published in Value Line 
Investment Survey: and 4) which have more than 70% of ttieir2007 operating revenues derived from water operations. 
Artesian Resources Corp. was eliminate because Value Line does not publish an adjusted beta for the company. 
Connecticut V f̂eiter Service Int:., Middlesex Water Co., and Pennichuck Corp. were eliminated because Reuters was 
not reporting consensus five-year EPS growtii rate proiections at tiie time of the selection of the proxy group. 

The following six water companies met the above criteria: 

Anrrerican States Water Co. 
Aqua America, Inc. 
Calilbmia Water Service Group 
SJ W Corporation 
Southwest Water Company 
YorkV\faterCo. 

Source of Infonnation: Standard & Poor's Compustat Services, Inc., PC Plus / Research 
Insight Database 

EDGAR Online's l-Metrix Database 
Company Annual Fornis 10K 



C a t ^ l Strtjchina Based upon Permanent Capital for 
thePrcDOi Group of SixAUS Utility R^)orts Water Companies 

for the Years 2003 throuoli 2007 
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Long-Term Debt 
Pfsf^Ted Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Aoua America. Inc. 
Long-Term Det)t 
Pref&red Stock 
Common Equity 

Total CapifRl 

Cafifbrnfa Wafer SenriceGncHip 
Long-Term Detd 
Prefenred Stock 

Total Capital 

SJWCorocKatlon 
Lxing-Term Det)t 
Preferred Stock 
CofTffrwn Equity 

Total Capital 

SoutbwfeiLWatetCQroMnv. 
Long-Term Detrt 
Praterred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

Long-Tenn Debt 
Preferred Stock 
Common Equity 

Total Capital 

2007 

46.99% 
0.00 

5301 
100.00 % 

55.68% 
0.09 

44.03 
100.00% 

42.86% 
0.S1 

56,63 
100.00 % 

47.79% 
0-01 

52.20 
100.00 % 

43,06% 
ais 

51.79 
iog.pq % 

51-17 % 
aoo 

43.83 
100.00% 

2006 

48.61 % 
0.00 

51,99 
100.00% 

51.56 % 
0.09 

48.35 
100.00% 

43.47% 
0.52 

56.01 
100.00% 

41.83 % 
0.01 

56.16 

mw% 

43.85% 
015 

56.00 
j j a j a% 

48.81 % 
0.00 

51.19 
100.00 % 

m^ 

50.46 % 
0.00 

49,54 
10000% 

52 61 % 
0.09 

47.30 
iaiLfis% 

48.07% 
0.61 

51.32 
ioaQO% 

4 Z 6 3 % 
0 02 

57.35 
100.00 % 

4 f t67% 
a i7 

53.16 
100.00 % 

50.71 % 
0.00 

49.29 
100.00 % 

zm 

48.93% 
0.00 

51,07 
100.00% 

5 Z 7 2 % 
0.06 

47.20 
100.00 % 

48.66% 
0.61 

50.73 
100.00% 

43.77% 
0.04 

56.19 
100.00% 

46.53 % 
0.28 

51.19 
100.00% 

5 1 9 4 % 
0.00 

48.06 
100.00 % 

2003 

52.05 % 
0.00 

47.96 
100.00 % 

32.76% 
0.07 

47.17 
t00.00 % 

5 2 4 1 % 
0.67 

46.92 
100.00 % 

4 5 6 4 % 
OOS 

54.31 
100.00 % 

48.50% 
085 

50,65 
100.00 % 

45.53% 
0.00 

54.47 
100.00% 

5 YEAR 
AVERAGE 

49.41 % 
0.00 

50.59 
100,00 % 

53.11 % 
0.08 

46.81 
100.00 % 

47,10 % 
0.58 

s&^ 
lfifiJ2Q% 

44 3 3 % 
0 03 

55.64 
loaoo % 

4 7 1 2 % 
0.32 

^ M 
1W).00 % 

49.63 % 
0.00 

50.37 
10D.OD % 

Proxy Group of SiK AUS 
Utility fteporte Wteter Companies 
Lc^g-Term Det>t 
Prefen-ed Stock 
ComnionEqifl^ 

Total Capital 

48.79% 
0.13 

51.06 
100.00 % 

46.36% 
0.13 

53.51 
100.00 % 

48.52% 
0.15 

51.33 
100.00 % 

49.09% 
0.17 

50.74 
100.00 % 

49.48% 
027 

5 0 ^ 
100.DQ % 

48.45% 
0.17 

51.38 
100.00% 

Source of Information: 
Standard & Poor's Compustat Services, Inc., PC Plus / Research Insight Data Base 
EDGAR Online's l-Mdtrix Database 
Annual Fonns lO-K 



Exliibft No. 
Schedule PAAA-5 

Ohio Amencan Water Comoanv 
Hypothetical Example ofthe inadequacy of 
A DCF Retum Rate Relatedto Book Value 

V^en Market Valu^ is Greater/ Less than BookValue 

1 

UneNo. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

A. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Per Share 

IXiF Cost Rate (1) 

Retum in E)olIars 

Dividends (2) 

Grawth in DoHars 

Retum on Market Value 

Rate of Grovirth on Market Value 

Market Value 

$ 24.00 

S 

$ 

S 

loxnm 

2.400 

as40 

1.560 

iO.00% 

6.50% (5> 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Book Value with 
Market to Bonk 
Ratio of 180% 

13.33 

10.00% 

1333 

0.840 

0.493 

5.55% (3> 

2.05% (8) 

Book Vaiue with 
MarkettoBook 
Ratio of 80% 

S 

S 

S 

$ 

30.00 

10.00% 

3.000 

0.840 

2.160 

12.50% (4> 

9.0095(7) 

Notes: (1) Comprised of 3.5% <fivkiend yield and 6.5% growth. 

(2) $24.00* 3.5% yiekl = $0,840. 

(3) $1.333/$24.00mark^value*5.55%. 

<4> $3,000 / $24.00 market value ^ 12.50%. 

(5) Expected rate of growth per market based bCFmodeL 

(6) Actual rate of growth when DCF cost rate is appried to book value ($1,333 possible earhirigs - $0,840 
dhndende = $0.4d3 fbr growth / $24.00 market value = 2.05%). 

(7) Actual rate of growth when DCF cost rate is applied to book value ($3,000 pos3it}Ie earnings - $0,840 
drvidends = $2.160 for growth / $24.00 maricet value = 9.00%). 



Exhibit No. 
Schedule PMA-6 

Ohio American Vtfater Comoanv 
Indicated Common Eqiity Cost Rate Through Use of the 

Sin^e Stage Discounted Cash Row Model for 
the Proxy Group of Six AUS UBIto Reports Vfeter Companies 

Based ubon Historical and PnoJectBtLGrDwth in DPS. EPS, and BR+SV 

1 

Proxy Group of Six AUS USBty 
Reports V\feiter Companies 

American Stat^ Vfeter Co-
AquaAm^ftca 
Caltfbmia Water Service Group 
SJWCorporatnn 
Southwest Wsler Company 
York Water Co 

Average 

Median 

Average 
Dividend 
YieWMl 

2.82 % 
2.87 
3.15 
2.13 
226 
3.12 

2.73 % 

2.85 % 

Dividend 
Growth 

Component 
f21 

0.07 % 
0.11 
0.08 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 

D.09 % 

o.to % 

Adjusted 
Dividend 
Yield f3J 

2.89 % 
^98 
3.23 
2.23 
2.36 

3-22 
Z82 % 

2.94 % 

Growth 
Rate (4) 

5,18 % 
7.36 
5.09 
9.03 
9.13 
&30 

7.02 % 

6.83 % 

Indicated 
Common 

Equity Cost 
Rate (51 

8.07 % 
10.34 
8.32 

11.26 
11.49 
9.52 

9.83 % 

9.93 % 

Proxy Group of Sbc AUS Utility 
Reports yNaSar Companies 

American StstesVteter Co. 
Aqiira America 
Calrfomia V\bter Service Group 
SJW Corporation 
Southwest Water Cwnpany 
YoricVfetorCo. 

Average 

M e d l ^ 

1 

Average 
Dividend 
r « l d ( 1 ) . 

^62 % 
2.67 
3.15 
213 
Z26 
3.12 

2.73 % 

zas % 

2 

Dividend 
Growth 

Component 
(2) 

010 % 
ai2 
a i 4 
a i 5 
0.11 
0.12 

a i 2 % 

0.12 % 

1 

Adjusted 
Dividerxj 
YteW(3), 

2.92 % 
2.99 
3.29 
Z28 
2.37 

• .3-24 

ZS5 % 

2.96 % 

4 

Growth 
RatB(4> 

700 % 
8.65 
8.75 

14.00 
10 00 
6.00 

9.40 % 

8,70 % 

Indteated 
Coiivnon 

&:}uityCosf 
Rate (5) 

9.92 % 
11.64 
12.04 
16.28 
12.37 
11.24 

12.25 % 

11.84 % 

Condusfon 

Proxy Group of Six AUS Utility 
R^xyts Water Companies 

Average 

Median 

^k>tes: 
(1) From Schedule PMA-7 of this ExhSirl 
(2) This reflects a growth rate corhponent equal lo one-hadf the condusion of growth rate (from 

pagel ofSchedulePMA-SofthisExhiE»t)xCo1iunn 1 to refled the periodic payrtiwt Of 
dividends (Gordon Model) as opposed to tlie ccntinuous payment Thus, fbr American 
Slates VVater Ca, 2.62% x {1/2 x 6.18%) = 0.07%. 
Cc^umn 1 + Column 2. 
From page 1 Schedule PMA-9 of this Exhibit 
Cdumn 3 + Column 4. 



Proxy Group of Sw AUS Utility Reports 
Water Companies 

American States Wetter Co. 
AquaAmralca 
Calilbmia VU f̂ar Sennce Group 
SJWCoTporaSon 
Sniithwe^ VUater Company 
YorkVteterCo. 

Average 

Median 

Ohto Amencan Vteiar Comoanv 
Derivation of DMdend Yield for Use in the 

Discounted Cash Flow Model 

Spot 
f6/t6/2UU8)(1) 

2.77 % 
2.97 
3.19 
2.10 
2.30 
ao6 

. 2.73% 

2.87% 

Dividend Yield 
Average 

Df 
Lasts 

Morrthsl^ . 

Z 8 7 % 
2.77 
3.10 
Z16 
2.22 
3.18 

Z 7 2 % 

2.62% 

Exhibit No. 
Schedule PMA-7 

Average 
Dividend 
Yield (31 

2.82% 
2.87 
3,15 
2.13 
226 
3.12 

2.73% 

2.85% 

Itotes: (1) The spot dividend yield is tne cunent annuatized ( '̂wd^nd p&r share 
divided by the spot jnarket price on 6/16/08. 

<2) TTie average 3-month dividend yield was computed by raising the 
indicated annualized dividend rate and marhai price on the last tra<fing 
day of each ofthe three months ended May 31.2008. 

(3) Equal weight h » been given to ttw3>mohth average and spot 
dMdeind yield. TNs fvovides recognition of OATent condHkin^ but 
does ncA place urxkie emj^asis Uiereort 

Stxirce of Inlbnnaficm: S&P Stock Guides^March-May 2008 
Report D ^ ; 6/2/2008 
yahoo.financ8.com 

http://yahoo.financ8.com


Exhibif No. 
Schedule PMA-8 

Ohfo American Water Company 
Current Institutional Holdings (1) and Indivkiual KokJings (2) for 
the Proxy Group of Six AUS Utility Reports Water Companies 

1 

Proxy Gn>up of Six AUS UfaTity 
Rejjorts Vfeter Companies 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America 
Cafifomia Water Servkie Group 
SJWCorporatioii 
Southwest Water Company 
York Water Co. 

Average 

June 2008 
Percentage of 

lnstitutk)nal 
Holdings 

57.84 
49.46 
52.85 
48.26 
50.31 
16.96 

45.95% 

June 2008 
Percerrtage of 

IndivkJual 
Holdings (1) 

4216 % 
50.54 
47.15 
51.74 
49.69 
83.04 

54.05% 

Notes: (1) (1-column 1). 

Source of InfonnaUon: today.reuters.com, updated June 17> 2008 

http://today.reuters.com
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Exhibit No. __ . 
Schedule PMA-g 
Page2of13 

Ohio fanerican Water Company 
Calculation of Historical BR •*• SV 

Proxy Group of Six AUS Utility Reports 
Water Companies 

American States Water Co. 
Aqua America 
California Water Service Graup 
SJWCorporatton 
SouBwest Water Compaiy 
Yorit Water Co. 

Average 

Metfian 

BR(1) 

3.30% 
4.51 
1.66 
7.04 
3.14 
2.49 

_ 3 . 6 9 % 

3.22% 

S 
Factor (2) 

2.63% 
3.49 
6.50 
0.10 

12.14 
3.42 

4.71 % 

3.46% 

V 
Factor (3) 

49.92% 
70.00 
54.05 
54.99 
51.68 
66.96 

57.93% 

54.52 % 

SV(4) 

1-31 % 
2.44 
3.51 
0.05 
6.27 
2.29 

2.65% 

2.37% 

BR + 
SV(5) 

4.61 % 
6,95 
5.17 
7.09 
9.41 
4.78 
6.34% 

6.06% 

Notes: (1) From column 6, page 3 of this Schedide. 
(2> From column 12, page 4 of this Schedule. 
(3) From column 7, page 5 of this Schedule. 
(4) Cotunvi 2 * column 3. 
(5) CoJumh 1 + column 4. 



Ohio AmBrieanWfater Comoanv 
ffisloricai Internal Growtt) Rate (1), i.a, BR, for 

the Proxy Group of Six AUS Utility Rsports W a ^ Comp«^e$ 
fbr Pie Years 2003 -2007 

ExhftjftMa 
SchBdule PIMA-9 
Pags3cf13 

Proxy Oreup of Sbc AUS uni i^ Reporls 
Water CompanloB 

Americgi States Water Co. 
Cormncn E<)t% Retum Rele 
Retention Ratio 
b^emd<^owthRata[1) 

Adua^iarfca 
Common EqiAy Returti Rata 
Retentfon l^atio 
IrTtemet Growth Rate (1) 

CaSiornia Vtetaf Safvk» Group 
Common Exfii^ Return I^rte 
Retention Ratto 
(ntemai Growth ITate (1) 

SJWCorporatkm . 
Common Equity R^um Rale 
Retention Ra^D 
Entemal Growth Rate ( i ) 

Southwest water Company 
Common Equl^ Ftelum i^ate 
Retention Ratio 
Internal Growth R ^ ( I) 

Yo^VfeterCai 
Common Equity Retum R^a 
Retention Ratio 
Mtamai Growth Rde (1> 

2007 

4130 
a95 

l a o i % 
3^89 
3.29 

8.16 % 
2258 
184 

8.31 % 
42.61 
3.54 

(3.11)% 
NMF 
NMF 

ae? % 
17:66 
171 

2W? 

a43 » 
3240 
2,73 

10.81 % 
3 6 . ^ 
Z.S2 

756 % 
14.21 
1.07 

m i 9 % 
72.66 
13.22 

&99 « 
^ . 2 6 
277 

10.S2 % 
20.87 
Z20 

2P?$ 

i a38 % 
43.59 
4.52 

11.69 K 
43.90 
6.13 

931 % 

240 

11*18 % 
55 ?3 
6.34 

SL38 % 
42.00 
226 

11.85 % 
2470 
Z93 

2QSM 

7.99 
».17 
2.01 

11.39 
4Z75 
4.87 

9i72 
22.97 
2.23 

1127 
£290 
5.36 

4.40 
2186 
a96 

1Z17 
2&86 
a 15 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

2QQ3 

5.59 % 

nzm 
(073) 

12:30% 
43^61 
£36 

8179 
076 

11.68 % 
52.56 
6.14 

10i20 % 
64.23 
ass 

11.66 % 
21 04 
2.45 

Five-Year 
AveraQo 

2003-^007 
JntamM GfOVnh 
Rate. Le.. BR 

3.30% (2) 

4.51 

1J66 

7.04 

3.14 

_ _ 2 A 3 . 

Aveiaee 

Median 

NotBK [1) The intornal growth Fate is calciiaiadljymultipVingtfiaconrrianequ^rebjrnistBtiy ttie 
retention ratIo(m%minu9ttw(fividend payout ratio}. A]|dataafBonacDn8o6daledt)asb. 

(2> Excludes negatives. 

Source of tnfonnafion: Standanl & Poor's Compustat ServiceSL Inc., PC Plus/Research Int ightDd^ase 
EDGAR OnEne's l-Metrtx Oat^iese 
Company Annual Forms 10-K 
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Exhibit No. _ 

Schedule PMA-9 

Page 8 of 13 
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Year 

J U i t h o u j ^ n o t a s e t r o n g a s w « cnigiiial-
ly . t h o u g h t , A m w i c a i i S t a t e s W a t e r 
w r a p p e d n p 2007 i n so l id ^ t ^ a n . The 
company p o ^ e d share e a n u i ^ 6 of $0.35 in 
the fourut quarter, 17% better t h a n the 
ye&r Ixftbre. Bevenues increased 12% to 
$74 xmlUon, thanks primarily to a n uo-
proved r ^ m a t a i y envinounent. Elevated 
ope ra t i i ^ costs caused it t o nriss our eai^ 
liar expectatioDB, tJioue^. 
I l i i s y e a r s b o u l d b e good , t o o . Al-
& t m ^ heavy pretAjntai^m in the Golden 
State in recent months fvill likely limit 
earnings growOi in ihe first quarter, t h e 
we t weatner h a s replenished the compsr 
117^ water supply Jbr the stunmer and se ts 
tbe stage SOT s t rong compariscms in tbe 
quar ters to follow. ISkswisB, so does a n 
improving regulatory environzoent. The 
once dracKiian review process has become 
much fiiendHer in recent times, i n f h 
quidser and more f a v o r ^ U decisions on 
general 3^te cases providing ratimism 
goi i^ forward. The implementabon of a 
•vTstsr rertrenuft adjustment mecharnsm, a 
s t n m g possiinlil^ in our opinion, would 
further stxeamhne the decision-making 
process and perhaps even safeguard reve-

&om: variations in weathra* cimdi* 
ti(H3& For novr, i b o t ^ we look for earn
i n g gzowtb of 11% in 2004. 
^ e i ^ h a g n e e d s axB a c o n c e r n , l o n g e r 
t e r m , h o w e v e r . I^ke i ts f&Kow vrsier v m -
ity providers, Americanls iofrastructare i s 
aging and in need of renovatiDn. .In &c£, 
niaintenaDce «>sts i nc reawd ' 45% i n the 
la tes t quaarter Unfortunately, i t does not 
have the noeana to foot the b m on i ts own, 
and will probabV Have to t a p debt axid/ar 
equity markets- to laeet & e growing re
quirements we envision, for tbe foreseeable 
futin?e. We. look for share-nei growth to 
slow to 8% in 2909 due to.a hif^ier i n t o ^ s t 
expense and increased share count- Meazi-
wlule^ limited capital is predudSi:^ A m a ^ 
lean from incrrasing its coverage, via ac-
quisitions. Xhe industry ha s been a holiied 
o£M&A a c ^ ^ in recent years . 
I n v e s t o r s wIS p r o b s i t ^ w a n t t o t a k e a 
p a s s on t M s i int iznd.y i s s u e . I t s 3- to 5-
y e a r s^prsciatioa potential is helow avez^ 
age based on the capital rsquiremeots 
mentioned above. And the dividend yield 
i s notju'xig speda l when {xunpared with 
other income v ^ d e s out there. 
Andrv J . Costanza April 25, 2QQ8 
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We look tor . Ajqtna America to post a 
healthy ^lare-net advance isi 2008. We 
eopect -fhfi water utiliiiir 1» earn $0.90 a 
share this year, whidi represents a 27% 
gain over me year-ago tall^ Aqua comp 
nieted 25 aeqmsitions In 2007, and tbe 
larger, customer base ought to Inlp eam-
mgs. Moreover, it has numerous rate ap-
plieatioDS cun^ntly in progress in nine 1^ 
its 13 states, winch toge&er amount tone-
quests fiK^more than $67 million in new 
revenue. Final^, margins shotdd ecq>and 
somewhat l^iis year, as a number m ex
penses iJiat were incurred in 2(H)7 are not 
likfity b) rea]^>ear. A wiUidravnii rate o^e 
s^mlicatioa in l̂ <R3da todk a toQ. as did 
M ^ taxes related to an acquisititai In 
New "Yoâ s. Aqua introduced a new cxistom-
er informataon Gystem, replacing ^ sepa
rate, ranonal billing locations. It had to 
overstep its service d^artment until Ihe 
new network was iully operational, in ef
fect running two parall^ netwoxks, whidi 
hurt results. Mtweover, tJie new. billing 

rem -has more stringent requirements 
writing down bs^ customer ddit, so 

tbat cost item was h j ^ e r than nonnal. 
Aqoa vnB likely niake fewer acquisi-

tious tidfi year. The eonurany has sizable 
debt loads and Httle cash tm its bala^e 
sheet, wbids i W t s its aMU^ to add new 
pazts. However, manaffljinait has exr 
pressed i n t e r ^ in making fewer but 
laxg^ deals. This ap^noaeb za^ces s&ise, 
in ottr view, betiause lazger municipal utifi.-
ties ^ u l d be less expensive to int^&te. ' 
Despite the strong .growth proi^wct^ 
thsse shares are xmtiii»ly (Bank: 4). 
bivestors should be aware of srane prob
lems tiiat may arise in the year ahead. 
Tbe d ^ of Fort Wayne, Indiana has seized 
a sizable amount. of land under the 
«ainMit domain doctr^se. 'Ihis action has 
^^nived Aqua ni about a third c^ its cos-
tom^« in that dly. Aqua has deemed the 
govenim&nt^s cDrnfimisatiOEn for the loss in
adequate, and is pursuing legal fu^oon. 
Meanwhile, tbe housing maxket omtinues 
to struggle, which may midw regulators 
wary ofallowing ma|or rate increases. 
Income-oriented acoounte a u ^ t to 
look elsewhere) as vreSL Aqua wul Hkely 
continue to make small a^justm^its to its 
dividend. However, the raises are not like
ly to improve the ^eld -considetably. 
Christopher Roberiaan April 2S, 2008 
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(|UIredl4aiortfUi»CoDipaiiy(SII>4i%QnnhCof|t(11A^ T>i4ri»iw40frW-«00 lnlerntiMMr.ialudBig^^ 

California Water Service Group down aometiBie by yearend. 
bounced back to finish up iJOU'/ in The company is looi&ing io increase its 
solid iiasibioai. Indeea, the company footorint outside the Golden Stated 
posted eamings of $0.39 a share in the borders. CWT increased its cusfcoaner 
&ixrtb quartei; "^ftrking a 26% year^yver^ base in Washiz^ttm last y^x via the pai> 
year increase, well above our expectations, diase c^fiva small s^tenuB^ and werations 
Note that earnings include a $0.06-per. and roaintpgance agreements with 11 nevr 
diare gain from £b(t sde of bmd that we water syBtem owners. However^ there 
dean as ncarmal business jproctiee &r the looks to be mtare on the agenda. lis Hawaii 
water utility provider. Revemies grew subsidiary is awsiting rerajlatoiy approval 
6.5%, to roupily $86 million, h ^ i n g oifeet on the accn^sittan of PidcBlani Sewerage 
b^hrar operating costs (see below). OVeatnient Works as well as West Hawaii 
•W&ve upped onr 3003 share-net ea- UfcUitles, wbScb eoinbined sarve nearly 
tintate by a dime, Co $1.75 , . . Recent 10,000 cnstomero. 
wet weather conditions have K ^ e d water Stilly we tbinlc tha t these shares are 
supplies in C^ifornia. This ought to boost prioey. Al thou^ wato- is a necesat]^ so 
mai^ins as the nrmtp^y will probably not is the maintenance and t^pkeep of wat«-
have to purchase water .tins sunim«r. infirastmcturES. However, the eompsuiy is 
MeanwhUe, t^e recent decision regarding strewed for cash and -vmi probacy beve 
the 2006 general rate case (GBC) allows to look to outeide financiers to take some 
for a $7.7 million increase and a 10.2% d'the burden off its shoulders and keep up 
ROE cEFective January 1,2007. vnth i n c r e a d n ^ t o u r e r regulationB. Un-
.-.. and are introducing a 2009 share- ibitunately, the Glancing wQl likely limit 
ziet growth r a t e of 11%. liwi ' is still shar^older gains going forward. Mean-
awaiting a. ruling on its 2D07 (HlC, xe- while, we faeSeve that investws can find 
qtzesting $$7.5 million Increase in reve- better income vehides, given the eai^tal 
noes with an allowed ^ ) E of 10.3?fe. We constraints we envisioo. 
expect a favorable decision wall be handed Andre J. Costanza AprU 25. 2008 

N U e n d a h jg,ani S^ pafitint 
h^ te inv ptai 

Biwlch 

ns.8dt<u 

atget In •07:S8ft 7fl iR. Conmsnirs Financial Strenslli- B ^ 
Ste>dhprl»StafaU}^ £S 
P r i » QrowOt Perr is twcc TS 
EanditssPKiIictfililBly 70 

oan^ !>» MesUn. I K iU 4 M (ESCIW& ^Mud B i M d b i4«And tan R ^ 
•SNOTR^iaSBieRWJWERROFlSOfllMISSOHSHEnEHTMspeblaEcnbsBMytoslBC^ NopMl 

il nay te n r iBba^ !«« , dm< «r IrmnriM ia Mf p A M daciMDi: or «ilw bm. V n ^ 
To subscribe call 1-8DQ-S33-DQ45. 
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I.TDBbti21&JiiiL 
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(4B%cifCap^ 
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Pmdnn UabffitjrSZM l A h DT VS $263 m h'08 

PidStaEkHaK m t S ^ i P M t i m 

Sl0Cl[1^Bl,733'iharB 

SJW Corp., dnoQEb its 5uba^aries> engages 
in die [ffoductiai, purdiaso> ^jrage. puiifiotioo, dntribu-
tif^ and retail snle of water. The cpmpaiqr o&rs oonrego-
lated water^ielated services, including water sysmn q x m -
tioDs, cub remittances, and diaiotcfiance contact services. 
SJW also owns undeveloped land; B 70% limited partno^ 
ship fotoest in 444 Wbsf Santa Clara Streel. LJf.; and 
open^bts commercial buildings in Anzona, dlifisnia. Con-
nccdcul, FloridB, Tennessee^ and Testes. As of liecanbec 31, 
2007, SJW p r o v i ^ -wate- service to ^iimnciDiately 
225,000 coonectiois Oiat served a pi^jutatton of sppioxi-
hiatBly one millioD people in Qie Ssa Jose area. Has 364 
emplcq'oes. Cfaauman; Qiailes J. 'Riemslmctter.' Inc.; CA. 
Address: 374 W. Santa Oata Street, San Jose, CA 95115. 
Td.: (408) 27S-7S00 bUertiei: ktqj^Airtvw'jjwater.com. 

f92%D(CB{^ 

LY . 

April 25. 2008 

TOTAL SHAREHOLDER RETURN 

SlBtos. 6MOS. l Y t SYrs. 

-17.10% •15-43% •£7J96% 164.51% 
CBBD8 Wi« i t e P d i i t l % k*. A l iMA lastmir imolnntaiU bditmiBtf J n a n ^ 

i H S ^ 7Ut«MEa&ni<aU«lDradlCtlb(^< 
r factor OEM i v g n n f i n e i I r g m A g ei raUng M|r pMM ( 
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E a r & i a g s p r o s p e c t s w e r e d r y i n 2007 
for S o u t h w e ^ W a t e r . Sefpeniies decHoed 
5%, year over year. The bousing: marke t 
slowdown h a d dsmpened top-line growth 
for the Services dridsian, witii a dersvose 
of new home confitruction tapping and in
spections. And. bad weather ramditiozia 
during tbe year hampered T^xas fodlities* 
construction repair prqjects. T b e ^ 
wesknesses were also shown in file south-
eaat se rnces region. I n v ^ t o r s shottld note 
t h a t we e re excluding a d ia ige of $17.2 
millioi^ or $0,54 per a ia re , acorued in the 
Xlecember interim. T tas i s from tbe im-
n a i r m s i t of goodwill associated with ttie 
utecas plant . 
R o s t r u c t o r i n g ef for t s s h o u l d l ead to 
j n a r g i n i m p r o v e m e n t s o v e r t h e n e x t 
few y e a r s . In order to IOWCT operating 
costs, a^fj^xodm&tely 3 % of employees ra 
the service business were released, includ
ing: 12 positions in managem«it . Exdnd-
iog r e n t e d se^rerance charges, savings of 
about $2.6 nnlHcoi p s r annum will likely 
be realized. Other activities taken to im
prove m a r ^ n s vr&tQ t b e closure of a n elec
trical business i n Ci^orado and t b e 
eliniina^on of a wholesale- and waste* 

water pngect in Texas. Also, the company 
i s in m e wocesis of consolidjating much of 
i t s ba^KKSce ionetions. such as ^ e merg
ing of three call c e n t o s into (me i a d l i ^ . 
I t i e TT systiBcas: have also been r^ i i r -
tnshed, and t h e financial a c c o o n ^ i ^ pro-
c^BBs have been centralised. f W t h e r op
tions are being explored in the econpazr^ 
non core business divisions. 
H i e a e q n i ^ t i o u . o f - ^ e R iT^ rv i ew Sys
t e m s b o u l d b e n e f i t e a m i n i ^ o v e r tiie 
n ^ c t f e w y e a r s . ^Itaiwards t h e end of J anu -
aiy, Southwest Water purcbased t b e as
sets of a wastewater coJQection a s t e r n and 
associated treatment, plant from the 
Shidby CooBty Qovenunsxtal Utility Serv> 
ices C<Krporatuni SJT $23.5 million in cash. 
T b e s e . d i a r a s a r e nntimeily. The a&re-
mentioned restructuzing efforts, combined 
wi th r i ^ i ^ volume, s tand to contribute to 
a solid 'earnings r^^overy in the years to 
come. H o w e v ^ , . t h e i s sues cuxrent quota-
tion s p e a r s to disoount some of this 
In ig^t outlook. These ^qject ions may be 
eahanced if S o u l h w ^ : WalN' can complete 
more acqulsitzons to bo lde r i ts core seg
m e n t s over t h e n e x t &w years . 
J o h n I>. Burke April 2S, 2008 

M [Hii&id eambigs. E»Judes nornecunara 
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A id , Jiriv, and OdabaC 

I ta nwions. adjinteif tor odBs. 
< taciute NBngH». in 2007: f 19! 
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rf t ^ te i^Rdw«CMsM 4Pn4 M lawBiUd h CV pAM, «b:N)ik ir l i w ton w MM ht f t a e i ^ 
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Ohio American Water Company 
Indicated Common Equity Cost Rate 

Through Use of a Risk Premium Model 
Using an Adjusted Total Market Approach 

Line 
Proxy Group of Six AUS Utility 

Na. Reports Water Companies 

1 - Prospective Yield on Aaa Rated 
Corporate Bonds (1) 5.67 % 

2. Adjustment to Reflect Yield Spread 
Between Aaa Rated Corporate 
Bonds and A Rated Public 

Utility Bonds 0.72 (2) 

3. Adjusted Prospective YieW on A Rated 
Public Utility Bonds 6.39 % 

4. Adjustment to Reflect Bond 

Rating Difference of Proxy Group 0.00 (3) 

5. Adjusted Pro^>ective Bond Yiekl 6.39 

6. Equity Risk Premium (5> S.36 

7. Risk Premium Derived Common 
Equity Cost Rate 11.75% 

Notes: (1) Derived in Note (3) on page 6 of this Schedule. 
(2) The average ^eld spread of A rated public utility bonds over Aaa rated corporate 
(3) No adjustment necessary as the average Moody's bond rating of the proxy group is A2 

as shown on page 2 of this Schedule. 
(4) From page 5 of this Schedule. 
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Ohio American \NateT Company. 
Numerical Assignment for 

Moody's and Standard & Poor's Bond Ratings 
Standard & Poor's Business and Financial Risk Profiles 

Moody's Numerical Standard & Poor's 

Bond Rating Bond Weighting Bond Rating 

Aaa 1 AAA 

Aa1 2 AA+ 
Aa2 3 AA 
Aa3 4 AA-
A1 5 A+ 
A2 6 A 
A3 7 A-

Baal 8 BBB-f-
Baa2 9 BBB 
Baa3 10 BBB-

Ba1 11 BB+ 
Ba2 12 BB 
BaS 13 BB-

Standard & Poor's 

Bu^ness Nun^rical Financial Numerical 
Risk Profile Weiohtinq Risk Profile Weighting 

Excellent 1 Modest 1 
Strong 2 Intermediate 2 
Satls^ctory 3 Aggressive 3 
W ^ k 4 Highly Leveraged 4 
Vulnerable 4 

file:///NateT
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Ohio American Water Company 
Judgment of Equity Risk Premium for 

the Proxy Group of Six AUS Utility Reports Water Companies 

Proxy Group of Six AUS 
Line Utility Reports Water 
No. Companies 

1. Calculated equity risk. 
premium based on the 
total market using 
the beta approach (1) 6;20 

2. Mean equity risk premium 
based on a study 
using the holding period 
returns of pubfic utilities 
with A rated bonds {2) 4.51 

3. Average equity risk premium 5.36 % 

Notes: (1) From page 6 of this Schedule. 
(2) From page 8 of this Schedule. 
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Ohio American Water Comoanv 
Derlvatton of Equity Risk Premium Based on the Total Market Approach 

Using the Beta for 
Ihe Proxy Group of Six AUS Utilftv Reports Water Companies 

Une Proxy Group of Six AUS Offiity 
No. Reports Water Coriripantes 

1. Arithnietic n;ean total return rate on 
the Standard & Poor's 500 Composite 
Index-1d2&^007(1> 12.30 % 

2. Affthmette mean yield on 
Aaa and Aa Corporate Bonds 

1826-2007 (2) fS.1Q) 

3. Historical EquHy Risk Premium 6.20 % 

4. Forecasted 3-5 year Total Annual 
Market Retum (3) 16.50 % 

5. Prospective Yield an Aaa Rated 
Corporate Bonds (4) (5.67) 

6. Forecasted Equity Risk Premium 10.63 % 

7. Conclusion of Equity Risk Premium (5) 6.20 % 

a. Adjusted Vahie Line Beta (6) 1.D0 

9. Beta Adjusted Equity R l ^ Premium 6.20 % 

Notes: (1) Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation Yearfiook - Mariiet Results fbr Stocks Bonds. Bills, and Inflation 
1926-2007 

(2) From Moody's Industrial Manual and Mergent B<md Record Monthly Update. 

<3) From page 3 of S(̂ iedu)e PMA-11. 

(4) Average forecast based upon six quarteriy esJKmates of Aaa rated corporate bonds per the 
consensus of neariy 50 economists reported in Blue Chip Financial Forecasts dated June 1, 
2008 (see page 7 of thte Schedule}. The estimates are detelted below. 

Second Quarter 2008 
Thffd Quarter 2008 
Fourth Quarter 2008 
Rrst Quarter 20D9 
Second Quarter 2009 
TWrd Quarter 2009 

Average 

5.50 
5.60 
5.60 
5.60 
5.80 
5.90 

,5-67 % 

(5) The average ofthe Historical Equity Risk Premium of 6.20% from Une No. 3 and the Forecasted 
Eqidty Risk Premium of 10.83% from Line No. S ((6.20% + 10.83%) / 2 = 8.52%, NOrmaHy, Ms. 
Ahem would use the avers^e Histeiical EquSy Risk Premium in h ^ Risk Premium AndiyslS. 
However, in Ms. Ahem's opinion, the cun^nt and recent substantial vo^lity in the stock maricet 
is extraorc^nary and not represenlHtive of the expected long-tenn. Consequently, tn this instance, 
Ms. Ahem will not consider what she believes Is an extraordinary expected capitel approdatton 
and instead vm'ti rely only upon the 6.20% historical maricet premium. 

(6) From page 9 of this Schedule. 
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[^« BLUE CHIP FINANCIAL FORECASTS • JUNE I, 

.Intpr&stR^es 
Federal Funds Rate 
Prime Rate 
LIBOR, 3-mo. 
Commercial Paper, l-mo. 
Treasuiy bilJ, 3.-mo. 
Treasury bill, 6-mo. 
Treasuiy bill, 1 yr. 
Treasuiy note, 2 yr. 
TreasHy iiote. 5 yr. 
Treasuiy note, 10 yr. 
Treasuiy ncrte, 30 yr. 
Coiporate Aaa bohd 
Cknporate Baa bond 
Stated Local bonds 
Home mortgage rate 

Key Assumptions 
Major C^meocy Index 
Real GDP 
GDP Price Index 
Consumer Price Index 

Consensns Forecasts Of U. 

A * 1I7.^>I , C 1 , 

]ylayl6 
1.96 
5.00 
2.70 
1.97 
1.82 
1.89 
2.07 
Z44 
3.12 
3.86 
4.58 
5.56 
6.92 
4.53 
6.01 

2Q 
20P6 
82.2 
2.4 
3.5 
3.9 

1.94 
5.00 
2.72 
1.96 
1.64 
L75 
1.94 
Z32 
3.07 
3.85 
4.57 
5.57 
6.89 
4.62 
6.05 

3Q 
2006 
81.7 
1.1 
2.4 
3.8 

Mav2 
2.28 
5.21 
2.83 
2.05 
1.45 
1.71 
1.93 
Z37 
3.10 
3.83 
4.53 
5.56 
6.90 
4.63 
6.06 

4Q 
200$ 
81.6 
2.1 
1.7 
-L6 

U U — — — 

Apr. 25 
2.25 
5.25 
X92 
2.13 
1.29 
1.67 
l.SS 
2.30 
3.05 
3.81 
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6.98 
4.68 
6.03 

2008 1 

S.Inte 

r y - — 

restRa tes And 

—-Average ror Monm-— 
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5.24 
2.80 
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—niSKRjr 
IQ 
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0-6 
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2Q 
I W 
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2.6 
4.6 

Î iar. 
2.61 
5.66 
2.78 
Z36 
1.28 
1.54 
1.54 
1.62 
2.48 
3.51 
4.39 
5.51 
6.89 
4.93 
5.97 

3Q 
2007 
77.0 
4.9 
1.0 
2.7 

Feb. 
2.98 
6.00 
3.09 
Z90 
2.17 
2.10 
2.05 
1.97 
2.78 
3.74 
4.52 
5.53 
6.82 
4.64 
5.92 

4Q 
2007 
73.3 
0.6 
2.4 
5.1 

IKeyA 

LatcstQ 
10 2008 

3.18 
6.21 
3.26 
2.96 
Z09 
116 
2-10 
102 
2.75 
3.66 
4.41 
5.46 
6.75 
4,61 
5.8S 

IQ 
2008 
72.0 
0.6 
2.6 
4.2 
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Ohio American Water Coitipany 
Derivation of Mean Equity Risi( Premium Based on a Study 

Using Holding Period Retums ofPublic Ufalrties 

Over A Rated 
PubHc Utility Bonds 
AUS Consultants -

Line Utility Services 
No. Study f1) 

Time Period 1928-2006 
1. Arithmetic Mean Holding Period 

Retums (2): 
Standard & Pool's Public 

Utility Index 11.11 % 

2. Arithmetic Mean Yield on: 
Moody's A Rated Public Utility Bcrnds (6.60) 

3. Equity Risk Premium 4.51 % 

Notes: (1) S&P Public Utifity Index and Moody's Public Utility Bond Average Annual Yields 
1928-2006. (AUS Consultants - Ufility Services. 2007>. 

{2} l-iolding period retums are calculated based upon income received (dividends 
and interest) plus the rela&'ve change in the maricet value of a security over a one-
year holding period. 
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Ohio American Water Company 
Value Une Adjusted Betas for 

the Proxy Group of Six AUS Utilltv Reports \Afeter Companies 

Value Line 
Adjusted 

Beta 
Proxy Group of Sbc AUS Utility 
Reports \Afeiter Companies 

American States Vteter Co. 1.00 
Aqua America, Inc. 0.95 
Califoriiia Water Service Group 1.10 
SJW Corporation 1.10 
Southwest \N3iteT Company 1.00 
YorkWat^Co. 0.45 

Average 0.93 

Median 1.00 

Source of Infonnation: Value Line investment Survev. April 25,2008 
Standard Edition and SmaH and MkJ-Cap Edition 

file:///Afeter
file:///Afeiter
file:///N3iteT
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Ohio American Water Company 
ofthe Capital Asset Pricing Model for 

the Proxy Group of Six AUS Utilitv Reports Water Companies 

Proxy Group of Sbc AUS 
Utility Reports Water 

Companies 

Une 

No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Traditional Capital Asset 
Pricing Model (1) 

Empirical Capital Asset 
Piicing Model (1) 

Conclusion 

11.77% 

11.77 

11.77% 

Notes: (1) From page 2 of this Schedule. 



Ohio Ameriftan Water Campanv 
Indicted Oonunon Equi^ Cost Rate TTirou^ Use 

of the CaoHal Asset Pridna Model 

ExtiibitNo. 
Schedule PMA-11 
Page2cpf3 

value Line 
Adjusted 

Canpany-SpiKlflc 
Risk Premium 

Based on Market 
Premium of 7.10% t l ) 

CAPMRdSutt 
^ u d i n g 
Risk-Free 

[ate of 4.67% M. 

Pfoxy Group of S K AUS Utflity Reptvts 
Water Complies 

American StatK Wato'Co. 
Aqua America, tnc. 
Csdifomla Watar Seivtee Group 
SJW Corporation 
Sou^we^ Walter Ca 
YorkWatefCo. 

Average 

Median 

1.00 
0.96 
1.10 
1.10 
1.00 
0.45 

TradWonal Capital Asset Prfdna Model f31 

7.10% 
e.75 
7.81 
7.81 
7-10 
3^0 

0.93 6.63% 

11.77% 
11.42 
12.48 
12>48 
11.77 
7.87 

1130% 

1.0Q 7.10% 

Proxy Group of Six AUS Ufflfty 
Water Companies 

American Stetes VU îter Co. 
Aqua America, Ina 
Califbmia Water Seivica Group 
SJW Corporation 
Southwest V\feter Co. 
YoA Water Ca 

Reports 

Avefage 

Median 

1.00 
0.95 
1.10 
1.10 
1.00 
0.45 

0.93 

1.00 

7.10 % 
6,83 
7.63 
7.63 
7.10 

• -^r l?, 
6.74% 

7.10% 

11.77% 
11.50 
laso 
1230 
11.77 
a.B4 

11.41 % 

11.77% 

SeopageSltxncMes. 
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Notes: 

Ohio American Water Company 
Development of the Maricet-Required Rate of Relum on Common Equity Using 

the Capital ̂ s e t Pricing Model for 
the Proxy Group of Six AUS Utility Reports Water Companies 

Adjusted fo Reflect a Forecasted Risk-Free Rate arid Market Retum 

(2> 

(1) For reasons explained in Ms. Ahem's accompanying direct testimony, from the three previous 
month-end (Mar. '08 - May "OS), as well as a recently available (June 20,2008). Valu6 Line 
Summan/ &lnde)c a forecasted 3-5 year total annual maricet return of 16.50% <^n be derived 
by averaging the 3-month and spot forecasted totel 3 ^ year total appreciation, converting it 
into an annual nr>arket appreciation and adding the Value Line average forecasted annual 
dividend yield. 

The 3-5 year average total martlet appredation of 71% produces a four-year average 
annual r ^ m of 14.35% ((1.71 ""^ -1), When the average annual forecasted dividend yield of 
2.15% is added, a total average maricet retum of 16.50% (2.16% +14.35%) is derived. 

The 3-month and spot forecasted total maricet return of 16.50% minus the risk-free rate 
of 4.67% (developed in Note 2) is 11.83% (16.60% - 4.67%). The Momingstar. Inc. (Ibbotson 
Associates) calculated maricet prenuum of 7.10% for the period 1926-2007 results Irom a total 
riiaricet return of 12.30% less the average income return on long-term U.S. Govemment 
Securities of 5.20% (12.30% - 5.20% = 7.10%). This is then averaged with the 11.83% Value 
Une market pi^nu'um resulting in a 9.47% market premium. In Ms. Ahem's opinion, the 
current and recent substantial volatility in tiie stock market is extraordinary and not 
representative of the expected long-term. Consequent^, in this instance, Ms; Aherii will not 
consider what she believes is an extraordinary expected capital appreciation and instead will 
rely only upon the 7.10% Nstorical maricet pr^ni um which wilJ be then multiplied iDy the beta in 
cofumn 1 of page 2 of thfe Schedule. 

Average forecast based upon six quarteriy estimates of 30-year Treasury Bond yields per the 
consensus of neariy 60 economists reported in the Blue Chip Finandal Forecasts dated June 
1,2008 (see page 7 of Schedule PMA-10.) The estimates are detailed below: 

Second Quarter 2008 
Third Quarts 2008 
Fourth Quarter 2008 
First Quarter 2009 
Second Quarter 2009 
Thini Quarter 2009 
Average 

30-Year 
Treasury Eond Yield 

4.60 
4.60 
4.70 
4.80 
4,SQ 
4.67% 

(3) The traditional Capital Asset Pridng Model (CAPM) is applied using the foltowing fbmraiia: 

RS='RF + P ( R M - R F ) 

Where Rs« Retum rate of common stock 
RF = Risk Free Rate 
B = Value Line Adjusted Beta 
KM - Retum on the maricet as a whole 

(4) The empirical CAPM is applied using the folk>wing fbmiula: 

RS = R F + . 2 5 ( R H - f ^ ) + -75p(RM - R F ) 

Where Rs = Return rate of common stock 
RF - Risk-Free Rate 
p - Value Line Adjusted Beta 
RM = Retum on the maricet as a whole 

Source of Information: Value Line Summary & index 
BItje CJTip Finandal Forecasts. June 1,2008 
Value Line Investment Survey. April 25,2008, Standard Edition arid Small and 
tei^-Cap Ec^'on 
Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuafion Yeartiook - Market Results for Stocks Bonds. Bills, and 
Inflation 1926-20D7 
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Exhibit No. 
Schedule PMA-12 
Page 9 of 9 

Ohio American Water Company 
Comparable Earnings Analvsis 

E = Estimated 

Notes: (1) The criteria for selection of the proxy group of one hundred ninety eight rron-utility companies 
vras that the non-utiiity companies be domestic and have a meaningful rate of return on book 
common equity, shareholders' equity, net worth, or partners' capital for each of tfie five years 
ended 2007 or projected 2011 - 2013 as reported in Value Line investment Survey (Standard 
Edition). The proxy group of one hundred ninety eight non-utility companies was selected 
based upon the proxy group of six AUS Ut'li^ Rejxirts water companies' unadjusted beta 
range of 0.54 -1.28 and standard error of the regression range of 2.8187 - 3.6743. These 
ranges are based upon plus or minus three standard deviations of the unadjusted bet^ and 
standard error of the regression as detailed in Ms. Ahem's direct testimony. Plus or minus 
three standard deviatic^s captures 99.73% of the distribution of unadjusted betas and 
standard enrors ofthe regression. 

(2) Ending 2007. 

(3) 2011-2013/2010-2012. 

(4) The Student's T-statistic associated with these retums exceeds 1.96 at the 95% level of 
confidence. Therefore, they have been excluded, as outliers, to am've at proper, i.e,, 
conservative, historical and projected retums as fully explained in Ms. Ahem's testimony. 

(5} The standan:! deviation of group of six AUS Utility Reports water companies' standard error of 
the regression is 0.1426. The standard deviation of the standard error of the regression is 
calculated as follows: 

StandardDeviationoftheStd. En-, ofthe Regr. = Standard Enorofthe Regression 
/ 2N 

where: N = number of observations. Since Value Line betas are derived from weekly price 
change observations over a period of five years, N = 259 

Thus, 0.1426 = 3.2465 = 3.2465 
/518 22.7596 

(6) Mid-point of the median of the historical five year average and five year projected rate of 
return on book common equity, shareholder's equity, net worth, or partners' capi^. 

(7) Median of the historical five year averse and five year prcjected rate of return on book 
common equity, sharehoWer's equity, net worth, or partners' capital excludir^ returns 
kientified as outliers as outlined in Note (4) above. 

(8) MId-pdnt of ^ e median of the historical five year average and live year pnsjected rate of 
return on book common equity, shareholder's equity, net worth, or partners' capital excluding 
retums Identified as outliers as outlined in Note (4) above. 

Source of Infonnation: Value Line, Inc., June 16,2008 
Value Line Investment Sun/ey (Standard Edition) 
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ExhilMt No. 
Schedule PMA-13 
Page 2 of 3 

Ohio American \Aferter Company 
Derivation of Investment Risk Adjustment Based upon 

ibbotson Assodates' Size Premia for the Deciie Portfolros ofthe NYSE 

Notes: 

(1) From page 3 of this Schedule. 

(2) Line No. 1 - Line No. 2 and Line No. 1 - Line No. 3 of Columns 3 and 4, respectively. For 
example, the 3.62% in Column 5, Line No. 2 is derived as follows 3.62%% = 5.82% - 2.20. 

(3) From Ohio American Water Company's 2007 Annual Report to the Publk; Utilities Commfesbn 
of Ohio. 

(4) With an estimated market capitalization of $65,908 million (based upon the StafTs group of 
four comparable water companies) Ohio Amwican Water Company fells in the 10* decile of 
tiie NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ which has an average maritet capitalization of $113,637 as shovwi 
in the table on the bottom half of page 3 of this Schedule. 

(6) Size premium applicable to the tO**̂  decile of tiie NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ as shown on page 17 
of Schedule PMA-1. 

(6} With an estimated market caprtgdlzation of $970,502 millron, tiie Staffs group of four 
comparable water companies falls in tiie in the 8^ decile of tiie NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ which 
has an average maricet capi^lization of $766,270 million as shown in tiie table on the bottom 
half of page 3 of this Schedule. 

(7) Average size premium applicable to the S*' decile of the NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ as gleaned 
shown on page 17 of Schedule PMA-1. 

Source of Information: Ibbotson SBBI - 2008 Valuation Yearfjook - Market Results for Stocks. Bonds. Bills 
and Inflah'on fbr 1926-2007. Momingstar, Inc.. 2008. Chicago, IL 

file:///Aferter
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Exhibit No. 
Schedule PMA-14 

Ohio American Water Company 
PUCO Staff Report's CAPM Corrected to Reflect 

the Coniect Arittimetic Mean Historical Market Equity Risk Premium, 
a Forecasted Risk-Free Rate and the Empirical Capital Asset Pricing Model (ECAPM) 

PUCO Staff 

Line No. 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

Historical Market Equity Risk 
Premium 
Proxy Group Beta 
Pnjxy Group Specific Equity Risk 
Premium 
Risk-Free Rate 
Traditional CAPM Result 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 
10. 

11. 

Historical Market Equity Risk 
Premium 
Proxy Group Beta 
Proxy Group Specific Equity Risk 
Premium 
Risk-Free Rate 
Empirical CAPM Result 

Average of Traditional & 
Empirical CAPM 

12. PUCO Staff's CAPM Result 

Traditional CAPM 

7.10 
1.025 

7.278 
4.67 

11.948 

(1) 
(2> 

% 
(3) 
% 

Empirical CAPM 

7.10 
1,025 

7.233 
4.67 

11.903 

11.926 

10.941% 

%{1) 
(2) 

%(4> 
(2) 
% 

% 

(6) 

Notes: (1) From note 1 on page 3 of Schedule PMA-11. 
(2) From PUCO Staff Reprot, Case NO. 07-1112-WS-

AIR, Schedule D-1.3, page 6. 
(3) From note 2 on page 3 of Schedule PMA-11. 

(4) Calculated using the fomnula shown In note 5 on 
page 29 of Schedule PMA-21 of this Exhibit 


